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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

A Study of Delinquent Jewish Youth 

in Los Angeles County 

by 

Joy Torstrup McAllister 

Doctor of Education 

University of California, Los Angeles, 1968 

Professor May V. Seagoe, Chairman 

'Some studies of juvenile delinquency have noted elat 

Jewish groups contribute less than their proportion of ele 

total. It was the purpose of this study to make an inquiry 

into delinquency among Jewish boys in Los Angeles County to 

find whether there was less delinquency in that group and 

to formulate suggestion~ to reduce delinquency. 

Three groups, delinquent Jewish boys, delinquent Prot

estant boys, and ncndelinqu~nt Jewish boys, were selected 

for study. 

A comparison of Jewish and Protestant delinquents 

showed that the Jewish boys had parents who were often 

older, foreign born, and better educated than the parents 

of the Protestant boys. The .Jewish families more often 

·owned businesses and lived in above average areas. Mental 

health problems were more frequently noted in the Jewish 

families. More of the Jewish families had received 

xiii 



Assistance from various agencies. The Jewish boys received 

higher sChool marks and attained higher grade levels. They 

committed fewer offenses overall, but more committed 

offenses against persons, and the court seemed more lenient 

to them. 

The Protestant boys' parents were more likely to' be 

divorced, have more children, and have dropped out of 

school. More of the Protestant boys were born in California 

or the United States. Their fathers were more likely to be 

in skilled trades, home owners, and excessive drinkers. 

Ther~ were more arrests among Protestant fanuly members. 

More of the Protestant boys dropped out of school and com-

mitted offenses against property. 

The three-way comparison of the nondelinquent Jewish 

boys with subgroups of the delinquent Protestant and Jewish 

boys indicated that the Jewish delinquents were more like 

9ther delinquents in greater number of broken homes and 

lower educational attainment of parents. Like at-her deli,n

quenta, they were IIIOre likely to come from unhappy or dis-
, 

rupted homes, to have average ability, and unlikely to 

attend religious services regularly. 

The Jewish delinquents were like other Jewish boys in 

fewer divorces of parents, fewe~ siblings, and older parents. 

They were more likely to have foreign born parents. The 

majority of Jewish mothers were housewives. Both Jewish 

groups were more likeh' to live in above average housing. 

xiv 
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The delinquent Jewish boys were least likely to have lived 

in the present home for a long period. 

·Fathers' occupations" distinguished the three groups 

tram ea~h other with more fathers of nondelinquent Jewish 

boys in professions, more fathers of delinquent Jewish boys 

in small, business and sales, and more fathers of Protestant' 

delinquent boys in skilled trades. 

Delinquency was less common among Jewish youth than 

among other youth in Los Angeles County. There was evidence 

that the qualities of Jewish life which make Jewish boys 

less ,prone to delinquent behavior are a stron-g parent-child 

relationship, the total Jewish group acting as an extended 

family to the individual, and Jewish cultural emphasis on 

competition in intellectual rather than physical pursuits. 

There is evidence in the literature to support the additional 

contention that consistent discipline and love by parents for 

for children are also characteristic of Jewish families. 

Implications for education are presented. 

xv 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Delinquency of minors is a major problem tn Los Angeles 

County as it is elsewhere in the United States. According 

to Juvenile Court Statistics, 1961, "About 503,000 juvenile 

delinquency cases, excluding traffic offenses, were handled 

by ju~enile courts in the United States in 1961" (8:1). 

TI'lese cases involved about 434,000 different children. 

I~ California, 189,424 youths unde~ age eighteen were 

arrested for d~linquent or criminal activities during 1961. 

That number represented 6,709 more arrests than were made 

in 1960. The increase in population,' however, offset the 

increase in arrests, and there was no appreciable change 

in arrest rates during the two years i 1, 151. 9 delinquen~' 

arrests per 100,000 total population in 1961 and 1,152.0 per 

100,~00 total population in 1960 (6:1). 

In Los Angeles County while the total population in

creased 2.3 percent in 1961 over 1960, the number of new 

delinquency cases referred to the probation offi{;., i.lcreased 

'i from 10,735 in 1960 to 11,231 in 1961 or 4.6 percent (6:28). 

, 
,I 
\) 

In 1963 there were 69,570 juvenile delinquency arrests in 

Los Angeles County or 1,055.1 per 100,000 population. The 

1 
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numb~r rose to B3,066 or 1,232.9 per 100,000 population in 

1964. That ris. was an increase of 16.9 percent while the 

total population rose only 2.2 percent (5lTables Ba And 9). 

Bence, the problem of juv~nile. delinquency remains an acute 

one and a need is indicated for continued research in both 

its etiology and cur •• 

Definition of delinquency. Because juvenile delinquency 

has so often been discussed, it has been variously defined. 

cyril Burt provided a broad definition: aA child is to be 

regarded as technically a delinquent when his anti-social 

tendencies appear so grave that he becomes or ought to be

come,'the subject of official action- (7:15). For purposes 

of this st~dy, however, determining who ·ought to become the 

. subject of official action: haa been deemed vague. Because 

of its more.precise limits the definition offered by the 

Children's Bureau has been used. 

Juvenile delinquency cases are thos~ referred to 
courts for acts defined in the statutes ·of the State 
as the violation of a law or municipal ordinance by 
child·ron or youth of juvenile court age, or for con
duct so seriously antisocial as .to interfere with the 
rights of others or to menace the welfare of the de
linquent himself or of the community. (B:10) 

Among the 'studies ~hieh have been made of juvenile de

linquency, some have noted that Jewish youth have contributed 

fewer than their proportion of the total number of delin

quents. It was the purpose of this study to make a special 

inquiry into delinquency of Jewish youth, and if there is 

loss delinquency in that group to find out from such a study, 

suggestions which may vell be followed to reduce delinquency 

in other groupo. In defining Jewish for the purpose of this 
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paper th~ detinition given by Dieta was accepted I -For our 

purpose we ahall define the word ~ to include all individ

uals of the so-called white races of mankind who, by virtue 

of family tradition, do practice or whose ancestors did 

practice the religion of Judaism" (l4:2~). 

Bovet reported th~t -While the increase in juvenile 

delinquency during the war years shows for the whole of New 

York City a rate of 60 percent, the increase among Jewish 

children was only 20 percent- (4:48). Kvaraceus, in analyz

ing cases referred to the Child.ren's Bureau in Passaic, New 

J~rsey, noted that of the delinquent population studied, 

aDout'two percent claimed to be members of the Jewillh re

ligion while the city's total Jewish populatj,on w~:; approxi

IllAtely tifteen percen't (26: 117-119) • 

Dietz attempted to -interpret the significance of low 

incidence of juvenile dalinquency among the Jews of the 

United States in terms ot the Glueck Social Prediction Fac

tors of delinquency causation ••• (l4:4)~ He hoped to in

dicate a basic preventive pattern. He relied heavily on 

sources from the literature, and, while he studied no sample 

populatio? hi~elt, he drew the fo11CMing conclusions: 

1. The traditional pattern of Jewish family life-
the father is the spiritual head and family life 
the medium for religious expression--has remained 
essentially unimpaired during the centuries of 
Jewish survival. The religious "way of life" 
underlies the discipline o~: culture governing 
family life, despite modifications. 

2. Jewish family life in Eastern European culture 
and in the American setting has a highly 
favorable rank in terms of all factors com
prising the Glueck Social Prediction Scale, 
both individually and collectively. Each f~c
tor for the Je~ish family is in the lowest 
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failure category. 

3. Jewish paternal discipline is based upon respect 
for the father's religious responsibility, the 
encouragement of intellectual activity, and the 
repression 'of physical aggression. Thus, the 
basis for delinquent expression in terms of 
physical aggression has been largely removed. 
The counterpart of this repression in Jewish 
youth is exhibited in characteristically neurotic 
feelings of insecllri ty and anxiety. ' 

4 

4. Maternal supervision of the b9Y has the added pro
tection of the father's direct responsibility. 
Leisure activity for the Jewish boy is not focused 
upon play or physical superiority, but upon cul
tural pUrsuits. The working mother is accepted 
in Jewish culture. 

5. Affection of Jewish parents for their children 
is deeply imbedded. The mother',s affection is 
so intense that overprotection is characteristic 
and is expresse(,l mainly in over,-feeding and ex
treme sacrifice. with regard to the boy in par
ticular, he is hurried out of babyhood,' is weaned 
early, is welcomed more than a girl, and is 
closer emotionally to the mother. 'The father's 
affectional relationship toward .the boy has, 
traditionally been less intense, with a tendency 
tc, ¥armer feelings in the more equalitarian 
Jewish family of the present day. 

6. JE!wish family cohesiveness is characterized b,y a 
dynamic state of interdependence and interaction 
involving parents and children alike. 'The f,amily 
is strongly male-oriented, the father guiding the 
intellectual and spiritual destinies and the 
mother the tempor.al and dome.stic activities. 
Jewish family solidarity has 'been maintained 
on the American scene even in the families of the 
third and fourth generation, with a strength 
equal to that of the traditional family of the 
Old World. 

7. The results of this appraisal of Jewish family 
life in terms of the Gluecy. Social Prediction 
Scale extend further the validation of this in
strument (in the light of the criterion of low 
incidence of juvenile delinquency in Jewish homes) 
and present a pattern of preventive factors that 
should be of interest to juvenile delinquency 
investigation. 



8. This study suggests that successful family at
titudes are the result of well-defined and ac
cepted values and goals, which are evolved 
through cultural experience with a definite 
group framework. It appears that the Jews have 
been fortunate in maintaining their group 
identity, even if they have been forced to do so 
by outside pressure. (14:58-60) 

Sophia Robison reported the results of a comparison 

5 

of delinquency among Jewish youth in New York City in 1952 

with that in 1930. The study revealed a significant drop 

in delinquency among Jewish youth in New York City. Twenty 

percent of all offenses were committed by Jewish youngsters 

in 1930, while only three percent of the total offenses 

were attributed to Jewish youth in 1952. Robison said, 

, , , On the basis of the fact that the total number 
of Jewish cases are (sic) so small, and are •.. dif
'ferent in respect to family and child characteristics 
from the total delinquent popUlation the inference 
appears warranted that the infrequent Jewish delinquent 
re~embles the non-Jewish de,:).inquent only j..n his type 
of behavior. 

'These findings would seem to point up the 
necessity for a more definitive analysis of the 
types of behavior and problems which bring children 
who are members of the Jewish 'subculture into the 
Juvenile Court', Also, t,he, study suggests the' . 
poss,ibility that an investigation of fami,ly and 
group sdlidarit-..ies, and of cultural characteristics, 
may be more r.ewarding than 'the current ·frontal attack , 
on 50 ill-d~fined an entity as "delinquency." (43:541) 

A prelbtinary report by the'Los Angeles County De-

partment of Community Services entitled Delinquency

Dependency Patterns and Related Socio-Economic Characteris-

tics of Population, '1960-1961 indicated that t..'1e male youth 

population (ages 0-17) in Los Angeles County was 1,012,396 

1 
•• NtC ._~c£_. M *"'*P.ti!+K.":;:;;;:1IRI'?X.6ffAS.~""J"*J?i!lliiPK¥.'li'Ji4IR4!4¥4i 4A4~tm'!"X~~.J'¥~WJ!})H*~ 
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in 1961 (49:72). This figure ~ade up 16.8 percent of the 

total county population. of the total county population 

(6,019,131) in 1961, 90.3 percent (5,436,042) were white 

(49:64). Using these figures to make an estimate, there 

were approximately 913,000 white. male youths (excluding 

Mexican-American youths) between the ages of 0-17 in Los 

Angeles County. Of these boys. 5.452 were referred to the 

Los Angeles County Probation Department .for delinquent acts 

in 1961. We may estimate then that .6 percent of the white 

male youth population was referred to the Probation Depart-

DlEWt for delinquent acts. 

According to a letter dated February 28, 1964, from 

Dr. Fred Massarik, Associate Professor of the Graduate 

School of Business Administration. University of California, 

Los Angeles, a census of the Los Angeles County Jewish 

population indicated the total to be about 455,000. He 

estimated the number of Jewish males, ages 10 to 17 at 

27,000. The number of Jewish males. ages 0 to 17 could be 

estimated 'at 58,000. By scanning the total number of 

-Juvenile Statistical Report" cards made by the Los Angeles 

Coun,ty Prob'ation Department of boys ,for 1961 a count was 

made of 129 Jewish boys on whom delinquency petitions w~re 

filed. Tha't figure would be ,2 percent of the total white 

male Jew~sh youth, ,ages 0 to 17,' It should be noted that 

these' figures are rough because they are based on the esti

mates of vario,us persons. Further, it is quite probable 
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that not every Jewish boy referred was identified as Jewish. 

Neverthless, the figures indicate that delinquency, or at 

least arrest, is less common among the Jewish group than it 

is among the rest of the white male youth population of 

"Los Angeles County. 

Overview of the present study. It was the intent of 

"the present study to discover whether delinquency was less 

common among Jewish boys of Los Angeles County than among 

the rest of Los Angeles County youth, and to infer what 

factors (family life, culture, religion) would make Jewish 

youth less prone to delinquent behavior. The study also 

attempted to determine the influences which impinge on de-

linquent Jewish youth, eliciting their delinquency and 

whether they are the same as those factors generally cited 

by authorities as responsible for the social problem, 

juvenile delinquency. 

~theses. The study of delinquency among Jewish 

youth in Los Angeles County was designed to test the follow-

ing hypotheses: 

1. Jewish youngsters as a group are less prone to de-

linquent behavior than are other youngsters. 

2. When a Jewish boy becomes delinquent either: 

A. The factors which have impinged upon him are more 

intense than would be necessary to elicit delin-

quency in other youngsters, "or 

B. His family has broken away from the Jewish group. 

. , 



3. The qualities of the Jewish family which make Jewish 

younsters less prone to delinquent behavior are: 

A. A strong parent-child rel~tionship. 

8 

B. The total Jewish group as an extended family to the 

individual. 

C. Jewish cultural emphasis on competition in intel

lectual rather than physical pursuits, 

Procedures and sources of data. Using Los Angeles 

County Probation Department records, the percentage of 

Jewish boys on whom delinquency petitions were filed over 

a one-year period (1961) was compared with the percentage 

of yewish boys in ~1e total population. The same comparison 

was made for white boys in general. 

A pairea study was made of the delinquent Jewish boys 

with delinquent white Protestant boys matched by socio

economic status and age to determine what factors may differ 

when socioeconomic status is held constant. The second 

group was limited to Protestant boys because that group 

would most closely resemble the Jewish group in family size 

and education. A further comparison was made with a small 

group of nondelinquent Jewish boys. This approach afforded 

·an opportunity to study the differences or similarities 

between the delinquent Je"lish boys and the delinquent white 

Protestant boys as well as the differences and similarities 

between delinquent and nondelinquent Jewish boys. Dif

ferences and similarities in J~wish activity participation, 

If we 
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.uoc~.s ot the boy in school, and family strength (attitude 

of parents to the boy and whether or not the family was 

intact) were studied. There were more than 100 DOYs in 

each of the two delinquent groups and thirty-four in the 

nondelinquent group. 

He i!!Y 9WA4tQUnme 



CHAPTER II 

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY: SELECTED LITERATURE 

Scholars have approached th~ study of juvenile de

linquency from various points of view. Some, like Tappan, 

have described social variables which play a part in the 

etiology of delinquency. Other studies have analyzed the 

characteristics of particular delinquent boys and have 

endeavored to point up methods for prevention. The various 
I 

theoretical positions discussed in the present chapter are 

the biological or psychobiological, the psychological and 

psychoanalytical, and the sociological points of view. 

A general overvi9W. Among the many works treating 

the subject of juvenile delinquency, Thorsten Sellin's 

monograph, The Criminality of Youth, published in 1940, is 

an often-cited reference. He concluded, 

The various data presented in this monograph 
lead to the general conclusion that since 
(1), the lIkelihood of a person's becoming a second 

offender i3 many times greater than that of his 
becollli,ng a first offender; 

(2) the probability of a person's committing a sub
sequent crime increases with each new conviction; 

'(3) juvenile delinquents in considerable number com
mit new offenses during the youth period; 

(4) youths dominate iil serious offenses againet 
property--in turn the vast majority of all 
serious crimes--that appear to be more habit
fOrming than other forms of common criminal 
conduct; 

10 
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(5) the proportion of first offenders is extraordinar
ily high in the youth group compared with later 
.qe groups; . 

(6) the expectancy of life is greater for the youth 
group than for later age group~; 

there is every reason to assume that a person who 
begins his delinquency in youth or who continues his 
career as a juvenile delinquent into the youth period, 
is much more exposed to the ha'zard of recidivism than 
are those who begin their criminal careers lat~r in 
life. If this conclusion is sound, adequate treatment 
measures for the youth group ar.e needed, and if they 
can be made successful the offense rates of later age 
groUps should in the course of time show considerable 
declines. (40:116) 

Paul Tappan, author of another standard work on the 

subject of juvenile delinquency offered the following 

definition: -Delinquency is an act, course of conduct, or 

si tuation which might be brought before a court and ad-

judicated ••• - (47:30). 

. Tappan cautioned that statistics on delinqllency may 

not give a true picture because of the variations in laws 

'amqng states and localities, incomplete reporting by some 

localities, and informal handling of many ca~es by police 

or referral to agencies other than the courts. But some 

conclusions can be drawn from the available information on 

the subject. Among physiological problems which give rise 

to delinquency are encephalitis, epilepsy. brain damage, 

physical handicaps when the individual feels severely 

handicapped by them, glandular imbalances, and mental re

tardation. Mental deficiency is notresponsi.bl.e for de

linquency per se, but it does playa part in that: 

(1) Competitively, the indiVidual is at a disadvan
tage in his social relationships. 
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(2) He may have feelings of inferiority. 
(3) He is often more suggeatib19 th~1 the average 

child. 
(4) He is often lacking in the capacity to inhibit 

his ordinary affective impulses. (47:122) 

A number of social variables ~lay a part 1n the 

etiology of delinquency. Of these the most important is 

the family. 

More research has been devoted to the family as 
a factor in delinquency than to any other single 
influence. This is appropriate because of the 
vital significance of the family as the "cradle 
of personlili ty.· During the early years in and 
through the family are established the basic re
action patterns of thinking and feeling, the norms 
And values that assert a durable, p9rsisting in
fluence upon the individual's subsequent life 
history. • • • The "personality type" established 

I early in the primary group associations is an 
enduring core that, though it is adaptable to 
widely varying social roles, plays an important 
part in all the interactional process~sof the 
indiVidual with his fellows. Aside from gross 
traumatic influence, the person tends to react 
to his social world in an essentially sim"ilar 
fashion, though with somewhat varying intensities, 
throughout his life cycle; the patterning of his 
responses to reality and authority is an important 
phase of this perseveration of character. Hence, 
when the family has founded a deep and chronic 
habit of antisocial conduct and values, recon
ditioning to morality and legality is a slow and 
difficult process ••• '. It seems clear.that the 
effect of the home is even greater npon such 
rather highly specific traits of conduct as 
honesty anu conformity, as well as upon the more 
generalized moral ideals and habits of the in
dividual, than it is upon matters of mere moral 
knowledge. The family colors vividly the entire 
thinking and behavior of the child throughout his 
his tory. (4.7: 133-4) 

12 

Other "social variables" pointed out by Tappan are (1) the 

child's reaction to a broken home or parental discipline, 

(2) the problem of inconsistent discipline, (3) the lack of 

s.'" 
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model for a super-ego, (4) a conflict of immigrant parents 

with American culture, (5) racial minority and intergroup 

conflicts, (6) size of family--greater incidence of de

linquency.~n larger families. Poverty and unemployment are 

not direct causes of delinquency, but they are part of the 

whole picutre of slum neighborhoods that may produce ~e~ 

linquency. Bad associates may have a deleterious affect 

on the individual. 

The way in which a given person responds to sl':imuli 
of this sort, through group suggestion depends 
very largely on his patterns of re~ction to authority, 
morality, law, and his parents, matters that have 
been developed through his training in the home 
rather than the gang. (47:145) 

I In discussing "cultural influences," Tappan stated: 

The thesis adopted here has be.en that normal and 
deviant conduct, including delinquency, are a conse
quence of the dynamic, continuous interrelationships 
between the individual .(with all the qualities he 
possesses, constitutional, psychic, and social) and 
the successive milieux to which he has been exposed 
throughout his life history. (47:158) 

He further noted that the individual has difficulty in ad

justing as society becomes more complex. The unadjusted 

may become delinquent. 

Teeters and Reinemann pointed out that poverty has 

long been believed to be a cause of delinquency, but the 

majority of the poor are law abiding.· "The economic 

~a8is ••• resolves itself to the offenders' dissatisfac

tion with their meager income from legal pursuits" (48:127). 

The authors concluded that a close relationship exists 

between poverty and delinquency, but that poverty can not 
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be classed as • direct cause. 

An approach closely allied to poverty, namely the 

ecological approach or the identification of delinquency 

areas, va's discussed by Teeters and Reinemann. They. noted 

that such students of delinquency as Breckenridga, Abbott, 

Shaw, and Thrasher had described delinquency from this 

point of view. According to them, delinquency areas are 

blighted are6i, usually near the center of a city's business 

district or adjacent to it. Such areas.are characterized 

by varehouses, run-down houses, few or no playgrounds or 

community or cultural centers, deteriorated streets ~~d 

alleys, railroad yards and sidings, factories, low rent, 

clashes of the cultural backgrounds of various groups, and, 

most important, by deterioration of the fundamentals and 

characteristics of social control. Teeters and Reinemann 

urged the prOvision of low-ccst housing to replace slum 

areas, but they noted that much delinquency comes from so

called privileged homes. 

In discussing the relationship between broken homes 

and delin'=i'Jency, Teeters and Reinemann indicated that it 

is not 80 much that a home is broken as that it is inade-

quate that counts. There is no one clear-cut cause of de

linquency, but one central theme stands out in the analysis 

of a delulquent child: conflict or disorganization. They 

endorsed Cyril Burt's statement tha~ four sets of factors 

vere present in any specific case: (1) principal or most 
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conspicuous influence, (2) chief cooperating factor or fac

tors, (3) minor predisposing or AggrAvating conditions, 

and (4) conditions present but appa~ently inoperative. 

Thia is A -multiple causation" th~ory. 

Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck studied 500 delinquent boys, 

ages eleven to seventeen, comparing them with 500 non

delinquent boys matched by age, ethnic (racial) derivation, 

qeneral intelligence, and residence in underprivileged 

urban neighborhoods. They published several volumes of in

formation based on the findings of the study. In Deliquents 

in the Making, Paths to Prevention, published in 1952, ~~e 

Gluecks defined delinquency: 

repeated acts of a kind which when committed by 
persons beyond the statutory juvenile court age 
are punishable as crimes (either felonies or 
misdemeanors)--except for a few instances of 
persistent stubborness, truancy, running away, 
associating with immoral persons and the like, 
(19:6) 

In summarizing the characteristi(" 1n which the de

linquent is found to differ from the nondelinquent boy! the 

G1uecks noted the following: 

Physically, in being essentially mesomorphic in. con
stitution '(Le., soli1j, closely knit, muscular): 
temperamentally, in being restlessly energetic, im
pUlsive, extroverted, Aggressive, destructive (often 
sadis,tic) --traits which may be. more or less related 
to,both their bodily structure and their erratic 
growth pattern with its physiologic correlates or 
consequenr.es: in attitude, in being hostile, defiant, 
resentful, suspicIous, stubborn, socially assertiVe, 
adventurous, unconventional, nonsubrnissive (or 
ambivalent) to authority: intellectually, in tending 
to direct and concrete rather than symbolic, ab- . 
stract intellectual expression and in being less 
methodical in their approach to problems; 
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·ocioculturally, in having been reared to a far 
greater extont than the non-delinquents in homes of 
little understanding, affection, stabiHty, or moral 
fiber, by parents usually unfit to be effective 
quides and protectors or desirable symbols for emu
lationl and under conditions unfavorable to the 
building of a well-balanced and socially adequate 
characte: and conscience (super-ego). 

It is particularly in the exciting, stimulating, 
but little controlled, and culturally inconsistent 
environment of tho urban under-privileged area that 
such boys readily tend to give expression to their 
untamed impulses and their self-centered desires by 
"kicking over the traces· of conventionally dictated 
behavior. These tendencies are apparently anchored 
deeply in body and mind M.d essentially derive from 
malformations of personality and character during 
the first few years of life. (19:184-190) 

In maJdng specific recommendations for the prevention 

of delinquency, the GluQcks stated, 

••• in the Ultimate analysis, prevention of de
linquent careers, as our findings suggest, is also 
dependent upon something more specific than manipUla
tion of the general cultural environment. It entails 
the structuring of integrated personality and whole
some character during the first few formative years 
of life; and this, fortunately is accompli.shed largely 
in the home. (19:192) 

They reco~ended taking direct action to improve the "under

the roof" culture of the home and the school. They would 

place the focus of th~ action on the traits and characteris

tics of the derinquent~ on family life, on the school, and 

on the employment of leisure time. Direct action on the 

delinquent would involve special allowance in all major 

channels of self-expression for the greater energy output 

of certain boys, greater variety in curriculum patterns 

and leisure time progrAlllS and vocational opportunities, and 

more specific fitting of bOys into areas of activity. They 
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wo~ld equip the schools to discover potential dalinquante, 

calling for early testing and periodic re-testing to de

tect malf.Grmaticn3 of emotional development. 

Action to improve family life would involve intensive 

instruction of each generation of prospective parents in 

the elements of mental hygiene and elements of healthy 

family life, improvement of community resources for tamily 

counseling. 

• • • Little progress can be made in the prevention 
ot delinquency until family life is strengthened 
through a lnrg8 scale, pervAsive, continuous program 
designed to bring to bear all the resources of mental 
hygiene, social work, education, and religious and 
ethical teaching upon this central issue .(19: 197) 

Recr~ation facilities must be increased and plans must be 

lIlade for the family as a unit. 

Among suggestions for schools were fundamental changes 

in curriculum and teacher training. The curriculum would 

have greater flexibility, and teach.ers I training would make 

provisions for knowing how to cope with children i s emotional 

problems. Teachers should serve as parent p,\lbstitutes, as 

ego-ideals. Young male teachers or husband and wife teacher 

teams should be used in the pri~ary grades. There should 

be a higher social evaluation of the role of the teache.r. 

Evidences of persistent delinquen~j occur before puberty; 

therefore the elementary school should be the place to 

attack the problem. 

In providing for wholesome use of leiaure time, the 

Gluecks recommended that settlement houses, community 
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centers and the like -should experiment with various means 

of attracting and guiding youngsters of this type into at 

least 80cially harmless, if not constructive, channels" 

(19 :201) • 

In a subsequent volume in which additional data from 

the same study were analyzed, the Gluecks stated: 

The current inquiry has led us to three major con
clusions: 

(1) The basic morphologic differentiation of the 
physique types is accompanied by differences in 
the incidence among them of certain traits, some 
ot which are actually associated with delin
quency, others potentially so. 

(2) Differences in the physical and temPeramental 
structure of body types bring about some varia
tion in their response to environmental pres
sures. 

(3) Differences in the incidence of certain traits 
among the physique types, as well as divergences 
in their reactions to the environment, are re
flected in certain differences in the etiology 
of delinquency among the body types. 

Thus, even if other researchers should 'confirm 
our findings that sixty percent of del~nquents (at. 
least in disorganized urban areas) are of the meso
morphic body type, thereby suggesting a focus in 
prophylactic and therapeutic endeavors on the meso
morphs in the child population, the special charac
teristics of the other physique types point to the 
need of some diversity of approach to the prevention 
and treatment ot antisocial behavior in boys of dif
ferent body structures. (21:249-50) 

A third volume, Family Environment and Delinquensy, 

vas pu"lished by the Gluecks in 1962. ~h.e authors con

cluded that fundamental principles of treatment had emerged 

·from their study. While prophylactic measures must take 

into account the whole child and the whole family, there 
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was evidence that treatment of specific factors in spe

cific CABea might yield results. Certain family influences 

during the first few years of life could affect the de

velopment c.f delinquency. 

Influences of the home environment operate 
aelectively to propel toward maladjustment 
and delinquency certain children who are 
characterized by specifio traits which en
hance their vulnerability. (20:154-5) 

In 1961, Gibbens noted that "from the point of view 

of psychology of delinquency, the most impor~ant effects 

of urbanization are probably those which affect the 

quality of the family life of the child, or, in the second 

decade, the effects of delinquent subculture" (18:24) • 

Q • • The problems of delinquency ••• arise, according 

to clinical experiencs, in much the same way today as 

yesterday, from serious deprivation and major disorders 

of family life" (18:38). He emphasize,d the importance of 

early childhood experiences and family life: "There is 

,DO reaaon to doubt that serious recidivists of any age 

have a disturbed early history and tnat mental hygiene in 

childhood,' whetl)er or not there was overt delin'quency, 

underlies effective prevention" (18:42). 

The influences acting on a youngster to induce de~ 

linquent b~~~vior may be phy6ica1, cu~~ural, or social. 

Delinquency areas. broken homes or homes in which there 

12 conflict or disorganization are f~ctorB in eliciting 

delinquent behavior. Probably more than one factor 
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operates in each case. The Cluec:ks not,ed differenoes, 

phy.i~~lly, temperamentally, attitudinally, intelleotually, 

and socioculturally, ·between delinquent and nondelinquent 

boys. Changes in home, . school, and cOIllfQuni ty would al

leviate S"tne of the problem, particularly for those young-

.ters who are delinquency prone. 

Biological or psychobiological points of view. 

According to this point of viev, tendencies to commit crime 

are inherited or are directly related to certain physio-

logical characteristics which ~ hereditary. According 

to D~.nald R. Taft, such theories antedate the nineteenth 

century (45:79). Historically, criminals had been regarded 

as persons who wilfully chose evil ways. Among nineteenth 

century scholars, Lombroso was perhaps the most famous 

for his theories of crirninal tYPes according to anthro-

poloqical measurements. Lolllbroilo' s influence wa's wide

spread, particularly in Italy and South America, and his 

theory has had some influence on research in the United 

States. 

In 1949, William B. Sheldal published Varieties of 

Delinquent Youth in which he reported the identification 

of three' types of body structure, three types of tempera-

ment and three corresponding psychiatric types. According 

to Sheldon, the mesomorphic body typfl produces delinquency 
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when it occurs in a aocial setting where the vltality and 

freodOlll trom inhibition characteristic of this type do not 

have conventional outlets (42). 

In the Gluecks' study (21) emphasis was placed on 

the identity of Sheldon's body types. A significantly 

larqe number of their delinquent group was ~somorphic. 

But the Gluecks, like Sheldon, indicated that factors of 

• 80cial or psychological nature had to be in play in order 

to evoke delinquent behavior even in mesomorphs. 

Teeters and Reinemann pointed out that in America 

the environmental approach has been favored while Latin 
J 

Amariclm and European students of delinque.nC1' have followed 

the biolo'1ical and anthropological schools. Teeters and 

Reinemann concluded that the answer lay somewhere between 

the two points of view (48). Other inherited factors are 

race, which will be considered separately. intelliqence I 

and endocrine imbalance. 

Studies of intelligence, based on standardized in-

telligence testp, have been largely disc::redi ted as reo' 

vealing significant differences between dellnqt.lant and 

nondelinquent groups because the tests themselves have 

been found to be inadequate tools when cultural deprivation 

may be a factor. If cultural deprtv&ticn is the factor 

----------------------.......... ~ ............................... ~~.--------------~--------------
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which intluemcos both the test acore and the delinquency t 

there could be a relationship between the two not necesaari.ly 

attributable to the intelligenc~ test score. Certainly it 

would not indicate that delinquency is an inherited trait. 

Of the studies relating to endoorinology, Taft said: 

A number of researchers have found little or 
no connection between endocrine dysfunction and 
crime. A series of studies by Dr. Hatthew Nolitch 
and associates ~C the New Jersey State Home for Boys 
gave mixed and largely negative results when de
linquents with endocrine disorders weFe compared 
with a control group of normal delinquents. About 
equal proportions of delinquents and nondelinquents 
in the Glueck study showed external signs of glandu
lar disturbances. (46:92) 

Regarding heredity or predisposition, August A1chorn 
J 

said: 

There must be something in the child himself 
which the environment brings out in the form of 
delinquency ••• ~ The predisposition to delinquency 
is not a finished product at birth but is detenpined 
by ~e emotional relationships, that is by the 
first experiences which the environment forces on 
'the child. (1:30-31) 

Bovet, another psychiatrist, made a similar statement: 

Geneticists have established "as a r~al and important fact, 

the inheritance of a number of,character tendencies which 

together predispose to delinquent behavior- (4:25). 

William McCord's point of view is that other cultures 

have ~puberty rites- which mark the transition from boyhood 

to manhood. The AIIlerican culture has no such point in a 

boy's life and so he es'tAblishes his masculine identity by 

owning a car, by joining the army or a fraternity, or by 

participating in delinquent (daring) activities. Subsequent 



to the performing of the delin~uent acts, most reform in 

. adult life. They have proved themselves. 
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McCord concluded that differences in crime rate which 

are related to age, sex, and race are side-produ~ts of 

deeper environmental causes, not causes. Thet'e is no con-

elusive evidence that criminal tendencies are hereditary. 

While investigato~s once thought that intelligence (probably 

hereditary) was related to crime, recent evidence contra

dicts that conclusion. There is no substantial evidence 

to 8u~port the theory that endocrinological disorders (per

haps hereditary) are responsible for crime. 

'Regarding the relationship of physique and delinquency, 

McCord said, N ••• in the present state of our knowledge, 

hYPOtheses concerning the relations between physical con

stitution and crime (the Gluecks' study) appear suggestive, 

but inconclusive" (39:70). 

The Gluecks had "found that non-delinquents give more 

evidence of neurological disorders· (39:73). Though knowl

edge of neurology is still sketchy, McCord agreed that 

brain disorder,in the inhibitory area may play some role in 

crime. Certain types of criminality such as psychopathy, 

homosexuality, alcoholism, and psychotic criminality may 

bave a physiological or neurological background. There is, 

however, mUch more evidence associating cr.!minality with 

environment than with heredity. 



Biological factors may influence delinquent behavior 

in indirect ways and should not be precluded from fUrther 

atudy, but evidence would favor corrective measures of a 

8ociological or psychological nature. 
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Psychological and psychoanalytic point~ of view. Ac

cording to the psychobiological theories of delinquency, 

it is heredity which predisposes the individual to delin

quent behavior. By contrast, the psychoanalytic theory 

says, ftWa do not become criminals ••• some of us learn to 

control our criminality and some do not· (30:94). This 

theory, according to Albert Cohen, is highly vulnerable 
I 

because it has naver been proved. 

Another critic of the psychiatric approach to delin

quency is Michael Hakeem, who claimed that most psyciatric

ally oriented studies lack any scientific verification and 

ignore the results of sociologists' stUdies. He asserted 

that psychiatrists know very little about human behavior, 

that most of society's faith in 'them ,is based on historical 

reliance on the medical man. He claimed that the Gluecks 

-misinterpret their findings in favor of an emphasis on 

psychological factors in causation. Social factors actually 

turned out to be the significant ones· (39:111). 

Neverthel~ss, psychiatrists as well as psycholo~istH 

bave studied the proble~ of delinquency and have contributed 

to the volumes of literature on the subject. Aichorn wrote, 

-Delinquency can • • • be considered as a" dynamic 
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expression; it can be attributed to the int~rpla::i' {~f psychic 

forces I which have created the distortion which W~ call dia-

80cial behavior" (1: 48). The delinquent boy is character

ized by a thirst for pleasure ~d for primitive forms of 

instinctual gratification, for laGK of inhibition, and a 

8tro~g though distorted craving for affection. Remedial 

training< has the same task in treating all youngsters who 

evidence dissocial behavior, namely,' it must help the child 

to overcolOO the failures in his development so that he can 

exchange a childish In'\1~l, where the pleallure principle 

predominates, for a level corresponding to his age, wbere 

the ~ality principle is effective. The youngster must 

learn to decide before he acts between immediate pleasure 

< with later pain and postponement or renunciation with later 

pleasure assured. 

Lucien Bovet, writing more recent,ly, !I'tated: 

I would say that ~~e general task of 
psychiatry is to study how a given factor may act 
upon an individual to produce psychological re
actions turning this factor into a force tilat is 
felt, thought, and integrated in hh, personality, 
t.o become the final or effective callse of a gi.'1en 
behaviour;. and the otudy completed, to use it as 
the basis of therapeutic and prophylactic action. 
(4:60) 

Bovet enumerated a variety of disturbances in the psycho

logical development of the personality which are responsible 

for delinquent b.,havior. Among them are q1.\alital.:i'le defects 

in the super-ego! that is, the child may havQ iii normally 

structured personality I but if the material used fo<r his 
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super-ego were borrowed from antisocial personalities he 

may be liable to antisocial behavior and in some circum

stances, delinquency. Another such problem noted is partial 

retardation in development when the child may have missed 

the opportunity to form strong and lasting emotional ties 

wi th one or more persona in his f.unily circle. Psycho

neurotics do not appear to be numerous among juvenile de-

linquents I hoolever, • isolated neurotic symptoms are often 

among the most important etiological factors in a juvenile's 

social 'disa~aptation'" (4:35). Organic psychoses resultant 

from macroscopic brain lesions as well as functional psy-

choses su~h as schi~ophrenia, manic-depressive psychoses, 

and paranoia in which the functions of the brain a.re dis

turbed without its anatomical structure being affected are 

important factors in considering the etiology of delinquency. 

Bovet called delinquency a "bio-psycho-social phenome

non" (4:41). 

For more than half-a-century two ~tiological 
concepts--the organic and the psychogenic--hava 
been in continuous opposition. It is absolutely 
essential that this sho~ld cease and that research 
be oriented to the study of the ways in which 
con6titution ~d environment, soma and psyche, are 
always involved in the manifestations of social 
maladjustment. (4:79) 

• • • A large proportion of children and adoles
cents appearing before the courts have no major 
physical or psychological abnormality. They are 
simply the victirr~ of adverse external circum
stanc~s, characterized by social insecurity or a 
too low.standard of living, or a combination of 
both. But for such social factors to cause de
linquency they must set i'1 motion a number of 
psychological proce8s~s. (4:80) 
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Friedlander, too, noted a variety ot causes in her 

.tudy of delinquent behavior. 

The most valuable contribution of sociological re
rearch ••• has been the emvhasis on the multitude 
ot environmental factors which work together in 
causing delinquency. The broken home, lack of dis
cipline, bad companionship, lack of organization of 
leisure time, economic factors ••• are linked with 
the incidence of delinquency. (16:9) 
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Friedlander alae poin~ed out, however, that the forma

tion of an ethical code ·is one of the prerequisites of social 

adaptation. This controlling ethical code is the super-ego. 

The first step in the development of the super-ego is imita

tion. The second is identification with the demand of the 

parenJ:, making the mother's demands his own against his own 

desires. The third is the identification ~ith and internal-

ization of parent ~ma9~S at the end of the Oedipus phase. 

In the fourth step the child's conscience is endowed with 

the all-knowing qualities which he though his paren ts had 

before the disappointments of the Oedipus period, and he ex

periences the feeling of guilt if he does not live up to the 

standards set by his conscience. As long ~s he ~an live up 

to the standard~ set by his conscience, he is all right, but 

as soon as there is a deviation from the expected st?.ndards 

the tension between the demands of the conscience and the 

wishes of the child is perceived as guilt. 

In discussing factors leading to social adaptation, 
~ 

Friedlander stated: 

The emotions which link the child to the mo~~er are 
responsible for bringing ab.out a modification of the 
originally antisocial instinctive urges. If the power 
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of the mother over the child at this early age is 
used in a rational way, the antisocial instinctive 
urges will be modified into socially acceptable 
attitudes and charActeriatic!l without too much ' 
loss of instinctive energy. ; • • The relationship 

. involves a steadily growing Attachment to one per
son and the' knowledge that the love ~d approval of 
thi:5 person are more important to the se'lf than the 
immediate gratification of instinctive desires ••• 

-Within this relationship th.e child learns to wait 
for satisfaction. This leads to the acceptance of 
the reali ty~principle ins tead 'of the original 
pleasure-pain principle. Without'this, social 
adaptation is impossible. • • • One feature which 
all delin uents have in conunon is their inabilit 
to ood 

Friedlander distinguished various factors as causing 
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delinquency, Primary factors, those which influence the 

child before age six, are a disturbed mother-child relation

Ship during the first five years, defective family relation

ships, various effects of overcrowding, defective discipline, 

particularly the union of license and severity in the same 

·cap~clous· parent, predisposition to delinquency, and 

inheri ted tendency to ins tabi 11 ty • Seconda.ry factors are 

bad companions, failure at school, liJlduncongenial, ' ... ork 

and employment. "As a rule emotional stress during puberty 

does not cause antisocial behavior in' boys and girls who 

have previously shown no sign of their antisocial character 

formation- (16:112), though it may be a preCipitating 

factor~ 

Friedl.ander said: 

I have tried to show that the :r:eason why one 
individual is satisfied with a substitute gra,tification 

1 
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in phantasy--the neurotic'syrnptorn--while another 
must procure tho substitute gr.atification in 
action--tho delinquent symptorn--is a difference 
in character formation. The character formation 
~~ the neurotic is either normal as in the ' 
hysterical patient, or shows a Super-Eg.o of ab
normal severity, as in ~ba obsessional neurotic. 
The delinquent, as has been shown, has' ,lin anti
social character formation. The specific'factor 

", 

in the causation of the antisocial character forma
tion is probably the constant alternation of too 
much frustr~tion and too much gratification of 
primitive ini;tinctive drivEls" This specific factor 
will be esp~cially pronounced under the conditions 
which (various) authors • describe as' those of 
-early deprivations." 

If an individual with an antisocial character 
formation suffers from the pressure of unconscious 
conflicts it is probable that a delinquent and not 
a neurotic symptom will appear, if symptom formation 
occurs at all; or under the stress of unconscious 
'conflicts a hitherto concealeCl. disturbance in 
character formation may come to the fore and mani
fest itself in delinquent behaviour. (16:116-117) 

Fritz Red! and David Wineman, in Children Who Hate, 

described a twenty-four hour treatment center, the children 

who occupied it, and conclusions regarding treatment of very 

aggressive, disturbed youngsters. The" ••• main goal • 

is to understand why children's con troIs break down, how 

some of them defend themselves so successfully against the 

adult in their ~ives, and what can be done to prevent and 

treat such childhood disorganization' (35:13). The most 

serious of the problems called delinquency uSllally involve 

large quantities of hate. Furthermore: 

• • • Psychiatric treaunent of the classical style 
••• does not seem indicated (for the children 
who hate). Most of them are entirely unverbal, 
would balk at playing "sissy s,tuff" like doll house, 
find it face-losing to ask tor help from an adult. 
•• • These youngsters are considered Wltreatable 
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by the usual channels of child analysis or child 
guidance. (35:25) 
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A~cordin9 to Redl and Wineman, the most aggressive 

children n~~d as treatment "a supportive design to strengthen 

their deficient ego functions, and a counterdelusional de

sign to dissolve their defenses! before any of the well 

known channels of therapy can be tried on them at all" (35: 

27). The basic premises of the operation of Pioneer House, 

set up in Detroit to work with these youngsters who were 

seriously at odds with society were first, create a "climate 

which is psychologically sound from a mental hygiene point 

of view so that our direJt attempts to remove their basic 

path6logy have some appreciable chance for success: (35:35). 

This climate would include complete protection from traumatic 

handling by any person connected with the treatment home, 

gratification grants, through activity programnung, adult 

love and affectional to~ens, symptom tolerance and leeway 

for regression, and a home not r~~ too contrary to the 

SOCiological taste pattern of the child. The house was 

programmed for ego support including gratifying play. 

Another premisQ involved clinical exploitation of life 

events. Opportunities were present that would not be pos

sible in office psychotherapy. The workers found means of 

minimizing tricky denial mechanisms and diversion tricks 

that ward off the clinician'S attempts to get at some of 

the subsurface motivations and attitUdes that are behind thenl. 

Pioneer House was not categorically permissiVe, but rules 
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delinquent. They are very closely tied to reality or else 

they would not have been able to argue in such a legalistic 

way. 

The original assumption regarding super-ego was that 

the child incorporates parents' value demands through a 

complex process called identification. The value de~ands 

which previously came from outside, then come from within. 

According to Redl. the original process of identification 

is not all that counts. As he grows, the child discards 

some of the value demands and adds new ones. The child's , 
ego ideals may receive strength from sources other than the 

parents such as heroes, saints, great =n, or real persons 

who playa role in his life and with whom h~ may identify. 

He may also be influenced by his socia.l group or -gang" 

and community customs and mores • 

. The youngsters studied were not without super-ego. 

Rather their super-egos showed clearly differentiated pecu-

liarities. They had clear identification with delinquent 

neighborhood codes. Thei.r values were different from middle 

class. Inadequate si~al functions of the conscience were 

characteristic. The children were deficient in identifica-

tion machiner.y. "The disturbances of the identification 

machinery as such seems to us one of the most severe diseases 

of the conscience and one which needs the most complex and 

~laborate clinical strategy for repair- (35:2.07). They 

aeemed to have guilt displacement. A deed which in itself 

i. 
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was totally harmless produced nagging guilt while some to 

which guilt should have been attached left the doer"uncon

cerned and happy. Model-rigidity or inability to experience 

the feeling of guilt unless the deed was tied to the person 

who made the first value demands and other super-ego dis

turbances appeared (35:201-208). 

In summary, the authors pointed out that neither educa

tional nor usual psychiatric method is adequate for the 

children who hate. 

The psychological nurture of the child undoubtedly in

fluences his behavior. Friedlander called it "character 

formation,· and it has been seen that the manner in which 

the individual conducts his affairs in the social world in-

dicates whether he has undergone adequate or inadequate 

development. 

Sociologi.cal points of view. Sociological theories 

start from the assumption that most delinquent behavior is 

'culturally patterned. According to Albert Cohen, such 

theories state that delinquency is: 

••• group activity, that it represents conformity 
to a set of culturally defined role expectations, 
and that these cultural definitions ate in the 
nature of traditions that exhibit a high degree of 
stability and persistence in certain areas of our 
cities. (30:104) 

It must be noted that the areas to which Cohen referred are 

also associated with poverty, disease, overcrowding, slum 

conditions, the presence of disadvantaged minorities, and 

immigrant groups, as well as being located near commercial 
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and industrial areas. 

The patterning of delinquency-dependency petitions 

filed in Los Angeles County and their relation to socio

economic variables were analyzed in the preHminary report 

of Delinguency-Dependency Patterns and Related soc~ 

Economic Characteristics of Population, 1960-61 (49). A 

positive correlation was found b4,lbleen number 'of deli.nquency

dependency petitions and number of persons per room. Mari

tal disintegration was also strongly related to the degree 

of dependency-delinquency. Regarding educ~tion of adults 

twenty-five years of age and older, the study reported: 

In terms of the percentage of persons studied ~ithin 
each of these groups on education complf#ted, both 
.high and lo~ rate areas show that the l.argest number 
of persons are high school graduates with seime college 
background and thaI: the next in order was the 8 
through 11 year educational range. How~ver,the 
third highest proportion in the high rate areas is 
the nurr~er of persons with seven or less years of 
education, whereas in the low rate areas the third 
highest proportion show~ persons with college gradua
tion or more. (49:5) 

Employment characteristics were studied: 

a.. In terms of percentages of the total persons 
studied in the high rate areas, the distribu
tion of levels of employment is in the follow
ing order from high to low: semi-skilled, un
skilled, skilled, professional-technical, and 
managerial. 

b. In the low rate areas, howeVer, distribution from 
high to low is: semi-skilled, professional
technical, skilled, managerial, and unskilled • 

• the pattern within the two criteria groups 
generally suggests that not only the number or per 
cent of anyone type of level o~ emploYlI\e!\t is in
dicative of social problems and potential crime and 
delinquency I but further that the pattern of 
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distribution lIIlly be a predi.ctor of theee character
istics. (4916) 

There was a high concentration of Negro population in the 

high delinquencx-depandenc~ rate areas. There was also a 

greater concentration of t~rsons in the area as well as 

a greater number of ycuth~ per family • 
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• • • ~~t only is there a gr.eater number of petitions 
and a higher ,rate of petitions but also ••• there 
is a greater number of youth ~r family in the high 
rate areas than in the low ,;,ate areas. This suggests 
further analysis with regard to the degree of the 
problem, its magnitude, and the extent to which the 
problem is familial dS difie,rentiated. from the 
problems of the individual chj.ld.. (49: 10) 

The report pointed out, in summary. "that no social 

problem tencis eto exist in isolation • • • .it appears that 

when a particula~ variable in the social situation is 'un-

healthy,' the general social si tUB,tion will tend to be 

'unhealthy'" (49:12). 

The Los Angeles findings reiterated the findings of 

, the studies ofCHfford R. Shaw. Shaw indicated that de-

linquency was common to areas which were near industry and 

commerce, which were physically deteriorating, which were 

decreaSing in population when the city as a whole was grow

ing rapidly, and which had a high degree of dependency, 

absentee ownership of homes, Negro or recent'immigran't 

,population, and absence' of social agencies wpich were de-

signed to mitigate maladjustment. 

Shaw reasoned that' the decline of stabilit.y in the' 

community was accompanied by a break-dcwn in social 
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control., that where the neighborhood ceased to have cornn~n 

standards of acceptable behavior, there delinquency, crime, 

and vice came to be accepted (41). 

According to Cohen, -The anomie "theory of Robert K. 

Merton 

emphasizes not so much the absolute economic depriva
tion of residents of! high rate areas as their depriva
tion relative to their aspirations. According to 
this theory. a common American culture tends to in
doctrinate all groups in our society with relatively 
high status aspirations, and the possession of material 
goods and a high style of living are the sovereign 
symbols of status and success in American society. 
But different racial, ethnic and class groupings, 
although more or less "equal" in their aspirations, 
are radically unequal in their ability to realize 
those aspirations by legitimate means. In those 
areas where the discrepancy be.tween the "culture 
goals- and the -institutionalized means" is greatest, 
a condition of anomie prevails,. a condition of b:r.eak
down of the regulatIve norms, and people have recourse 
to Whatever 'means will hwork.~ In these areas we 
find the highest rates of crime and delinquency. 
(30:106) 

Arthur Wood' s theory of delinquency, as well as crime 

and other social problems, appeared to be compatible with 

that of Merton. He pointed out that the 90ci d structure, 

the sys~m ;;Jf behavior patterns, breaks down under condi

tions of rapid social change such as populat~on increase, 

i1mnigration, and war. "This disintegration is a condition 

where the mores and folkways fail to satisfy many people 

as effective means of attaining their socially defined 

ends- (52:470). Such failure may result in mental break

down, crime, rationalization, and realizing goals through 

children. Why different individuals react differently 
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requires further study, but any plan of treetment c~rried 

out under the conditions which were conduoive to crime is 

likely to have little effeot. 

Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin theorized that 
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there were three distinct types of delinquent subcultures, 

~.!!.!!. whose members engage in such crimes as theft, 92!!.:: 

~ whose members engage in crimes of violence such as 

gang wars, and retreatist whose ~~mbers use such escapes as 

drugs. 

The p'rescriptions of delinquent subcultures 
are supported, ordered, and closelY integrated 
with .!lppropriate values and beliefs, which serve 
to buttress, validate, and rationalize the different 
types of prescription in the various delinquent sub
cultures. Members of the crimina2 subculture, for 
example, believe that the world is populated by 
·smart guys" and "suckers"; members of the confliot 
gang see their ·tur£~ as surrounded by enemies; 
retreatists regard the world about them as populated 
by ·squares." Similarly, eaohsubculture is char
acterized by distinctive evaluations, criminals' 
value stealth, dexterity, wit:.'l -front" and the 
capacity to evade detection; street-warri.ors value 
Wheart A

; retreatists place a premium on esoteric 
wkicks. w The integration of beliefs and values with 
norms provides stability for the essential activities 
of the aubculture. (lO:14) 

No th~ory accounts for the delinquent adaptations in

volved in all cases, but pressures to form delinquent ~ub

cultures originate in th~ Wmarked discrepancies between 

culturally induced aspi.t'ations among lower-class youth an,d 

the possibilities of achieving them by legitimate means" 

(10:78). They endorsed Emile Durkheim's concept of anomie, 

or lawlessness or normlessness. Anomie results from a 

breakdown in the regulation of goals so that aspirations 
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become unlimited. 

Albert Cohen pointed out t:ba't delinquent s\\bcultures 

are concentrated in the male, ~'orking-cla8s sector of the 

juvenile population, but that delinquency is not confined 

to the poorer classes. Everyone wants to be a member in 

good standing of some group. "Thl! crucial. condition for 

the emergence of new cultural forms is the existence, in 

effective interaction with one another, of a number of 

actors with similar problems of adjustr.ent'· (11:59). The 
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e~rgence of group standards, a shared frame of reference, 

iS'the emergence of a new subculture. -Insofar as the 

new subculture represents a new status system sanctioning 

behavior tabooed or frowned upon by ~~ larger society, 

the acquisition of status within the new group is accom

panied by a loss of status outside the groUp· (11: 68) • 

The subculture member devalues the goodwill and r.espect of 

those whose good will and respect are forfeit anyway. 

·Certain kinds of conduct become reputable preCisely be

cause they are di':>rt~putable in the eyes of the 'outgroup '" 

(11:68). 

Cohen noted that there are problems peculiar to growing 

,up in the wcrk.i.ng class in our society. Working class as

pirations are different from those' of the middle class. 

Child rearing practices differ. In general, the children 

of the various classes are younger versions of the person

al.lties of their parents, but the classes are not discrete 
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qroups. Such overlapping may explain delinquency among 

middle class youths, or it may be that, because 80 much of 

the training of children is left to the mother in the modern 

family, both sexes tend to identify with femininity. Later, 

because of pressure to be maSCUline, the boy may react 

against all that he identifies with feminine behaVior, that 

is, good, respectable behavior. 

Yablonsky believed that much of the research and theory 

of delinquent subcultures was outdatod. His work in the 

slwn areas o~ Nev York led him to distinguisil three types 

of 'gangs: social, delinquent, and viole!!! gangs. The 

social gang is a relatively permanent organization. Its 

members know each. other intin~tely; leadership is based on 

popularity and constructive qualities. Delinquent behavior 

is seldom involved in ·the social' gan·g··s activities. The 

values of the larger society influence the values and acts 

of the social gaIl.g. The delinquent gang, by cont:r2tst, is 

organized to carry out i110gal acts. Social interaction is 

secondary. Xt is generally composed of a tight clique that 

can steal effectively. Membership is not easily achieved, 

and the leader is usually the most effective thief. Vio

lence is inCidental, and the group tends to re)ll4in together 

until 'arrested o~ jailed. The goals of such a gang arc 

materialistic, but it rejects tho normal ways of achievement. 

The violent gang is organized primarily for emotional gra~

ification. All activities of this gang center around 

U J it :; _ l,r 
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violence. The organization and membership are constantly 

8h~fting. The members exaggerate the gang's size as a 

psychological weapon. Arsenals of weapons are discussed 

and accumulated. The leaders are characterized by megalo

mania. The organization of the violent gang shifts with 

the needs of its members; it is always in Q state of flux. 

The underlying theme of most discussions is hostility and 

{aggression. 

Yablonsky enumerated some basic theoretical proposi

tions for analyzing the violent gang: 

J 1. Varied negative sociocultural dislocations 
exist in the disorganized, rapidly changing 
urban slum area. 

2. These dislocations produce dysfunctional gaps 
in the socialization process that would properly 
train the child for normative social roles. 

3. Children not adequately social! zed de~'elop 
asocial or sociopathic personalities. 

4. The resulting s~ciopathic personalities are 
essentially characterized by: (a) a lack of 
social conscience, (b) a limited ability to 
relate, identify, or empathize with others 
except for egocentric obje,ctives, (c) llJani-
festations of impulsive, aggre~sive, and 
socially desf;ructive violent behavior wheI:1 
impulsive, b:anediate needs are not satisfied. 

S. The sociopathic individual because qf his 
personality deficiencies.can not relate ade
q~ately to morl~ socially demanding groups • 

. 6. Individualized emo'tional outburst is more 
stigmatized, considered bizarre, and to'some 
extent more unrewarding than group pathologi
cal expression. Such inaividualistic ex
pression in the violent gang is considered 
more SOCially -legitimate.-
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7. The malleable -neax-group- nature of the vio
lent gang makes it a compatible and legitimate 
vehicle for adjusting the emotional needs of the 
sociopathic youth, an individual unable to re
late adequately in more demanding social groups. 
(53:161-2) 

Yablonsky noted that the disorganized urban slum is 

the setting of the violent gang. In that setting old social 

con troIs are broken down, and there are no adequate replace-

menta for those forces which curb deviant behavior. The 

breakdown in socialization and control is largely a result 

of the loss of parental control. Anonymity. of the large 

city is another factor. Such youth lack a meaningful rela

tionship with any adult. Prejudice against minority groupD 

and their reaction to it is certainly another factor. SJme 

of these factors may be operative in the modern suburb as 

well as in the slum. 

F. Ivan Nye analyzed ~ variety of theories to account 

for delinquent behavior, namely social diaorgnaization, 

delinquency and subculture, the means-end theory, culture

conflict theory, and the personality-maladjustment theory. 

He concluded that: 

• • • most delinquent behavior is the result of in
sufficient social control, broadly defined •••• 
The present frame of reference is mUlti-causal. It 
embraces a broad social control framework tllat sees 
most criminal behavior as a failure of controls, 
but does not deny the usefulness of delinquency sub
culture and personality disorganization approaches 
in _ the explanation of the beh.avior of some individuals, 
or that such "positive- factors. sometimes- combine with 
~eak controls with delinquent behavior as the product. 
(32:4-5) 
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Nyc identified tho following types of social control: 

(1) direct control imposed from without by means of restric

tion and punishment, (2) internalized control exercised 

from within through conscience, (3) indirect control related 

to affectional identification with parents and other non

criminal persons, and (4) availability of alternative means 

to goals and values. Nye considered the family to be the 

single factor most important in exerCising social control 

over adolcscen ts • Hell:ee, his stUdy dealt with family rela-

tionships. 

Sociologists' pointe of view vary regarding delinquency • 

. There is some agreement that delinquency is positively as

sociated with poverty, disease, overcrowding, slum condi

tions, the presence of disadvantaged minorities and immi

grant groups, and commercial or industrial areas. Finally, 

the family and its condition have the greatest influence on 

the individual. 

The writer's point of view. To ascribe all of juvenile 

delinquency to one or another isolated cause appears to be 

as short sighted as it Would be to claim that all diseases 

originate with one germ or virus. Rather, authorities whose 

basic orientation may be physiological, psychological, or 

80ciologi·cal have pointed out that a multiplicity of factors 

is operative in evoking delinquent behavior. By the same 

t~en, no one approach to curbing delinquent behavior seems 

likely to 801ve the problem. 
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The present paper take a a point of view similar to 

that of ~lya. In almost every theoretical position cited, 

the influence of family is mentioned. Friedlander pointed 

out the influence of family in the development of the, child's 

personality. The Gluecks noted marked differences in family 

stability between their delinquent and nondelinquent groups. 

Redl and Wineman found that one of the characteristics of 

the ·children who hate- was the lack of an ongoing family 

structure which was not in some phase of basic disintegra

tion at almost any given time. The Los Angeles County De

partment of Community Services study showed a positive re

lationship between the rate of marital disintegration and 

the degree of dependency-delinquency in an area. Theories 

whiCh stress sccial'class acknowledge the importance of the 

differences in child rearing practices among the various 

classes as significant. 

It is the assumption of the present study .. that the 

types of control identified by Nye and, most particularly; 

the effect of the family, are the critical influences on 

the behavior of the youngsters stUdied. 
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CHAPTER III 

DELINQUENCY IN MINORITY GROUPS, ESPECIALLY ~EWISH 
~OUTH: SELECTED LITERATURE 

It was the task of this chapter to review selected 

literature about delinquency among minority groups. In 

order to make pertinent comparisons, it was necessary to . 
examine the behavior of Jewish youth as well as Italian, 

Negro. Oriental, a.."1d Mexican-American youth. Certain char

acteristics such as status frustration, language handicaps, 

poverty, and reaction to prejudice were apparent among the 

groups studied. 

Explanations of delinquency in minority groups. The 

overt behavior and observable attitudes of tile children of 

minority groups in modern American society appear to dif

fer from those of the children of the minority group. 

John H. Gran stated: 

If a teen-ager discovers that he is rejected by 
others because of something over which he has no 
control--such as his race, the color of his skin, 
his family, his economic or social status, his 
intellectual limitations or his neighborhood--he 
generally seeks others who are in the same plight. 
As a result, a gang may be born, based upon a 
mutual feeling of discrimination and a desire 
for revenge. A spirit of togetherness then de
velops that is exciting and that gives confidence. 
As confidence swells, the gang may bgcome increas
ingly aggressive and may retaliate fo~ the injustice 
that have brought it in to exis tence • Rewaraed by 
the publicity that their surreptitious misdeeds 



attract an·d. 910ating in their revenge, the members 
of 'the gang usually seck recruits and plan other 
forays. (23:110) 
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Another expl~nation of delinquent behavior in minority 

group children was given by Frank Riessman. He pointed out 

that delinquency ~nd destructive behavior result when the 

creative potential of deprived children is untapped by 

education (38:78). 

Paul Tappan included membership in a minority group as 

ODe of the social variables in the etiology of delinquency 

(47). Yablonsky also pointed out minority ~tatuB as a 

factor, with prejudice against minority gr.oups and reaction 

·to it as part of the circun~tances which give rise to vio-

lent gangs in New York (Sl). 

Barron also noted the differences in statistical evi-

dence of delinquency among vli .. dous r&cial and minori ty 

groups, indicating that other factors besides a tendency to 

criminality might be related to the figures. He said: 

Inasmuch as the proportion of delinquents known to 
t~e courts varies by ethnic groups, the general 
population is not represented unselectively in 
court intake for ethnic background. For example, 
Jewish delinquents with a low broken-home rate tend 
t.o be underrepresented because of provi.sion of 
private facilities for. their care; Negro delinquents, 
however, with a high rate of broken homes, are over-
.~epresented because ·of a lack of private facilities 
for their care. (2:136) 

Negro youth. In analyzing figures which showed a dis

proportionate ;;lumber of Negro delinquents, Teeters ascribed 

some 'of the difference to the basic prejudice of white 

against black. He noted that the statistics were based on 
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differential treatment accorded the Negro, including poverty, 

segregation of neighborhoods, conflict between races, and 

lack of recreational facilities for Negro youth. N ••• if 

the Negro's criminality is high, it is due largely to his 

socioeconomic handicaps and to the condi tions flowing from 

his conflict with the white manN (48:121). 

Italian youth. Barron pointed out that Italian chil

dren were cited disproportionately in the delinquency statis-

tics of New York. He ascribed the incidence to a handicap 

in trying to cope with the urban environment after a pre

dominantly rural background (2:57). Teeters concurred: 

- ••• when we hear that Italian boys commit more delin

quencies than others, we cannot say that it is a racial 

trait. but rather that it results from their culture- (47: 

108) • 

Mexican youth. Teeters also analyzed ~the figures 

showing ~at large numbers of Mexic~-Americans were repre

sented ~ delin~lency statistics, pointing out that where a 

minority group is large enough to threaten the "Old-American~ 

stock there is bound to be 'friction. Nine-tenths of the 

Mexican-American population live in five states of Texas, 

california. Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado. Most Mexi

cans who emigra.te to the United States are of peasant stock 

and ill equipped for our culture because of language dif·

ficulties. superstitious religious views, and a low standard 

of living> Their ignorance of our customs and laws 
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irritates law enforcement officers, who often regard the 

Mexicans as a ·bad lot" and "natural thieves· (48). 

Louise Harvey, in a study of delinquent Mexican boys 

in Los Angeles in 1945, pointed out that a dire economic 
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situation, a difference in cultural background, and language 

handicaps were among the causes of the problems of the 

Mexican boys. She stated: 

Juvenile arrest figures, as shown by police 
reports for the years 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, placed 
the Mexican juvenile groups first in percentage of 
juvenile arrests, 32.6 percent of the arrests being 
found in this group as compared with 7.9 percent of 
Mexicans in the total popUlation. The figures re
vealed a localized problem. The whole problem of 
differential police treatment might affect the 
validity of these figures as being a true picture of 
Mexican juvenile delinquency. The police reports 
held that the problem pertained to blighted areas 
and disorganized neighborhoods; they listed gang 
activities and bad neighborhood conditions as main 
causes contributing to Mexic~ juvenile delinquency. 
On the other hand, the school placed low innate ' 
ability as the leading difficulty underlying the 
anti-social acts of Mexican problem boys. A, general 
conclusion at this point, then, is that the total 
situation is complex and no single factor or'set of 
factors can be named in the delinquency of the Mexi
can juvenile group. (24:59-60) 

Oriental youth. The effect of minority group member

ship is apparently not the same for all groups, however. 

Teeters pointed out that, in spi,te of the fact that J,apanese

Americ'ans have been the .victims of much prejudice, they are 

essentially law abiding. 

It is alleged that the reason for their low crime 
r,lte is their strong family life. This fact was 
borne out some years ago by Professor William 
Carison Smith in his work, Americans in the Making, 
(Appleton-Century, New York, 1939, pp. 84, 97). 
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Di8cussing delinquency among Japanese boys, Pro
fessors Norman S. Hayner and Charles N. Reynolds 
(-Delinquency Areas in the Puget Sound Region," 
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 39, 1933, p. 
319) show that wherever the boys are closely con
trolled by the racial community, they get into 
little trouble. This fact is also substantiated 
by Andrew W. Lind in his study of delinquency in 
Honolulu. ("The Ghetto and the Slum,· Social Forces, 
December, 1930, pp. 206-215.) He states that where 
the Japanese popUlation is concentrated, no delin
quency exists among children; but where it is 
mixed with the rest of the population, the children 
~end to get into Borne trouble. (48:125) 
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Bovet noted similar facts regarding Chinese Americans. 

He said: 

It is interesting to note • • • that the Chinese 
colony of San Francisco has a very low percentage of 
juvenile delinquency. A social worker employed in 
the Chinese quarter of this town told me that the 
Chinese in San Francisco, who number some 25,000, 
continue to lead a social life in the USA very similar 
to that of their compatriots who remain in their own 
country. From the educational point of· view three 
facts should be noted: first, the family setting 
remains very strong and stable, and is based on a 
hierarchy; secondly, the Chinese family comprises not 
only parents and children, but various grandparents, 
uncles, aunts, and Cousins, so that the family group 
may frequently consist of 30 or 40 persons; ~irdly, 
the attitude of Chinese mothers to ~~~ir babies is 
extremely tolerant and affectionate. They are 
separated as little as possible, they take their 
babies with them if they go out to work, comfort them 
when they cry, and suckle them whene,ver the baby makes 
his demaHd. Toward the age ot five, the motiwr'.s 
atti tude changes, the chlld is encouraged to behave 
more independently, more like a grown woman if it is 
a qirl, and more like a man if it is a boy. It would 
be rash to affirm without further proof that there is 
a correlation of cause and effect between the low ' 
percentage of juvenile dtJ,Unquency and th'" cultural 
pattern of this Chinese community. It is, however, 
impossible not to be stru9k by the fact that in these 
communities conditions prev~il which correspond cx-· 
actly to the theoretical postulates of depth 
psychology.· (4:'55) 
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Barron agreed that Oriental American youth were not 

prone to delinquent behavior, noting that these groups enjoy 

• close-knit family life with stron~ parental control 

(2;56) • 

Jewish youth. Jewish youth have a delinquency-free 

record similar to that of the Orientals. Bovet pointed out 

not only that delinquency was less common among Jewish 

youth but also that it was decreasing in that group. He 

ascribed the fact, not to the religion of the group, but to 

the rational approach with which the Jewish group has gone 

about solving its delinquency problems: 

Whereas in 1930 1,503 Jewish minors were brought 
before juvenile court in New York, this figure . 
fell to 256 in 1940. While the increase in juvenile 
delinquency during the ,,!ar years shows for the whole 
of New York city a rate of 60%, the increase among 
Jewish children was only 20%. Since 1926 the Jewish 
Board of Guardians has set up not only a remarkable 
social service organization 'for the benefit of chil
dren and parents, but has also established psycho
logical outpatient departments, facilities for 
psychotherapy, and excellent inpatient centres (sic). 
All this is carried out in a bold realistic spirit, 
and in every case the principles of modern dynamic 
psychology are applied. The suggestioQ that this 
organization has contributed to the remarkable diminu
tion of child delinquency in the Jewish community of 
New York is very possibly correct. (4:48) 

Dietz attempteu to explain the low incidence of juvenile 

delinquency among Jews in,the United States in terms of the 

Glueck Social Prediction Scale Factors of delinquency causa

tion. In appraising the 'Jewish family, he noted that 

-Jewish cultural or traditional values permeate the ~ive~ 

of all Jews and significantly influence their behavior 
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despite varying modifications" (14135). Jewish institutions 

8uch as Hebrew schools and synagogues flourish, according to 

Di0tz. The charitable functions of the ghetto are repro

duced on a large scale. Jews tend to have close familial 

tie., and while mobility is common they tend to renew ties 

in each new community. The Jewish group still has some 

characteristics of the extended family system, and pressure 

from within helps keep the group intact. Jewish patri

archial family organization has largely given way to an 

-equalitarian" family, but there is a -persistent influence 

of tradi tional forms and values. This iii true of BUch ele

menta aa discipline, parental supervision, affection, and 

family cohesiveness to which this appraisal relates- (14:38). 

Discipline of the boy by the father, desirable in counter

acting delinquency, is in keeping with Jewish law. 

Talmudic law with regard to discipline of a son by 
the father is rel!lArkably in keeping with modern 
child guidance principles and is' in the loweL1t 
t~lure category on the Glueck,scale. It is pe
quired that the Jewish ,father treat his children 
without favoritism, that he must neither over
indulge his son'or be too harsh, th~t he must never 
threaten the child, and that he shall punish the 
child promptly or not at all. (14:40) 

The traditional Jewish emphasis on moder.ation, restraint 

and intellectual pursuits as opposed to physical combat 

mitigate the necessity for close supervision, though the 

mother is solicitous and supervises as closely as possible. 

The Jewish family is an affectionate family. In short, 

Dietz indicated that the Jewish family scored extremely 

- __ ...... ' ................ 444 = 
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favorably when evaluated on the Glueck Social Prediction 

Scalo Fac:~orll. 

Paul Tappan cited figures showing the religious affilia

tions of 7,426 juvenile offenders in The Greater New York 

Federation Yearbook, 1934. In that report 61.3 percent of 

the offenders were Catholic, 21.3 percent were Protestant, 

and 17 percent were Jewish, whereas of the total population 

of New York, 36 percent were Catholic, 37 percent were 

Protestant" and 27 percent were Jewish. In Tappan's opinion 

the statistics did not indicate that Catholic orthodoxy 

promotes crime, but ·probably reflects for"the most part 

ecohomic, nationality, and social influences that function 

differently through the religious categories" (47:516). 

Kvaraceus found that of the delinquent popu~ation 

studied in Paasaic, New Jersey, about two percent Llaimed 

to be members of the Jewish religion. The Jewish population 

represented fifteen percent of the city's religiously 

affiliated membership in 1926 when a religious census was 

taken. The Catholic population exceeded the Protestant 

population at that time by tvo to one, while among the de

linquent group the Catholics exceeded the Protestants by 

three to one (27:102-106). 

In analyzing the data, Kvaraceus stated: 

Many authorities have debated the implications 
of the low rate of juvenile delinquency found amon'g 
members of the Jewish fai~~. Some observers believe 
that religion is a strong f&ctor acting to check 
delinquency among Jews. Rabbi Morris Bekritsky 
of the Orthodox Jewish Community of Portland, Maine, 
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and director of the Portland Hebre'i( Day School, 
offers the comment below. He sugS/est.!> that dif
ferences in juvenile delinquency .'cates bet .... een Jew 
and Gentile may not be attributable to any unique 
religious component in Jewish life. 

.. -The question has often been asleed why the rate 
of juvenile delinquency is comparably lo .... 'er among 
Jewish children than among children of other races 
and religions. Actually such a question should 
never be asked of the Jew. Rather should it be 
uleed of the non-Jew. One does not question the 
norm~l. Decency, obedience of the l~, and good 
citizenship are social norms. We do not ask a 
person why he is normal or wh.y he is not a criminal. 
We ask the criminal why he in one. 

-It is, theref0ra, entir:ely wit.lrin the rights 
of the Jew, if asked: 'Why have you 50 few juvenile 
.delinquents?' to answer: 'Why shQuld.we have more?' 
It is socip.ty at large which mus t ansWer for i tseJf 
rathter thM the Jew for hi'lIlSelf. 

-The question, however, is raised with such 
tantaliZing frequency that the ' .... hy's' and 'where
fore's' are looked into, whether such research is 
or is not logically justifiable. 

-We might perhaps SllY that a certain amount of 
80cial ab~rration is also normal. The failure of 
the Jew to take his shllre of social aberration is 
in itself a deviation from the norm and. even 
though desirable, calls for study and explanation. 

WThere are other soci~l conditions in which the 
Jew has also fared enviably be'tter. He. has fewer 
cases of divorce, desertion, and drunkanness, 
Female drunkenness is almost uru~nown. It is usually 
assumed that these firmer and moore: loyltJ., home ties 
are the reasons for the low juvenile delulquency 
rate among Jews. Actually they may not be the 
causa at all. They in themselves, may ouly be 
effects of a common causative factor which also 
keeps the juvenile delinquency rate low. If, there
fore, these together. with juvenile delinquency are 
the effects of a common causative factor then., if 
we understand them, we would a150 understand the 
low Jewish juvenile delinquency rate. 

-Why is a Jewish father less apt to divorce or 
desert his wife than is a non-Jewish father? Surely 
the same social pressures. must ta~e place in Jewish 
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homes as take place in non-Jewish homes. I am sure 
we would find that, except in extreme cases, the 
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mate who sues for divorce is acting in haste--without 
too much forethought and for re~sons which are 
usually trivial, as compared against the gravity 
of the IU:t and its attendant complications. There 
'ar~ probably by far more regrets following divorce 
thnn there are follo~ing marriages. 

BBy nature, the Jew looks before he leaps and 
thinks before he acts. Whether this is due to 
centuries of conditioning in a hostile environment" 
or whether it is an unexpl'ained ethnic trait, it is 
a truth which has proven itself in many ways. It 
is surely not a trait which is peculiar to the 
Jew. I dare say ninety percent or more of the 
population can be credited with simple common sense 
which dictates their course of action. I believe 
the Jew is fortunate in having fewer people who act 
thoughtlessly, 011 impulse, and without seriolls 
consideration. Life, fo~ the Jew, ls"a serious 
thing a~ it should be; and as it is for most 
people. He lives it seriously and walks through 
it cautiously_ The consequences of an anti-social 
or criminal act loom so large before him as to make 
it unthinkable. 

-The Jew has,been free from juvenile delinquency 
not because of his difference from other people but 
beCause of his, similari ty to other people. He is 
the same as the greatest number of the people, and 
the greatest number of th~ people are good, self
respecting, law-abiding citizens." 

While Rabbi Bekritsky has been reluctant to 
credit the higher incidence of. law-abidingness among 
Jews to the religious tradition with Jewis~ life, 
we must still raise the key question: -But why is 
it that Jewish youngsters and adults show up better 
in delinquency and crime statistics than do Gentiles?M 

, (26 :390-391) 

The findings of Kvaraceus' 8 study in Passaic were 

similar to findings of other studies such as those of 

Albert I. Gordon in Minneapolis in 1945 and Julius B. 

Maller in New York in 19'30'. Kvaraceus believed that ·f:tc-

tors in Jewish life and tradition account for t~e phenomenon. 
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The religious tradition of the Jews permeated home life. 

In addition, he noted: 

The Jewish family is less likely to be found on 
municipal welfare rolls. In the case of the 
economically or socially underprivileged family, 
the Jewish community itself is always poised to 
rush in to the rescue. Witness the network of 
Jewish agencies and services to be found in any 
large metropolitan center with a heaVy Jewish 
population. Other writers have pointed out that 
the Jewish family today is not immune to all the 
stresses and strains that bear on the gentile 
family. In addition the Jewish ooms frequently 
bears the brunt of pressures that come froni dis
crimination, no matter how subtle, and from identi
fication with victims of persecution and extermina
tion. But, today, we find the Jewish fa~ily more 
uni ted than the non-Jewish family. Let us not 
overlook the fact that a large part of the family 
cohesiveness typical of the Jewish home can be 
attributed to the power of the religion. (26: 
405-408) 

In summarizing the data available regarding reliqion 

and delinquency, Barron found no evidence indicating that 

religious affiliation or attendance at worship services 
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h~\d any measurably significant relationship to delin.quency. 

He cited the studies of the European criminologists, Bonger 

and Aschaffenburg, who found that Catholics. tended to be 

more criminal than Protestants, and Jews the least c~iminal 

of all. Barron belieifed they would have come to the same 

conclusions had they studied Kvaraceus's data in Passaic, 

New Jersey. There, according to Barron, two-thirds of the 

delinquents studied claimed to be members of-the Roman 

Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches, one-fifth plus 

were members of Protestant Churches., and two percent were 

Jewish, the r~mainder gave. no affiliation. 
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Barron clailllEld bias in lIuch dat~.. Both in Europe and in 

the United States the majority of those who live in the poor-

est economic conditions are Roman Catholics. Since most 

offenders come from the lowest economic levels, the majority 

are usually Roman Catholics. And young offenders express 

a church affiliation in the hope of impressing the court, 

and their statements of such affiliation may not be reliable. 

In addition, a superficial survey of Kvaraceus's data might 

lead one to conclude that 

• there is a direct causal relationship between 
the incidence of delinquency and attendance at 
religious services. That is, the delinquency 
rate is usually highest among Catholic young 
people who belong to the group most likely to 
attend church regularly, and it is lowest among 
Jews, 'the religious grQUp in 'Which attendance at 
religious services is least frequent. (2:168) 

Toby Jackson, a contributor to the volume entitled 

The Jews, edited by Marshall Sklare, pointed out that of 

394,080 prisoners sent to prisons Imd reformatories from 

the forty-eight states from 1920 to 1929, 6,846 (1.74 per

cent) were Jews while Jewish population represented 3.43 

percent of the population of the. United States (43:549). 

status frustration seemed ~\ logical explanation for much 

crime and delinquency. Jew,hh culture inculcates in boys 

a desire to succeed through education. 

Por an underprivileged boy who has, introjected 
the glittering goals of the American Dream, his 
ethnic background may be the crucial factor in the 
channeling of discontent with low status. Whether 
he becomes a hoodlum or a lawyer may hinge on the 
accident of Italian or Jewish origin. :tronically, 
while Jewish "ambition- ?as been the subject of 
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much discussion, friendly and unfriendly, the low 
Jewish crime rate has not been recognized AS the 
outccme of the same cultural resources which make 
• amb,i tion· possible. Eyebrows have also been 
raised over the large number of Italian offenders, 
whereas the difficulties of Italian youth in 
American schools--and the resulting obstacles to 
80cial ascent--reveal Italian "criminality· to 
be the other horn of a characteristically American 
dilel!ll!la. 

Perhaps American society can learn from its 
Jewish subculture that placing a high valuation 
upon intellectual achievement is an indirect ap
proach to crime prevention. If it proves feasible 
to keep open the educational path to middle class 
status for more youngsters, adolescent hoodlumism 
can be expected to decrease. . • • What can be 
aaia in favor of education for social ascent is 
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that it: attempts to cope with an ailment specifically 
related to delinquent rebellion, namely, status 
fru5tration. (43:550) 

Sophia Robison, another contributor to The Jews, 

r9ported a comparison which showed a distinct decline in 

delinquency among Jewish boys and girls in New York from 

1930 to 1952. In addition, there was a difference between 

the types of cases for which Jewish youngsters were re-

ferred in 1930 and 1952. In the earlier years peddling 

or begging without a license accounted for more than one 

third of the 1,085 Jewish children brought to court. In 

1952, a large proportion were apprehended for "wrongful 

appropriation of property, n and there were no ca,ses of 

Jewish children involved in runaways or peddling or begging. 

Robison concluded that ·the Jewish child who was brought to 

the court in 1952 came because his behavior was more simi~ar 

to that of the non-Jewish delinquent than was true two 

decades earlier. A greater proportion of Jewish children 
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in trouble with the law in 1952 exhibited violent and aq

qressive behavior- (43:538). 
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Robison also made a detailed study ot 100 of the cases 

of the Jewieh children who appeared in court in 1952. 

Twenty-one percent had parents' who were foreign born, but 

thel'e was practically no mention of inability to speak 

~nqlish in the homos. Sixty percent were living with both 

their parents. Another twenty percent lived with their 

mo~lers. The remainder lived with step-parents or else

where. Two children represented the median and mode for 

family size in all boroughs except Brooklyn where the 

median was three. Only two of the 100 children had bee, 

born out or' wedlock. In almost half of the homes earnings 

were $ 80 or more per week, and the income of some of those 

earning less than $80 per week appeared to be adequate in 

view of the fact that their rent was low or family size 

small. None of the breadwinners held unskilled jobs of the 

type characteristically found in iIllllltgrant groups., In only 

rare instances were the mothers working. There was little 

re'tardation in either educational achievement or ability. 

These delinquents were decidedly different trom the total 

delinquent population except in the behavior which brought 

them before the court. 

Summary. It was seen from this brief survey of the 

literature that selected minority groups in American society 

differ both from each other and from the group at large with 
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respect to lllAllY charActeristics Alld certainly wH'.h respect 

to the extent to which crilllEl And juvenile delinquency are 

problems, The Negro, the Italian-American, and the MexicAll

American groups are represented in the delinquent population 

by a larger number thAll would be expected, On the other 

band, Japanese, Chinese, and Jewish-Americans show markedly 

less delinquency and crime than the total population. 

Explanations for the apparently low rate of delinquency 

among Jewish youth are varied. They lllay be under-represented 

in published st&tistics because there are private facilities 

available to them and not to others. The enlightened ap

proach of the Jewish conununity through its many social 

agencies has reduced problems. Economic and social in

fluences tend to mitigate delinquency among Jewish youth. 

Jews are reported to have a natural tendency to be cautious 

and thoughtful. Their cultural stress on education as a . 

v~ans of coping with status frustration accounts for ~inimal 

Deed to ~ delinquent. Furthermore, the strength of the 

home life of Jewish families is an important factor. 
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CHAPTER IV 

JEWISH CULTURE AND FAMILY LIFE: SELECTED LITERATURE 

In seeking to describe Jewish life it \oIas necessary to 

define the. word ~ and to discuss briefly the rellgious 

life of the Jews, their history in America, and various 

deIl'lOgraphic aspects of the Jewish population and its middle 

class status. 

Definition of Jew. If one \oIere to describe Judaism 

sole~y as a religion h~ would miss the mark. One definition 

of the term ·Jew \oIa.s given in Chapt.er I: "Fo:r our purpose we 

shall define the word Je\ol to include all individuals of the 

so-calle~'1. \oIhi te races of mankind who, by virtue of family 

tradition. do practice or whose ancestors did practice the 

religion of JUdaism" (14:24). Anol=ner, equally acceptable 
. . 

may be. -A Jew is a person who calls himself a Je\ol or who is 

cAlled J_ish by others" (15: 115 B) ., Frf;!deric Spiegelberg 

says thatt JUdaism is primarily morall and ethical, secand-

arily spiritual: it offers a strict legal code (44:435-450). 

Albert Menuni, in Portrait of a ,Jew, presented a though t-

fu.l account of what it means' to be ;1 Jew. There is a soli-

darity among Jews, born out of centuries of suspicion and 

oppression from non-Jews. There is no biological or economic 

stereotype. He experiences acute discomfort: in conforming 
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in a Christian, Moslem, or other nation. Jews are not per

mitted positions in the government of some nations, and 

often even citizenship is denied them. 

Major parts of the strength or resource of the Jew lie 

in his religion and his family; these are reinfore~d because 

he is so constantly forced back to them when other contacts 

are not open. Memmi said, 

I am convinced that certain psychological 
traits are common to Jews. But is not that long 
past of terrors and sufferings, of instability and 
anxiety, of oppressions and repeated traumatisms 
sufficient to explain them'inst~ad of turning to 
some' obscure and almost mythical .. biological 

icoinmunity? (29:111-12) .' 

In describing modern Jewish life, Memmi noted: 

In every Jewish concentration of any im
portance, one notes ••• the persistence, at least 
formal, of Jewish traditions, values and institutions, 
even those that are disputed and scorned by Jews 
themselves. • •• Fatnily life arid its organic 
solidarity, religion and the synagogue, the community 
and its procession of poor people, the successive 
rituals that mark the life of any Jew: circumcisions, 
the Bar-Mitzvah, the obligatory religious marriage, 
death and the private cemetery. (29:289) 

• • • like religion, the Jewish family is an un
deniable factor in the life of the Jew, a factor of 
an organization and a solidity seldom found else~ 
where. (29: 306) 

Religion. According to Abraham Neuman, Judaism views 

theology through the eyes of history. The Jewisn people see 

themselves as custodians of a religion which belongs to the 

world, whicn essentially has spread throughout the world 

through its daughter religions, Islam and Christianity. He 

says, -Every aspect of Jewish religious life is charged with 
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the consciousness of God from the prayer at dawn to the 

prayer when the eyes close in sleep. Every detail of life 

is related through Jewish law to its divine origin and 

sanction" (25: 231). In Judaism emphasis is laid on ethics, 

morality, and discipline. Thus religion permeates all 

aspects of the Jew's life. 

The religious creed or themes of Judaism were best ex-

pressed, according to Neuman, 

••• by the Jewish philosopher, Moses ben Maimon, or 
Haimonides, in the latter part of the twelfth century. 
• • • It consists of the following thirteen articles 
of faith: (1) Belief in the existence bf God; (2) 
in His unity; (3) in His incorporeality; (4) in the 
'eterni ty of God; (5) belief that worship is due to 
Him alone; (6) belief in prophecy; (7) belief that 
Moses was the greatest of all prophets; (8) that the 
Torah (the written and oral Law) was revealed to Moses 
on Sinai; (9) that it is immutable; (10) that God is 
omniscient; (11) belief in reward and punishment in 
this world and in life hereafter; (12) belief in the 
coming of the Messiah; (13) in resurrection of the 
dead. This creed was later formulated as a credo', 
every article conunencing, "r believe." (25:237) 

Kvaraceus, in searching for an explanation of lower 

delinquency rates among Jewish youth said, 

One answer centers around the religious tradi
tion among Jews ••• religion constitutes a prime 
matrix in Judaic tradition. Elin L. Anderson (We 
Americans: A Stud of Cleava e in an American crt , 
Ca r~ ge: Harvard Un~vers~ty Press; , ~n a 
study of J.ewish life in Burlington, Vermont, and 
Louis Finkelstein (The Jews, Their History. culture, 
and Religion, Vol. II, New York: Harper Brothers; 
1949), in a broader look at Jewish culture and tradi
tion, ,both testify to the essential religious feature 
in Jewish life and to its pervasiveness in the every
day activities of family living. Anderson points out 
that Jewish groups may resemble other community groups 
ln appearance and manner but that wi thin their own 
world their social life centers around traditional 
religious rituals: From birth to death religious 
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rituals in the Jewish tradition pervade family life, 
although they may vary in degree, intensity, and 
meani~g for the particular f~mily unit. Louis 
Fink.'<!lstein has pointed out that the religion of 
Judaism is, in fact, a way of life that endeavors 
to transform virtually every human action into a 
means of communion with God. More significantly 
for us, h~ directs attention to the fact that the 
home is an integral part of Judaism and is to be 
regarded as "a center of religious life and worship, 
almost co-ordinate with the synagogue itself." This 
is further reinforced by the concept that there is no 
sharp distinction in religious status between the 
rabbi and the layman in Judaism. 

It should also be noted that deviations from 
Orthodox Jewish tradition as seen in the Reform 
movements do not represent essential departures 
from this tradition of religion; instead they are 
seen as differences in rabbinic interpretation. 
'(26: 405-407) 
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Jewish his tory in the Uni ted States. In the Uni ted 

States the Jewish group has grown both as community within 

the larger community and as a religious group. According 

to Finklestein, the first Jewish community in the United 

States' was founded by a small group which landed in New 

Amsterdam in 1654. This group, 1ike·others that followed, 

set about est'ab1ishing a synagogue, . a HebreW and religious 

school for the children, various philanthropic services, 

and especially a Jewish cemetery. The first Jewish communal 

institution to care for orphaned children was established 

in Charleston in 1801, .and in 1822 the first Jewish Family 

Welfare Society, the Hebrew Benevolent Society in New York, 

was founded. By 1919 there were over 1,000 such Jewish 

charitable organizations and institutions in the United 

States. 
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Du~ing the nineteenth century from 850,000 to 900,000 

Jews entered the United States. About 750,000 of these 

were from Eastern Europe, and approximately 150,000 carne 

from Germany and Au'stria. Most were lower middle class folk. 

Many were without vocations, but they were schooled. They 

had attended a good he :ar where they had studied the Talmud, 

and they had also attended Yeshiva. They adjusted quickly 

to life in the United States, and they learned to speak 

English. 

From 1900 to 1933, 95 perqent of the Jewish immigrants 

to the United States were Eastern European in o.rigin. After 

1933, German Jews represented one-half of t.he Jewish im

migrants. In the group that came to the United States from 

1933 to 1943, 27.5 percent were skilled workers, 41.9 per-

cent engaged in trade, 20 percent were engaged in the liberaf 

professions, 6.4 percent worked as maids and in menial oc

cupations, and the remaining were engaged in miscellaneous 

jobs. It has been estimated that 15',000 Jewish intellectuals 

came to the United states in this group. 

Demography. Regarding the present range of occupations 

among Jews, Finkelstein reported: 

It. is, of course, difficult to give a precise 
accowlt of.· the over-all occupational distribution of 
American Jewry.' On the basis of all estima~es it 
would be fair to concl~de that of one hundred American 
Je\~s, between thirty-five' and forty-'five draw th.eir 
sustenance from cOIDr.£rciai pursuits; about fifteen to 
twenty axe in manufacturing industries; from ten to 
twelve in professions and about fifteen in clerical 
professions. Comparing these figures with those of 
the American population at large we may conclude that 
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Jews are three times as heavily represented in pro
fessions; while the proportion of Jews engaged in 
manufacturing is smaller by one-third, and the pro
portion of Jews engaged in agriculture is merely a 
fraction of the proportion of all Arrerican so 
engaged. (15:1246) 

,It is further characteristic of the Jewish population in 

the United States that it is an urban group. Ninety-eight 

percent of the Jews in, the United States reside in or very 

near major cities (15). 

Marshall Sklare offers more recently compiled informa

tion than that provided by Finkelstein. 

It is clear that the Jewish population (in 
,the United states) is, on ,the average, an older one 
than the general white ,population, and one that is 
replenishing itself at a rate slower than the 
general population. Yet it is fairly certain that 
Jews benefited from the recent spurt in the birth 
rate, although the growth in population for Jews 
was in all probability not as 'large as for non-. 
Jews. It is also fairly evident that J~ws aie· a 
predominantly urban people: those who go ti',the 
smaller towns evidently do so for the sake ,.:; Ii 
greater measure of economic independence. It may 
very well be that the latter, too, motivat~,s to 
some degree the urge to have smaller families. 
Most of the indications are that, Jews do tend to 
have fewer children than non-Jews. 

On marital status, virtually all the data 
suggest that Jewish communities conform to the 
national pattern. There is some evidence! however, 
that the Jewish popUlation has more widowed and 
fewer divorced and separated persons, although 
such a generalization is obviously affec,ted by ~e 
proportion of older persons in the population, as 
is the case amongst Jews •••• 

Data on labor force characteristics indicate 
that in cit~es outside New York and other large 
population centers, Jews tend to congregate in 
the proprietorship, managerial, professional and 
clerical occupations. The general reaso'ns for this 
seew to be based on preferences for economic pur
suits i:hat allo'" for a greater measure of self-
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employment and independence and which may avoid 
situations of discrimination. (43:92-93) 
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Middle class status. w~ile the demographic data are 

'certainly important in a description of American Jewry, they 

seem to skirt the central issue, the essence of the Jewish 

people. ~~mmi alluded to the closeness of family and group 

ties. Others commented on the efforts of parents to improve 

the lot o~ their children. The devotion of parents to chil

dren is illustrated in an old Yiddish folk tale recorded by 

David G. Mandelbaum. 

The tale tells of a demanding wife who finally 
capped her iniquitous career by demanding the 
tongue. torn out of her IIlOther-in-law's head. The 
son, for re~sons sufficient to'the tale, fin~lly 
,did the terrible deed and as he was carrying it 
back tO,his wife, he stumbled and fell. Whereupon 
the tongue spoke and said, ·0 my dear son, have you 
hurt y6urseH?" (43:516) 

Such family feel.ing accompanies other factors which 

support the contention that Jews epitomize the upper middle 

class in our society. NatJlarl Glazer pointed out the large 

proportion of Jews eng'aged in professional occupations and 

the relative ~dvantage of' Jews over non-Jews when numbers 

completing college were compared. Pursuing his explanation 

of the Jews' success in America, Glazer said: 

• • • Now, the special occupations of the middle 
class--trade and theprofessions-~are associated 
with a whole complex of habits. Primarily, 'these 
are the habits of care and foresight. fhemiddle
class person, we know, is trained to save his 
money, because he has been,taug!1t that the world 
is open to him, and with the proper intelligence 
and ability, and with resources well used, he may 
advance himself. He is also careful--in the sense 
of being conscious--about his personality, his 
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time, his education, his way of life. The dominating 
characteristic of his life is that he is abl~ to Bee 
that the present postponement of pleasure (saving 
money is one such ftlrm of postponement) will lead to 
an increase in satisfaction later. Perhaps the most 
significant findings of Alfred Kinsey's study of male 
sexual behavior was on this point: the person who 
postponed sexual plea~ure, Kinsey discovered, was 
already essentially middle class; for even if such a 
person was now working class, he was goin,g to rise 
into the middle class. 

Now, since the end of the Middle Ages, and 
particularly since the French Revolution, it has been 
those with training in the middle-class virtues who 
have reaped the greatest rewards in society. . • • 
The peasant and the worker ••• never stand high in 
society. In primitive society, it is the chief and 
priest who dispose of the greatest weal to. in feudal 
society, it is the warrior and churchmen; in modern 
society, it is the businessman and intellectual. 
Consequently, it is in modern society that the Jews, 
who had, been stamped with ~~e values that make for 
qood businessmen and intellectuals, have flourished. 

But what is the origin of these values that are 
associated with success in middle-class pursuits? 
Max Weber argues that they originated in a certai. 
kind of religious outlook on the world, the outlook 
of Calvinism. There is no question that Judaism 
emphasizes the traits that businessmen and intel
lectuals require, and has done so since: at least 
1,500 years before Calvinism. • • • Tr,e stron.g 
emphasis on learning and study can 1.:e traced far 
back too. The Jewish habits of foresight, care, 
moderation probably arose early during the two 
thousand years that Jews have lived primarily as 
strangers among other peoples. Other feiitures of 
Jewish religion and culture tended to strengthen 
the complex of hahi ts leading to success in trade 
and the professions, ••• 

These are the origins of what we have called 
the -middle-class" values held by Jews. But cer
tainly Jewish economic experience since the 
beginning of the Christian era can only have 
strengthened the bent given to them by religion 
and culture. Until the nineteenth century the 
Jews were characteristically a group of traders 
and businessmen and scholars. . • • It is not 
'easy to evaluate, in the creation of a Jewish char
acter strongly influenced by middle-class habits, 
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the relative influence of religion and that of occupa
tions followed for centuries--both influences worked 
in the same direction. (43:141-143) 

It may well be that the fact that the Jews are predom

inantly middle class in America explainfl the lower crime 

rates and lower divorce rates ,~scribed to them. 

Additionally, however, the Jewish tradition of charity 

end social service may have had some impact on the lives of 

Jews. Barron (2) and Bovet (4) were both cited in Chapter 

III of this study for their references to Jewish charities 

and t~e Jewish community's attention to social responsibility. 

It has also been noted in the present chapter that more Ulan 

1,000 Jewish charitable organizations had been established 

in the United States before 1920. Wirth (51) pointed out 

that the community, in both the old and new world ghettos, 

exercised surveillance over its members. Mandelbaum re-

iterated this characteristic: 

Philanthropy was regarded as the very badge 
of Jewishness in the shtetl; it ~ewarded the in
dividual giver by channeling his energies toward 
maintaining the equilibrium of the activity. 
Philanthropy still is prized among American Jews; 
the average contribution among American Jews is sub
stan tially above that es tima ted for the whole. popula
tion, and may also be more when calculated by various 
income levels. (43:516) 

Summary. The American Jew and his family have been 

characterized by a solidarity among the larger group of Jews 

as well as of the family itself. Formal tradi tions and 

rituals have persisted as well as the ethics, morality, and 

discipline of Judaism. 
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The American Jews have been seen not only as a middle

class group, but as the very essence of the middle class 

with high value placed on learning, saving, and achieving, 

There is a kind of unity among American Jews which often 

serves as an extended family to the individual. 
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CHAPTER V 

SOURCES OF DATA 

It was the intent of this study to examine the several 

hypotheses as stated in Chapter I in the light of information 

fathered from several sources. The major source of informa

tion was the Los Angeles County Probation Department, from 

which the case records of two matched groups, the delinquent 

Jewish boys and the delinquent white Protestant boys, were 

obtained. Additional information was obtained from members 

of th~ San Diego A.Z.A. (Aleph Zadik Aleph), The San Diego 

Unified School District, and The Grossmont Union High School 

about a group of nondelinquent Jewish boys. The infonnation 

obtained by means of questionnaires and school records from 

this group was matched to sub'-groups of the Jewish and Prot

estant delinquent boys. 

Hypotheses. The study of delinquency among Jewish youth 

in Los Angeles count~ was designed to test several hypothe

ses; Jewish youngsters as a group are less prone to delin

quent behavior than are other youngsters. When a Jewish boy 

becomes delinquent either the factors which have impinged 

upon him are more intense than would be necessary to elicit 

delinquency in other youngsters, or his family has broken 

away from the .i'ewish group. The qualities of the Jewish 
. . 

family wh1.ch make Jewish youngsters less prone to delinquent 

behavior are 'a strong parent-child relationship, the total 

Jnwish group as an extended family to the individual, and 

Jewish cultural emphasis on competition in intelle.ctual 
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rather than physical pursuits. 

Los Angeles Count~ Probation Department. For several 

reasons, the Los Angeles County Probation Department was 

selected as the best available source of information about 

Jewish boys who might be classified as delinquent YOUtll. 

Firat, Los Angeles County is California's major metropolitan 

area, and whatever groups might be found should be repre

sentative of a broad spectrum of backgrounds, culturally and 

economically. Additionally, Los Angeles is onv of the major 

United States centers of Jewish population, and if there 

were delinquent boys among the Jewish population, they 

shoul~ be found there. 

It w~ the suggestion of the Probation Department that 

the year 1961 be selected for study because most of the 

cases from that year would be assumed closed by 1964 when 

the data were gathered, and hence available centrally in the 

Los Angeles County Hall of Records. 

The Los Angeles County Department of Community Services 

was able to furnish information regar~ing the ~eligious 

preference of all boys and girls for whom petitions of all 

types wer~, filed in 1961 (Figure ,I, Appendix) as well as a 

copy of its preliminary re,port, Delinquency-Dependency 

Patterns and Relate~ Socio-Economic Characteristics of 

Population, 1960-1961 (49). 

Dr. Stuart Adams, Research Director for the Los Angeles 

County Probation Department, arranged with the department to 

make its records available for study. 
~ ; I 
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Selection of the Jewish male juvenile delinquent cases. 

In proceeding with the study, the "Juvenile Statistical 

Report" cards (Form 1, Appendix) were. scanned for the year 

1961 to identify Jewish males for further study. The 

Juvenile Statistical Report is a card filed for every juve

nile ref,erred to the department. The card included such 

information as Police Department number, court number, date 

referred, name, address, race, sex, age, birthdate, reason 

for referral, agency making the referral, previous probation 

referrals, marital status of parents, person.with whom the 

juvenile resides, length of county residence, whether or not 

the juvenile was detained, religion, and remarks. Not all 

information was included for each referral. 

Those who were so identified on the cards were listed 

as well as those whose names might lead the investigator to 

cheek further to determine whether they could be identified 

as Jewish. The folder for each of these cases was then 

studied in the Probation Department R~cords Room. Those 

c~es which could not be positively identified as Jewish by 

some information in the folders were not used for the study. 

It is ass~d that some cases were missed by this 

method, and there were at least five Jewish boys whose 

records were not av~ilable because their cases were still 

active in the area offices or because the files were missing. 

Data were obtained for 149 Jewish male juveni~e delinquency 

cases referred to the Los Angeles Probation Department in 
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1961. Delinquency petitions had been filed for 133 of these. 

Five cases were missing from the record room. The remaining 

128 cases plus that of one boy for whom no petition had been 

filed hut who had been carried for at least a year on a non-

court supervision basis made up the Jewish Delinquent Group 

of the study. 

The available records included the Los Angeles County 

Probation Department Juvenile Face Sheet, Form 2, a, b, c, 

and d, Appendix, a School Report. Form 3, Appendix. various 

court orders, notations of psychiatric study,. reports of 

deten~ion institutions, and commentary of a deputy probation 

officer while the boy was under supervision. Not all in-

formation was available for every youngster; indeed the in-

formation was fragmentary in some cases. 

The Probation Department Juvenile Face Sheet included 

such information as name on petition. true name, name of 

deputy probation officer. area, court and police departrr~nt 

numbers. closed case numbers, location of minor. address, 

name of person with whom minor is living. age, birthdate, 

sex. religion, race, marital statu3 of minor, birthplace, 

place of legal residence, marital stat~~ of parents, legal 

custody. adoption or guardianship, persons occupying present 

household. father's address, father's birthplace, father's 

birth date and age, mother's address, mother's birthplace, 

mother's birthdate and age, statements of the minor and 

petitioner. amount of loss, restitution plan, previous 
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histor: r pluents I statements regarding the petition, atti

tudes and plans, edQcational background of parents, religion 

of parents, church attendance of ~arents, their lodge and 

union affiliations, occupations of pc.>:ents ::md their in

comes, social security numbers, military recolds, employment 

history, marriages and divo~ces of parents, and kind of home 

(neighborhood, house, standards of housekeeping). The face 

~heet also included information about the parents' real 

estaU;! and other assets, health and accident insurance, 

place from which family came, reasons for coming to Los 

Angeles, other children in the family known to police or 

Probation Department, adult convictions or probation in the 

family, and miscellaneous notes on ~qe family. Information 

regarding the minor's history included in the face sheet was 

date he came to state and county, operator's license number,. 

social security number, selective service registration, re

lations with peers and status with family, developmental 

history and health, height, weight, eyes, hair, marks, in-

terests, previous placements, religious faith, attendance, 

personality traits, name of spouse if married, date of 

marriage, name of school, school adjustment., clinical sum-

mary, companions, and finc.lly an analysis and plan. 

The School Report, Form 3, Appendix,~included attendance 

information, scholarship and citizenship marks, intelligence 

and achievement test data, information regarding physical 

disabilities, psychological and/or psychiatric findings, 

ML .I~.,~_.~.~.~~ _____________________________________________ .m .......... """""""""""~ .............................. __ .. ______________ =-____________________ __ 
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behavior and personality traits I school and hO!N) relation

ehips I Illxtra-curricular acHvi ties I \~mpi""'yment / remedial 

lOOasUretJ attempted, and comments and recommendations. 

The inforll"lltion obtained from the files was noted on a 

data sheet, Form 4 a ~\d b , Appendix. 

Selection of the m3tching cases. The cases which made 

up the delinquent Protestant group of thP. study were matched 

to the delinqUent Jewish group on the basis of age and 

f~~ly income. The cases of white, Protestant boys were ob

tained by identifying case numbers in the "Jl!,venile Statis

tico,l Report" file which were whi te I male I and Protestant 

and whose birthdates were within six months of the birth-

dates of the cases identified [or the delinquent Jewish 

group. Then the files of these juveniles were scanned to 

loca te cases of youngs ters who mr,'tched the delinquen t Jewish 

cases ill both age and family income. 1,)1 each ins tance, the 

matching case used was the earliest referral. ,for 1961 which 

met the criteria. 

Sel~ion of a nondelinquent Jewish grouE. The third 

group, a nondelinquent Jewish group, was a group of Jewish 

youth called the SM Diego A.Z.A. (Aleph Zadik Aleph) which 

is sponsored by thE! B'Nai Blrith. 'I'he group was selected 

because the sponsoring organization had expressed an intex-

est in the study. There were forty-four members on the 

club's roster. Twenty-two members wer,~ present and re

sponded to a questionnaire, Form 5, Appendix, at a meeting 
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of the club. The qucstionnaire was mailed to the twenty-

two absentees. Letters .... ere also sent to each of the boys' 

par.ents requesting permission to obtain from the beys' 

Rchools their most recent marks and whatever standardized 

test scores might be contained in their school records. 

Twelve of the questionrlaires mailed were returned, making 

the total group of questionnaires thirty-fOUr. The parents 

of twen ty-three boys :teplicd to the re·,jues t giving permission 

to obtain data from school records. This group was matched 

for comparison on the basis of age (at time data was re-

corded) and family income with subgroups of the boo delin-

quent groups. 

The qUestionnaire used for the supplemental group con

tained the following inforination: name, age, place of 

birth, place of parents' births, name of person with whom 

respondent makes his home, marital status of parents, whether 

parents are living, occupations of parents. family income, 

parents' education, number and ages of siblings, description 

of family life (happy, unhappy, in-between), length of 

California residence, description of residential area (very 

poor, poor, average, better than average, luxurious), type 

of home (own home, rented home, apartment), length of 

residence at present address, grade in school, nan~ of 

school, regularity of attendance at religious services, and 

appearances in juvenile court. 

~~~~~--------------------------.' .... -----------------------------------.---
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Other sources of data. Additional information was ob-

tained from records of the San Diego Unified School District 

for eighteen 'of the boys and from the Grossmont Union High 

School District for five. It consisted of group and indi

viduai intelligence test scor€ J, achievement test scores, 
? .... _ 't'1!. , 

and most recent school marks. The San Diego test scores 

were reported as standard scores in terms of the "San Diego 

Test Performance Scale,· in which the highest four percent 

are given a score of one; the next seven percent, a score 

of two; the next twelve percent, a score of ~hree; the next 

seventeen percent, a score of four; the middle twenty per-

cent, a score of five; the next seventeen percent, a score 

of six; the next twelve percent, a score of seven; the next 

seven percent, a score of eight; and the lowest four percent, 

a score of nine. See Figure 2, Appendix. These scores as 

well as the others in the three subgroups were converted in-

to stanine sco~es (the reverse of the Sru. Diego Test Per-

formance Scale Scores) for the purpose of making comparisons. 

The two major groups under study, the Jewish male juve

nile delinquent and the white male Protestant juvenile de

linquent groups, were next compared to study family strengths 

~qd to determine what factors differed when age and socio-

economic status were held constant. 

,it, yf 
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CHAPTEH VI -, 

RESULTS: THE FAMII.Y BACKGROUNDS 

A comparison of the family backgrounds of the Jewish 

delinquent and the white male Protestant groups was made 

to test the hypothesis tllat when a Jewish boy becomes de-

linquent either the factors which have imping:d upon him 

are mgre intense than would be necessary to elicit delin

quency in other youngsters, or his family has broken away 

from the Jewish group. The comparison also provided in-

formation relevant to the third hypothesis of the study, 

namely, the qualities of the Jewish family which make Jewish 

youngste.rs less prone to delinquent behavior are a strong 

parent-child relationship, the total Jewish group acting 

as an extended famiiy to the individual, ana Jewish cultural 

emphasis on competition in intellectual rather than physical 

pursuits. 

On the basis of the study, conclusions can be drawn 

abo'ut differences and similarities in the family backgrounds. 

Broken homes. There was little difference between the 

two groups in the number who came from broken homes. In 

the Jewish delinquent group thirty-three percent were the 

product of broken hoems while thirty-four percent of the 

Protestant group came from Sllch homes. There was, howc'fer, 
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A marked difference between the two groups in the reasons 

for the break. Only twenty percent of the delinquent Jewish 

group as opposed to thirty percent of 'll)e delinquent Protes

tant group came from'homes broken by divorce. 

Using the formula 

AS a test of significance (13:137), the significance of the 

difference '(z) between the two percentages was -3.2. 
"/ 

The 

null hypothesis may be rejected at the one percent level of 

confidence if z equals plus or minus 2.58 and at the five 

percent level if zequals plus or minus 1.96. Hence it may 

be seen that the null hypothesis (that there was no signifi

cant difference between the percentage of the two groups 

which came from broken homes) could be rejected a't the one 

percent level. More simply, significantly more Protestant 

boys came from homes of divorced parents. 

Two percent of the Jewish delinquent group and one 

percent or one case in the Protestant group were designated 

as "separated" and in the case of one home in the Jewish 

group the reason for the broken home was not stated in the 

records. Ten percent of the Jewish delinquent boys and four 

percent of the Protestant group came from homes broken by 

the death of one or both parents. 

In the case of one boy in the Jewish delinquent group, 

t.he father re-married after the death of the mother and the 
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second marriage subsequently ended in divorce. One father 

of the Protestant delinquent group died while the case was 

active to the Probation Department. 

Table I 

Broken Homes 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GrouE -v Number % of Group Number % of GrouE z 

Unbroken 87 67 84 66 0.17 

Broken 42 33 44 34 0.17 

Divorce 26 20 38 30 -3.20 

Separation 2 2 1 1 0.66 

Death of 
parent(s) 13 10 5 4 1.51 

,Cause not 
given 1 1 

Number of sibling,!;. The median nllIOlber of siblings for 

the Jewish delinquent group was less than two, and the 

median number of siblings for the Protest~t delinquent 

group was two an~ one-half. The range in number of siblings 

for the J~wish delinq1.1en't group was from none to six and for 

the Protestant group it was from none to thirteen. The dif

ferences between the two groups were significant at the five 

percent level in several instances and at ~~c one percent 

level in others. More simply, the Jewish boys tended to 

come from smaller families than did the Protestant boys. 
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Table II 

Number of Siblings 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GrouE ..., 

Number \ of Group Number \ of Group z 

None 27 21 11 9 2.73 

One 47 36 32 25 1.96 

Two 40 31 39 30 0.18 

Three 9 7 21 16 -2.31 

Four 4 3 11 9 -2.07 

Five 1 1 2 2 -0.66 

Six: 1 1 3 2 -loll 

Seven 2 2 -1.5l' 

Eight 4 J -:2.35 

Nine 1 1 -1.12 

Ten 1 1 -1.12 

.Eleven 

'l'Welve 

Thirteen 1 1 -1.12 

Median Less than :2 2 1/2 

Ages of parents. There was a difference between the 

two groups in regard to age of parents, with the median age 

for fathers of the Jewish group being between forty-six and 

fifty, and that of the Protestant group being between forty 

an4 for: i-five. The median age for mothers of the Jewish 

group was almost forty-five, and for the Protestant group 
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it was less than forty. The differences between percentages 

in 'various .age groups of the fathers was significant at the 

one percent level for one age group and at the five percent 

level for another age group. For the mothers the differences 

between the percentages in various age groups were signifi-

cant at the one percent level for three groups and at the 

five percent level for one group. Stated differently, both 

parents tended to be older for the Jewish boys. 

Table III 

Age of Father 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GrouE 

~ NiiiiiEer % of GrouE Number % of Grou12 't 

31-35 2 2 6 5 -1.30 

36-40 4 3 30 23 -5.00 

41-45 33 26 34* 26 

46-50 36* 28 34 26 0.36 

51-55 15 12 9 '7 1.35 

56-60 11 9 2 2 2.50 

61-65 6 5 3 2 1.30 

66-70 3 2 1 1 0.66 

Not given 7 5 4 3 0.80 

,Deceased 12 9 5 4 1.61 

'Median age range for group. 
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Table IV 

Age of Mother 

Jewish Del'inquent ?rotestant Delinquent 
Grou2 Grou2 

'" Age Number % of Group Number % of Grou12 z 

25-30 1 1 2 2 0.66 

31-35 3 2 17 13 -3.33 

36-40 22 17 47* 37 -3.40 

41-45 46* 36 31 24 2.11 

46-50 31 24 14 11 2.77 

51-55 14 11 8 6 1.43 

56-6'0 4 3 4 3 

61-65 1 1 3 2 0.66 

Not given 5 4 1 1 

Deceased 2 2 1 1 

*Median age range for group. 

Place of birth of 12arents. Twenty-three percent of the 

fathers of the Jewish delinquent 9r9uP were foreign born, 

while se:ven perc.ent of the fathers of the Protestant group 

were born outside the United States. Few of either group 

were born in Los Angeles County, but a total of nine percent 

of the fathers of the Protestant group were born in Califor

nia, while only two percent of the fathers of the Jewish 

group were. 

Outside California there was ccinsiderable ,difference 

between the two groups in place of origin. Forty-five 

.] 
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pe:£:cent of the Jewish group fathers and fifteen percent of 

the Protestant group fathers were from the northeastern 

states. Two percent of the Jewish group fathers and fifteen 

percent of the Prote!ltant group fathers were from the south

east,~rn United StC'.tes. Nineteen percent of the Jewish group 

fathers and thirty-one percent of the Protestant group 

fathers were from the ~tdwest. Only one p~rcent of the 

fathers ,of the Jewish group and sixteen percent of the. Prot

estant qr'oup fathers were f170m the West (including the 

Southwest) • 

,The mothers' birthplaces could also be contrasted, with 

seventeen percent of the Jewish group and eight percent of 

the Protestant group being foreign born. Seven percent of 

the mothers of the Jewish group and twelve percent.of the 

mothers of the Protestant group were born in California. 

There was also a difference in places of birth in the United 

states outside California. Of the Jewish mothers forty-four 

percent were born' in the northeastern United States. of the 

Protestant mothers twelve percent were born in the Northeast. 

Three percent of the Jewish group mothers were born in the 

Southeast, while fifteen percent of the Protestant group 

mothers were born there. The Midwest was the birthplace of 

seventeen percent of the Jewish group mothers and thirty-one 

percent of the Protestant group mothers. Oniy one percent 

Qf the Jewish group mothers were born in the West, while 

twenty percent of the Protestant group mothers were. Tables 
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V and VI show the significance of the difference between the 

two groups in birthplaces of parents. Stated simply, Jewish 

parents were more often foreign born. 

Table V 

Birthplace of Father 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GreuE 

rJ Number % of GrouE Number % of GrouE z 

California 2 2 12 9 -2.50 

United States 86 67 99 77 -,1.79 
(except Calif.) 

Foreign 30 23 9 7 3.72 

Not given 11 9 8 6 0.91 

Table VI 

Birthplace of Mother 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant De .. U.l1.quent 
GrouE 

Number ~ of Group 
Group 

Nuriiber % of Group 'l 

California 9 7 

Un.~ted States 35 66 
(f)XCept Calif.) 

Foreign 22 17 

Not given 13 10 

15 

99 

10 

4 

12 

77 

8 

3 

-1.40 

-1.96 

2.19 

0.82 

Place of birth of boy. Of the boys of the Jewish group, 

eleven percent were born in foreign countries. Five percent 

of the Protestant group were foreign born. Born in. Califor

nia were forty percent of the Jewish boys, while fifty-three 
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perce~t of the Protestant group were born in California. 

Thirty-five percent of the Jewish group and thirty percent 

of the Protestant group were born in Los Angeles County. Of 

those born elsewhere in the United States, the largest num

ber of the Jewish group (thirty-one percent) was born in the 

northeastern part of the United States with twenty-two of 

these boys having been born in New York. Among the Protes-

tant group boys who were born in the United states outside 

California, the various regions were ~epresented about 

equally with the largest group, sixteen percent of the total, 

having been born in the Midwest. Table VII shows that there 

was a significant difference between the two groups in per

centage of boys born in California. More simply, the Jewish 

boys were less likely to have been born in California. 

Table VII 

Birthplace of Boy 

Jewish Delinquent 
Group 

Numb~r % of Group 

California 51 40 

United States 61 47 
(except Calif.) 

Foreign 14 11 

No information 3 2 

Protestant Delinquent 
Group 

Number % of Group 

68 53 

53 41 

6 5 

1 1 

-3.17 

0.95 

1. 88 

0.53 

, 
U.1}f' 
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Education of parents. The median educational level of 

achievement of the fathers of both groups appeared to be 

high school graduation. Twcnty-si~ percent of the fathers 

of the Jewish group, however, and twenty percent of the 

fathers of the Protestant group had had some post ~igh 

school education. The mediwl education of both groups of 

mothers was high school graduation. There was no difference 

betlieen the two groups in the number who had had post high 

school education, with twenty-two percent of the Jewish 

mothers and twenty-two percent of the Protestant mothers 

having had some such education. The major difference between 

the groups for both mothers and fathers was shown to be in 

those who had dropped out of high school with significantly 

more of the Protestant mothers and fathers having been 

school drop-outs. 

Table VIII 

Education of Father 

·Jewish Delinqu~nt Protestant Delinquent 
Group, Group 

__________ ~N~umb~~e~r~_%~c~,~i~G~r~o~u~p __ ~N~u~mb~e~r~~%~o~f~G~r_o~u~p~ __ ~ 
Graduation 
from college 16 12 i6 13 -0.24 

Attended 
college 18 14 10 8 1.54 

Graduation 
from high 36 28 32 25 0.48 
school 

Left school 
before gradua- 33 26 52 41 -2.59 
tion 
No informa- 26 20 18 14 1.28 
tion 

1 
,.1 
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Table l~ 

Education of Mother 

Jewish Oelinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GrouE 

rV Number i of GrouE Number % of GrouE z 

Graduation 
from college 9 7 9 7 

Attended 
college 20 16 19 15 0.10 

Graduation 
from high 58 45 40 31 2.33 
school 

Left school 
before gradua- 21 16 47 37 -3.88 
tion' 

No informa- II 16 13 10 0.67 
Hon 

occupations of fathers. The major differences between 

the two groups in regard to o'ccupations of fathers W~1::e in 

the percentages engaged in OIomership of a business and those 

who were employed as sk.illed workers·; Among the fathers of 

-the .1ewish group, twenty· ':'10'0 percent were occupied as' bu.!:;i-

ness owners. In the Protestant group the percentage of 

business owners was twelve Rercent. Nine percent ~f the 

Jewish fathers were sk.illed workers, while thirty-two per

cent of the P%otestant fathers were employed as skilled 

workers. 

Among the other occupational groups, seven percent of 

the Jewish fathers and nine percent of the Protestant 
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fathers were employed in professional or highly technical 

occupations; eight percent of the fathers of l.:he Jewish 

qroup and four percent of the fathers of the Protestant 

88 

qroup pursued business management careers; sales occupations 

were represented by thirteen percent of the Jewish group 

and five percent of the Protestant group; one percent of the 

Jewish group and two percent of the Protestant ~roup were 

members of the armed forces; one percent of the Jewish group 

and two percent of the Protestant group were government 

employees; two percent of the Jewish group arlJ two percent 

of the Protestant group were employed in mo~ion pictures or 

other occupations in the arts. None of the parents of the 

Jewish boys and one percent of the Protestru1t group were 

employed as professionals in sports; twelve percent of the 

Jewish group and twelve percent of the Protestant group 

could be classified as unskilled. workers; the unemployed in

cluded six percent of the Jewish group and eight percent of 

the Protestant group; no occupation was given for seven per-

cent of the Jewish fathers and nine percent of the Protes-
C. '. 

tant fathers; and nine percent of the fathers of the Jewish 

group and three percent of the fathers or the Protestant 

group were deceased. 

The differences were found to be significant at the 

five percent level in percentage who owned their own busi-

nesses and at the one percent level in percentage of skilled 

~radesmen. More simply, the Jewish fathers were more often 
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business owners. The Protestant fathers, on the other hand, 

were much more likely to be engaged in the skilled trades. 

Table X 

Occupations of Fathers 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrauE GrauE 

Number % of GrauE Number % of GrauE % 

Professional 9 7 12 9 0.59 

Business 
OWner 29 22 15 12 2.13 

Business 
management 10 8 5 4 1.33 
employee 

Sales 17 13 7 5 1.13 

Government 1 1 2 2 -0.53 

Armed forces 1 1 2 2 -0.53 

Motion pictures 
or the arts 3 2 2 2 

Sports 1 1 -1.12 

Skilled trade 12 9 .40 32 -6.66 

Unskilled 15 12 15 12 

Unemployed 8 6 10 8 

Deceased 12 9 4 3 2.00 

No informa-
tion 9 7 12 9 

Occul2ations of mothers. When the occupations of the 

mothers of the two groups were compared t~ey appeared to be 

more similar than dissimilar. A large number of each group 

2= 
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were counted as housewives, forty-nine percent of the 

mothers of the Jewish group and fifty-one percent of tho 

Protestant mother3. Among other occupational classifications 

the groups were divided thus: professional or highly tech-

nical, Jewish group three percent, Protestant group six per-

cent; business owner (separate from father), Jewish group 

three percent, Protestant group one percent; business manage-

mant, Jewish group none, Protestant group one percent; office 

worker, bank, etc., Jewish group fift.I'HF1 percent, Protestant 

group nine percent; sales, Jewish group eight percent, Prot-

eat~t group two percent; motion pictures or the arts, 

Jewish group none, Protestant group two percent; skilled 

worker, Jewish group ten percent, Protestant group thirteen 

~rcent; unskilled worker, Jewish group four percent, Prot-

estant group six percent; unemployed, Jewish group three 

percent, Protestant group two percent; no information, 

Jewish group four percent, Protestant group five percent.; 

and deceased, Jewish group two percent, Protestant group 

one percent. The differences were significant only between 

the two groups engaged in sales. The large number of both 

groups engaged as housewives should be noted. 

l _________ ~--....... _.-----------------... ----.... ....,=--=-..... ---------"""'-___ ".I..,t'1': 
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Table XI 

Occupations of Mothers 

J~vish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GrouE 

Number \ of GrouE Number ~ of GrouE ~ 

Housewife 63 49 65 51 -0.32 

Professional 4 3 8 6 -1.15 

Business owner 4 3 1 1 1.11 

Business 
management 1 1 
level employee 

Clerical 19 15 . 12 9 1.50 

Sales 10 8 3 2 2.,22 

Motion pictures 
or the arts 3 2 

Skilled trade 13 10 16 13 -0.75 

Unskilled 5 4 8 6 -0.74 

Unemployed 4 3 3 2 

Deceased 2 2 1 1 

No informa-
tion 5 4 6 5 

Area and tn>e of residence. The housing of none of the 

famili~s of the Jewish group could be characterized as being 

in a blighted housing area, while two percent of the Protes-

tant group lived in such an area. Seven percent of the 

Jewish group 1j;ved in poor housing, while eleven percent of 

the Protestant group dwelt in such housing. Forty-two 

percent of the Jewish group's housing could be characterized 

I' 
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a8 Average, and tifty-nine percent ot the "Protestant group 

lived in average housing. Thirty-eight percent of the Jewish 

group resided in above average housing, while twenty-six 

percent ot the Protestant group's residences were above 

average. Eight percent of the Jewish group's homes could 

be called luxurious and only tvo percent of the Protestant 

group's homes were in that c~tegory. Information was not 

available for five perclent of the Jewish group or for one 

percent of th~ Protestrult group. The differences were sig

nificant at the five pel:cent level for Jewish bOy!3 living in 

above average or luxuriclus homes. 

Blighted 

Poor 

Average 

Above average 

Luxurious 

No informa-
tion 

'Table XII 

Residential Area 

Jewish Delinquent 
Group 

NUInber % o.f Group 

9 7 

54 42 

49 38 

10 8 

7 5 

Protestant Delinquent 
Group 

3 2 

14 11 

75 59 

33 26 

2 2 

1 1 

..J 
Z 

-1.25 

-0.32 

2.07 

2.22 

.Home ownership. The Jewish group was less inclin?d to 

home ownership. Forty--six percent of the Jewish families 

owned their homes, while sixty-tvo percent of the Protestant 

families owned homes. The difference in home ownership was 

~J 
_____________________ .... _______ ------------------------_______ ,.1!~..11J' 
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significant at the one percent level favodng the Protestant 

group. 

Table XIII 

Type of Residence 

Jewish Delin'1uent Protestant Delinquent 
GrouE GrouE 

rv Number % o~ GrouE NUiiU)er % or GrouE z 

Own home 59 46 79 62 -5.19 

Rented house 11 9 19 15 -1.49 

House (no in-
formation 4 3 1 1 
whether owned) 

Apartment or 
duplex 35 27 16 13 2.86 

Cabin 1 1 

Trailer 1 1 

No informa-
tion 20 16 11 9 

Parents' health problems. Counting only such debili

tating illness as cancer, heart disease, pernicious anemia 

and other ailments of like severity, eighteen percent of the 

boys in the Jewish group had parents with serious health 

problems, and eighteen perqent of the boys in the Protestant 

group had parents who had serious health problems. These 

figures did not include those parents who were deceased 

prior to 1961. There was obviously no significant differ-

ence between the groups. 
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Evidence of excessive drinking in the home. There was 

evidence in the records that four percilnt of the fathers and 

one percent of the mothers of the boys in the Jewish group 

drank excessively. By contrast seventeen percent of the 

boys in the Protestant group had fathers who drank exces

sively; four percent had mothers who did so; two percent 

had step-parents who had this problem; and two percent had 

another relative in the family who drank excessively. The 

differen·ce between the two groups of fathers in excessive 

drinking was significant at th.e one percent level. The 

Protestant fathers were more likely to drink excessively. 

Table XIV 

Evidence or Report cf Excessive Drinking 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
Group 

NUIDher % of Group 
Group 

NUIDher % of Group 

Fathers 5 4 22 17 -3.51 

Mothers 1 1 5 4 -1.00 

step-parent 2 2 

Other relative 
in ~e home 2 2 

Mental health problems in the family, It was assumed 

that there was evidence of mental health problems in the 

f~Lly when it was recorded in the Probation Department 

record that one o~ more family members had been cared for by 

a psychiatrist or psychologist, or placed in a hospital 

- ~_ ,_ __ ~ .. _ .. "'" "*, .... ".....:....t" 
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where mental health problems are treated, or when a family 

member's need for mental health care was so great it was 

noted by the Probation Department worker. In the Jewish 

group three percent of the boys had siblings or family mem

bers other than parents who had such mental health problems. 

This percentage was one for the Protestant group. Five per

cent of the boys in the Jewish group and four percent of the 

boys in the Protestant group had fathers whose mental health 

was a problem. Twelve percent of the mothers of the Jewish 

boys and nine percent of the mothers of the Protestant group 

were. either receiving help or indicated to the Probation 

worker a need for help with mental health problems. In 

addition, two percent of the boys in the Protestant group 

had step-parents with mental health problems. From these 

figures it would appear that the families of the Jewish 

group tended more toward mental health problems than did 

those of the Protestant group. None· of the differences in 

mental health was found to be statistically significant, 

and it is possible that if there is a difference it might 

exist because better educated people are more likely to seek 

help for emotional problems. 
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Table XV 

Mental Health Problems in Families 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
Groul2 Grou12 

'" Number , ol GrouE Nwnber ~ o'E GrouE z 

Fathers 7 5 5 4 

Mothers 16 12 11 9 0.79 

Step-parent 2 2 

Sibling 4 3 1 1 

Total 27 21 19 14 l.49 

Arrests of family members. The information regarding 

arrests was based almost entirely on information given by 

the parents and by the boy himself in interviews with the 

Probation Officer. It should be noted that no cross check 

vas made cif police or sheriff's department or out-Ot-'LOB 

Angeles County records regarding arrests of family ·members. 

On the basis of the information given it appeared that 

twelve percent of the boys in the Je'tfish group had one or 

more family members who had run afoul of the law. By con

trast twenty-six percent of the boys in the Protestant 

group had such relatives, a difference which is significant 

at the one percent level. Restated, more of the Protestant 

group' 8 famil~' members had arrest records. 
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Table XVI 

Arrests of Family Members 

Jewish Delinquent 
Group 

Number 'of Group 

Fathers 7 5 

Mothers 4 3 

Siblings 5 4 

Other reb.-
Uves 1 1 

Total mIlliber of 
boys whose rec-

15 12 ords, show one 
or more family 
member arrested 

Protestant Delinquent 
Group 

Number \ of Group 

14 11 

2 2 

28 22 

4 l 

34 26 

-1. 76 

-4.70 

-2.92 

Note: No cross check was made with the Police Depart
ment or outside the County of Los Angeles for 
records of arrest. 

Other agency assistance to the family. Assistance to 

the boy or his family by some agency other than the Proba

tion or Police Departments prior to .the filing of the peti-" 

tion vas noted in some cases. There W.!iS a difference in the 

amOunt of such assistance recorded for the two groups. No 

other agency assistance was noted for sixty-seven percent of 

the cases in the Jewish group, and no other agency assistance 

was noted for eighty-four percent of thfol cases of the Prot

estant group. Twenty-three percent of the CAses in the 

Jewish group and thirteen percent of the Protestant group 

indicated assistance from one other agency. Nine percent 

of the Jewish group and two percent of the Protestant group 



bad received help from tvo agencies. One percent of the 

Jewish group and two percent of the Protestant group had 

received help fr~ three other agencies. 

91 

Fourteen different agencies were identified as having 

given help to the families of the Jewish group. They ware 

the Jewish Big Brothers, vista del Mar, the Social Security 

Administration, Halper Clinic at Mt. Sinai Hospital, the 

Parent Teacher. Association Health Center/ the Statel:£os-

pital at Norwalk, Jewish Family Services, the Los Angelos 

County General Hospital, the Shrine Hospital, Cedars of 

Lebanon Hospital, the Veterans' Administration Hospital, 

Jewish Community Center, and Camp .Hax Straus, 

Fifteen different agencies were identified as hlivioc,J 

gi'l9n help to the families of the Protestant group. They 

were the Boys' Club, Aid to Needy Chi ldren, the State Hos

pital at camarillo, the State Hospital at Atascadero, the 

Optimist Home, Family Service, the Long Beach Psychiat.ric 

Clinic, the Long Beach Schools Guidance service, the State 

Department of Mental HY'giene, the Veterans' Administration 

Hospital, Child Welfare and Attendance Services, the Uni

versity of California Neuropsychiatric 'Clinic, Public Wel-

fare, the Orthopedic Hospital, and the Parent Teacher 

Association Child Guidance Cente.r. 

~he difference betwEen the two groups was significant 

at the one percent level when percentages who had had no 

agency assistance were compared. Briefly, many more of the 
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Jewish families had had assistance f~om a social agency. 

None noted 

One 

Two 

Three 

Table XVII 

Other Agency Assistance to Family 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Deiinquent 
Group Group 

• NUiDher 'of Group .. , NUJ\\ber 'of Group 

87 

30 

11 

1 

67 

23 

9 

1 

108 

16 

2 

2 

84 

13 

2 

2 

Summary. The Jewish boys were more likely to have 

older parents or foreign born parents. The Jewish boys 

were more often born outside California. Their fathers 

-4.05 

2.08 

2.50 

vere more likely to be owners of businesses, and if the 

mothers worked they were more likely to be engaged in sales. 

More Jewish families lived in luxurious or above average 

homes. ,They were more likely to have been helped by a 

social agency. 

The Protestant boys were more likely to come from 

larger families. More ~rotestant boys had divorced paren~9. 

Their parents were more likely to have dropped out of school 

before high school graduation. The f&thers were more often 

skilled tradesmen. More Protestant families owned their 

0IIill homes. MOl'e of the fathers of the Protestant boys drank 

excessively. The P~otestant group was more likely to have 

family members with arrest records. 

t 
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Bence, the Jewish delinquent boys appeared to be the 

more favored group with respect to socioeconomic status in 

spite of the fact that the groups were ~tched on the basis 

of i~come. They were more favored too with respect to 

family stability in that thei~ feL~lies had lower divorce 

rate. And their fathers were less likely to drink exces-

sive1y. 

II __________ -------.. -------------------------C'~,. 
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CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS: JEWISH AND PROTESTANT DELINQUENTS 

In attempting to determine differences between the two 

main groups of the study, some items of investigation proved 

to be of negligible value in that they did not apply to an 

ftdequate number of cases or that data were not provided in 

the Probation Department file. The boys' work experien~e 

was s'uch an item wIth none recorded for 110 of the Je;",ish 

boys and none for 112 of the Protestant boys. On t,he other 

hand, the information regarding the boys' educational back

grounds was rather thorough. 

School achievement. It was established that in 1961 

seven of the Jewish boys or five percent had dropped out of 

school or were exempted or excluded. Twenty-one of the 

Px-otest,ant boys or sixteen percent were ill that category. 

Of the remaining boys,. no information on grade level was 

available for thirteen of the Jewish boys or for eight of 

the Protestant boys. For the remaining number the lI'.edian 

grade level for the Jewish group was ten plus and for the 

Protestant group, nine plus. It should be noted that tile 

two groups were matched by age. It: is well to note also 

the larger number of boys in the Protestant group who had 

dropped out or who had been excluded from school. 

101 
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In the matter of school marks, the Jewish group proved 

to be the better scholars. 1~o percent of the Jewish group 

were achieving superior school marks, mostly A's, while 

none of the Protestant group had achieved that well. Fif-

teen percent of the Jewish group were above average students, 

mostly B' s, while only two percent of the Protestant group 

were achieving at that level, a difference significant at 

the one percent level. Average scholars comprised twenty

six percent of the Jewish group and twenty-five percent 

of the Protestant group. Among poor scholars, mostly D's, 

were, twenty-eight percent of the Jewish group and forty-

two percent of the Protestant gro'up, a difference signifi

cant at the one percent level. Nine percent of the Jewiah 

group as opposed to thirteen percent of the Pr,otestant 

group were failing. The comparison of the scholarship of 

the two gxoups is readily seen in Table XVIII. More briefly, 

the Jewish boys were earning higher marks in school. 

¥. -------------------...... _--------" ",.' 
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Table XVIII 

School Marks Last Semester 

Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
Group 

Number , of Group 
Group 

Number , of Group 

superior 
(mostly A's) 3 2 6 5 

Above average 
(mostly B's) 19 15 3 2 3.82 

Average 34 26 32 25 

Poor 
(mostly D'e) 36 28 54 42 -2.37 

Failing 11 9 17 13 -1.03 

Expelled or 
excluded 2 2 5 4 

Dropped 7 5 lei 8 

Dropped 
(emotional) 1 1 

Dropped (con-
tinuation 1 1 
program) 

Not available 16 12 6 5 

Achievement test data. Scholas"tic Achievement test 

da.ta were available for thirty-three of the boys in the 

JfNish group and for fifty-four of the Protestant,boys. Of 

~nose for whom scores were available, twenty-one percent of 

the' Jewish and twenty-eight peJ;'cent of the Protestant g"roup 

were above grade level; thirty percent of the scores for the 

Jewish group and twenty-eight percent of those for the 
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Protestant group were at grade levell forty-two percent of 

those for the Jewish group and thirty-three percent of the 

.cores for the Prot~~tant group were below grade level, at 

least one year; and six percent of the scores for ths Jewish 

group and eleven percent of those for the Protestant group 

were m&rkedl~f below grade level. It has been pointed out 

that the Jewish boys were more likely to have attained a 

higher qrade plc.\cement in school. That might account for 

any difference which indicates that the Protestant boys' 

achievements test$ were higher when compared with the grade 

attained. Because of the limited size of the groups 10-

volved, the differences were not significant. 

Table XIX 

Achievement Test Results 

Jewish Delinquent 
Group 
N - 33 

Number % of N 

Above grade 
level 7 21 

At qrade level 10 30 

Below qrade 
level 14 42 

Markedly below 
qrade level 2 6 

Protestant Delinquent 
Grou~ 

N 
Z 

15 28 -0.74 

15 28 0.20 

18 33 0.84 

6 11 -0.85 

Intelligence. In regard to the Ability level of the 

two groups, it is somewhat questionable whether intelligence 

quotients yielded by different. tests may becon1pared. That 

"". 

" " 
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caution plus the fact that data were available tor only 

aeventy-three of the boys in the Jewish group and for 101 

of the boys in the Protestant group should be kept in mind 

when comparison is made. It appeared from the data avail

able that the median intelligence quotient for the Jewish 

delinquent group was in the 100 to 109 range while that of 

the Prote9~ant d'~linquent group was in the 90-99 range. 

When the results from the various tests were converted to 

stanine scores to facilitate comparison, the mean ability 

level of the Jewish group was a stanine of 5.26 and that 

of th,e Protestant group was 4.94. Thus, by two separate 

ways of studying tho data, there ,seems to be Bome differ

ence between the ability of the boys of the two groups 

with the Jewish group having somewhat better academic 

ability. Ne\"ertheless, it must be reiterated that both 

because of the variety of the tests used and because the 

data were available for a limited number of boys the con

clusions may not be significant. 

.\". 
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Table XX 

Ability Leve1* 

-= 
Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 

GrouE GrouE 
Stanine Number Number 

1 (lowest 4%) 2 1 

2 ( 7\) 5 7 

3 (l2') 6 12 

e (17\) 12 17 

5 (20%) 17 26 

6 (17%) 12 23 

,7,.(12%) 7 10 

8 (n) 8 3 

9 (highest 4%) 4 2 

Mean 5.26 4.94 

·Scores from various tests converted to stanine scores. 

School attendance. Information regarding school 

attendance was given for fifty-eight. Jewish boys and for 

eighty-eight Protestant boys. Of that number, school at

tendance was called satisfactory by the school for sixty-

seven percent of those in the Jewish group and sixty-four 

percent of those in the Protestant group; poor for seven 

percent of the Jewish boys and none of the Protestant group; 

unsatisfactory for twenty-six percent of thOSG in the 

Jewish group and for thirty-six percent of the boy;;' in the 

Protestant group. The difference between the two groups 

~--=.-... =-..... -........... Oiiiiiioiiiiiio~_"I~( _____ .. 1. ___________ _ 
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rated poor in attendance was signi Hcant, but the lim! ted 

numbers for whom info~~tion was available should be kept 

in mind. More briefly, school attend&~oe wae rated satis

factory for the majority of both groups!, 

Satisfactory 

Poor' 

Unsatis-
factory 

Table XXI 

School Attendance 

Jewish Delinquent 
GrQu~ 

39 67 

4 7 

15 26 

Protestant Delinquent 
Group 
N .. 88 

Nurnbe'r 'of N 

56 64 

32 36 

'" z 

0.37 

2.06 

-1.30 

School citizenship. Information was available regard

ing the school citizenship of eighty-seven of the Jewish 

boys and 112 of the Protestant boys. Of that number citi,zen

sbip was classified by the school as above ave~age for eight 

percent of the Jewish group and four percent of the Protes

tant group. School citizenship was classified as average 

for thirty-three percent of the Jewish group and thir.ty-nine 

percent of the Protestant group. It was classified marginal 

fo::: one percent of the Jewish group and eight percent of 

the Protestant group. The citizenship of fifty-seven per

cent of the Jewish group and forty-eight percent of the 

Protestant group was called unsa.tis factory. Otie of tht~ 

differences proved to be signific~t at the five percer,lt 

l -------_._--------------",.------
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level of confidence. In other words, there was no signifi

cant difference between the two groups in average or above 

average citizenship, but a largor percentage of Protestant 

boys were rated marginal while a slightly larger percentage 

of Jewish boys were rated unsatisfactory. 

Table XXII 

School Citizenship 

Jewish Delinquent 
Group 
N • 87 

Number % of N 

Above average 7 

Average 29 

Marginal 1 

Unsatisfactory 50 

8 

33 

1 

57 

Protestant Delinquent 
Group 

N WI Hi 
'Number ~ of N 

5 

44 

9 

54 

4 

39 

8 

48 

0.11 

-0.09 

-2.50 

1.27 

Health problems. The probation worker's notes indicated 

that eighteen percent of the Jewish boys and nine percent of 

the Protestant boys had or had had severe health problems • 

. The Z of 2.13 for the difference is significant at the five 

percent level of confidence. Severe health problems identi

fied were damaged heart, aseptic meningitis, no bowel con

trol until age t.en, obesity, back injury, asthma, allergies, 

enuresis, chest deformity, intestinal disorder 2urgically 

npaired, anemia, chronic rheumatic condition, pol.iomyelitis, 

tumor surgically' removed, mono nucleosis, glandular disorder, 

digestive disorder, and s~vere hearing loss in the Jewish 

1 ~ 
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9rouP. Health problema noted in the Protestant group were 

hernia, undescended testicle, head injuries, enuresis, 

rheumatic fever, ruptured appendix, obesity, malignant tumor, 

eye surgery, poliomyelitis, club foot, damaged spine, chronic 

headaches and stomach aches with fever, kidney ailment, 

asthma, allergies, skull fracture, plastic surgery, brain 

Burgery, thyroid disorder, spinal meningitis, scarlet fever, 

and collapsed lung. More simply, more of the Jewish boys 

had serious health problems. 

Nervous habits. Nervous habits such as nail biting 

wer~ observed by the Probation worker with about equal fre

quency in the two groups of boys, in twelve percent of the 

Jewish boys and in eleven percent of the Protestant boys. 

The 1 of .25 is not significant. 

Mental health. Mental health problems were identified 

as those specifically diagnosed by a psychologist or psy

chiatrist. Such problems were noted in thirty-two percent 

of the Jewish boys and in twenty-three percent of the Protes

tant boys. The 1 is 1.64, not large enough to be signifi

cant at the five percent level. 

Reasons for petition. Some petitions included more 

than one offense, and 90me cases cont~ined a number of peti

tions. The total number of offenses including past, present, 

and subsequent history for the Jewish group was 379 and for 

. the Protestant group it wa~ 474. If these offenses were 

averaged among the boys, the boys in the Jewish group could 
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be said to have averaged 2.94 offenses, and the boys in the 

Protestant group, 3.7 offenses, a difference which is not 

.tatistically significant. 

By categories of offenses there appeared to be rela

tively little difference between the two groups. Of the 

total number of offenses committed by the Jewish group, 

three percent and of the Protestant group four percent in

volved alcoholic beverages. Twenty-five percent of the 

offenses of the Jewish group and twenty-three percent of 

the offenses of the Protestant group were related to autos 

(including hit and run" auto theft, excessive tickets, 

accIdents). Seven percent of the offenses of the Jewish 

group and three percent of the offenses of the Protestant 

group were against persons (assault, battery, kidnapping, 

riot, threatening). Of the Jewish group, six percent and 

of the Protestant group, four percent were sex offenses 

~omosexuali ty, in danger of leaeling lewd and immoral li fe, 

rape. molest, peeping Tom). Twenty-'seven percent of the 

offenses of the Jewish group and thirty-seven pe~cent of 

the offenses of the Protestant group were against property. 

Of the Jewish group's offenses two percent involved we.apons 

(shooting BB in violation" furnishing firearms to minor , 

possession of clUb). 'Of the Protestant group's offenses, 

ODe percent w~re related ~o weaporis. Narcotics and drug~ 

wore involved in one percent of the cases of both groups. 

Runaway or vagrancy accounted for the cases of thirteen 

,.'1,1' 
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Offenses 
involving 
alcoholic 
beverages 

Auto 

Against 
persons 

Sex 

Against 
property 

Weapons ' 

Narcotics 
and drugs 

Runaway, 
vagrancy 

Other 

Total 

Mean 
offenses 
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Table XXIII 

Offenses 

J~sh Delinquent Protestant Delinquent 
Gro~ GrouE 

HUiiiber , of Number \ of 
offens,es offens,ls offenses offenses ..v z 

11 3 21 4 -0.79 

!lJ 25 108 23 0.68 

26 7 15 3 2.61 

24 6 19 4 1.32 
,,' 
I 

104 27 175 37 -3.14 

8 2 7 1 1.18 

2 1 7 1 

50 .13 57 12 0.44 

61 16 65 It 0.81 

379 474 

. 2.94 3.7 1.70 
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percent of the Jewish group and twelvo percent of the Protea

tant group. ~e remaining cases, sixteen percent of the 

Jewish group's offenses and fourteen pe~cent of the Protes

t·Mt group's were varied. They included suicide attempt, 

obstructing an officer or fireman, incorrigible, trespassing, 

unlawful entry, truancy, disturbance of the peace, and 

gambling. The difference between the mean offenses of the 

two groups is not statistically significant. But the dif-

ferences between the two groups in offenses against persons 

and in offenses against property were significant at the one 

per~ent level. In other words, the Jewish boys were more 

likely than the Protestants to commit crimes against persons 

and the Protestant boys were more likely to commit crimes 

against property. 

ParticipatiQn of others. Companions were involve~ 

in the offenses of sixty-five percent of the Jewish b~LB 

and in the offenses of seventy percent of the Protestant 

boys. The 'Z of -.85 is not signi fi can t. 

Prior history. A prior histor.y of delinquent behavior 

was reported for about half the boys in each group, fifty 

percent in the Jewish group and fifty-two percent in the 

Protestant group. The difference (i ~ -.32) is not sig-

Di!icant. 

Disposition of cases. The court's disposition of the 

1961 petitions varied depending upon the offense, the bo:!" 

and the prognosis for the boy's successful adjustment. The 

____________ ----~--------a------~ 
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petitions were not sustained and the cases dismissed in 

nine percent of the cases of the Jewish group an~ two per

cent of the cases of the Protestant group. The petitions 

vere sustained and dismissed for six percent of the boys of 

the Jewish group and tor three percent of the Protestant 

boys. The petitions were Bustained (or sustained as amended) 

aJ'.1d the case continued from two to six months to determine 

the need for wardship in sixteen per~nt of the cases of the 

Jewish group and fourteen percent of the cas~s of the Prot

estant group. The petitions were sustained, the boys de

clared dependent children, and the cases continued six months 

to determine tho need for wardship in one percent of the 

cases of the Jewish group and none of the Protestant group. 

The petit.ions were sustained (or sustained as amended), 

wardship declared, and the boys sent home on probation in 

sixty-four percent of the .eases of the Jewish grou1? and 

sixty-one percent of the Protestant g.roup. The petitions 

vere sustained and the boys released to their parents in 

none of the cases of the Jewish group and in two percent of 

the cases of the Protestant group. The petitions were sus

tained, the boys declared wards of thtl court, and trans

ferred to their holll'3 counties or statf!S in one percent of 

the Jewish group and one percent of the Protestant group. 

The petitions were sustained and placement ordered for three 

p8rcent of the Jewish group an~ for three percent of the 

Protestant group. Petitions were sustained and camp 
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placement ordored for. none of thtl Jewish group and for five 

percent of the Protestant group. The petitions were sus

tained and a stayed commit.mant to forestry camp ordered for 

one percent of the Jewish group and for thl'ee percent of tho 

Protestant group. 

Petitions were sustained and C.'llifornia Youth Authority 

comml tment ordered for none of the .:rewish group and for one 

percent of the Protef3tant group. The petitions were sus- . 

tuned and detention in Juvenile Hall pending clinic study 

ordered for one percent of the Jewish group and for two per

cent of the Protestant group. Petitions were sustainod and 

detention in Juvenile Hall pending f'urther stUdy and plan 

were ordered for none of the Jewish I;roup and for two per

cent of the Protestant group. The pl~tition was dismissed 

and the district attorney directed to institute criminal pro

ceedings under the general law in no case in the Jewish 

group and in one case or one percent of the Protesta~t group. 

In addition to the action on thE!1 petitions, the court 

ordered counseling at Jewish Big Bro~~ers for one percent of 

the Jewish group and none of the Prot:estant qroup. Psy

chotherapy was ordered for two percent of the Jewish group 

and for two percent of the Protestan1: group. Clinical 

studies were ordered for nine percent of the Jewish group 

and for eight percent of the Protestant group. The dif

ferences between tha two groups appear to be significant in 

number of petitions dismissed (j a 2.5) and for number of 
",' 
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camp plac4ments ordered where ~ • 2.77, a difference sig

nificant at the one percent level. More simply, the Jewish 

boys were more likely to have their petitions dismissed, 

and the Protestant boys were more often sent to camp. 

Placement. Out-of-home placement was made in nineteen 

percent of the cases of the Jewish group and twenty-nine 

perctrlnt of the ca~es in the Protestant group either imme-

diately after the first ~ourt hearing or eventually before 

the case Wda diamissed. The difference ri' - 1. 89) is not 

great enough to be significant at the ,five percent. level. 

Recidivism. There was eV!d'ence of r. recidi visrn in twenty

nine percent of the cases in the Jewish group and in thirty

seven percent of the cases in the Protestant group. < The 

dif.ference is not significant (i a 1.36). 

Duratio.} of open cases. The mean length of t~me that 

cases were kept act.ive by the department was eleven and one

half months for the Jewish group and fourteen months for 

the Protestant group. The difference, ~ a 2.11, is signifi

cant at the five percent level. In other words, the Jewish 

boys' cases were likely to be closed sooner than the Protes

tant boy~' cases. 

Reasons for dismissal. The reasons for dismissal ap-

pear ta be sbdlar for the two groups. "Satisfactory or 

improved adjustment- was given as the reason for dismissal 

of seventy-one percent of the cases in 'the Jewish group and 

sixty-nine percent of the cases of the Protestant group. 
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Disposition of Pet! tions 

I Jewish Delinquent Protestant Delinquent !; 
[I NuiiiEer 

Groue Groue 'V l ol GrouE Number , ol GrouE z 
,I 
i'; P~tition not Ii 
'j lSustained, 11 9 3 2 2.50 

I! 
dismissed 

Petition sus-
" 
,1 tained, dis- 8 6 4 3 1.15 !; I 

missed 
f [i Petition sus-

11 tained (or BUS-

11 
tained as 20 16 18 14 0.44 

!JJ 
amended) , con- i 
tinued to deter-

1'.1 Diine need for Ii 
d wardship ! ~. 
" Petition sus-;.j <' I 

P tained, declared 
d dependent child, 
P continued to 1 1 

n detel.-mine need 
I fC'r w .. rdship 
[i 

Ii Petidon sus-
d tained (or sus-" It tuned as Ii 82 64 78 61 0.49 11 amended) , ward-;1 

ship declared, 
H home on probation 
1,1 

Petition sus-
tained, released 3 2 ,to parents pend-

Ii 
inc; clinic study I-

J Petition sus-l'j 
I tained, declared 
J ward, transferred 1 1 1 i 

to home state or 

II 
county 
Petition sus-
tained~ p1ace- 4 3 4 3 

I ment ordered 
:...~ i " 

I' 
I I 
, 1 
I, 
) t ; , 
1 '1 
r! 

~ ~'t" ; 
" M ',.".11-
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'l'alrle XXIV (continued) 

Disposi tj,on of ~ati tions 
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JewIsh Delinquent Protestant DelInquent 
___ .::G;;.r,)up '. Group 

________ ..!N:..!W!ib~~e~..!r'__....!'~o~f Group NUIi£er' of Group 1. 
Petition sus-
tained, camp 
place!l!ent 
orde~d 

Petition 8US-
tained, stayed 
col2m1i tment to 
forestry camp 
Petition sus- . 
tained, California 
Youth Author! ty 
commitment ordered 
Peti tion sus
tairied, ordered 
detained in 
Juvenile Hall 
pending clinic 
study 

Petition sus-
tained, o=dered 
detained in 
JUVenile Hall 
pending further 
study and plan 

Petition dismissed 
and district at
torney directed to 
institute criminal 
proceedings under 
the general law 

I 

1 

Additional Orders 
counseling at Jewish 
Big Bx:others ' I 
Psychotherapy J 

Clinic Study 11 

1 

I 

1 

2 

9 

6 

4 

1 

3. 

2 

1 

3 

10 

5 

3 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

8 

-2.77 
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Other reasons given for dismissal represented relatively 

emall numbers of each group. They were petition sustained, 

dismissed at first court hearing; petition not sustained; 

family left California; transfer case to another county or 

returned to home; to enlist in serVice; California Youth 

Authority commitment; committed to State Department of Mental 

Hygiene; and dismissed and District Attorney directed to 

institute criminal proceedings under the general law. There 

was no significant difference between the two groups in 

reason for dismissal. 

,Summary. The Jewish boys were more likely to earn 

higher school m4rks, Brld they may have had more academic 

ability as measured by intelligence tests. They were more 

likely tnan the Protesta.\It. boys to commit offenses against 

persons. Their petitions were more oiten dismissed. The 

boys of .the Protestant group committed more offenses against 

·property. They were more likely to be sent to Forestry 

Camp. Their cases remained active in the Probatio~ Depart-

ment longer. 

In list form, differences between Jewish and Protestant 

delinquent boys are: 

Jewish Delillquent Group 

Parents older 
More likely to have foreign 

born paren ts 

Parents attained higher 
level of education 

Father more likely to own 
business 

Protestant Delinquent Group 

More of homes broken by 
divorce 

More siblings 
More likely to have United 

States or California 
~orn parents 
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Jewish Delinquent Group 

More likely to live in above 
average residential area 

May have more mental health 
problems in family 

More families had received 
assistance from other 
agencie~ 

Received higher marks in 
school 

Attained higher grade level 
in school 

More likely to commit 
offense against 
persons 

Greater leniency shown by 
the court (perhaps 
because of the smaller 
number of offenses) 

119 

Protestant Delinquent Group 

Parents more likely to have 
left school before 
high school graduation 

Father more likely to be 
employed in skilled 
trade 

More likely to own home 

More likely to have father 
who drinks excessively 

More arrests among family 
meillbers 

More boys had dropped out 
of school 

Greater number of offenses 
against property 

More likely to be placed at 
forestry camp 

Recidivism may have been 
lIIore common 

Cases remained open longer 

.1 
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CHAP'l'ER VIII 

RESULTS: JEWISH DELINQUENTS AND NONDELINQUENTS 

A third group of adolescent Jewish boys was studied for 

comparison purposes. This was a group of boys who were mem

bers of an AZA club sponsored by B'Nai B'rith in San Diego. 

The group meets weekly at the Jewish Community Center. Its 

.JIIembership is not limited Co any particular geographical 

aec~ion of the city, but because the Community Center is 

located in the eastern part of San Diego, most of its mem

bers live in East. San Diego or in the neighboring suburban 

community of La Mesa. The boys were asked to respond to a 

questionnaire regarding their families and themselves cover

ing data similaF to that for the delinquent boys. (See 

Appendix, Form 5.) FollOWing their response to the question

naire, letters were sent to their parents requesting permis

sion to examine the boys' school records. Questionnaires 

were answered by thirty-four boys, and permission to obtain 

information from the schools was given by twenty-three of 

the parent:s. 

Records .from two school distz'icts were needed, ,and I?er

mssion to use the permanent: reGord cards was givEln by both 

the San Diego Unified School District and by the Grossmont 

Union High School District. The records of stUdents in six 

.t20, 
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schools were examined. The school districts limited use 

of their records to the obtaining of school marks and stand

ardized test scores. Records of counseling interviews and 

opinions of school personnel abo~t the boys were not made 

. available. 

The information obtained about this group of thirty

tour boys from the questionnaires and the school included 

reasons for broken home, person with whom boy resides, num

ber of siblings, age of parents,. father's place of birth! 

. mother's place of birth, highest educational level uf father, 

highest educational level of mother, family income, place 

of birth of boy,' father'S occupation, mother's occupation, 

description of residential area and home, type of residence, 

length of residence at present address, length of California 

residence, description of family life (happy, unhappy, in-. 

betwean), and regularity of attendance at religious services. 

The group was then ~atched with subgroups of the Jewish 

and Protestant delinqu.ent groups in. age of boy at the time 

the data vere taken IlT\d family income. ·Comparisons of the 

delinquent subgroups and the nondelinquent group were made 

where it ·was possible. to do so. The groups were small and 

the nondelinquent group may not be representative of the 

total Jewish youth population, but the comparisons suggest 

some basis for speculation about delinquent and nondelinquent 

Jewish youth. Because of the small ~umber of cases, tests 

of significance were not used. Data are preSented for 
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comparison only. 

BroKen h0m65. It WAS found that eight or twenty-four 

percent of the suogroup of Jewish delinquents and nine or 

twenty-sAven percent of the subgroup of Protestaht delin

quent boys came from broken homos, while only three or nino 

percent of the nondelinquent group came from homes which 

c~~ld.be called broken by doath, divorce, or separation. 

In the Jewish delinquent subgroup throe or nine percent of 

the homes were broken by divorce, two or six percent by 

death of tho mother, and three or nine percent by death of 

the lather. In the Protestant delinquont subgroup eight or 

twenty-four percent of the homos .... ere broken by divorce, 

nona by dnath of the mother, and one or throe percent by 

dea.t.h of tho fathor. In the nondelinquent group one, throe 

percent, .... us broken by divorce and bl" or six percent wer.e 

broken by death of the mother I none wore broker. by d~ath 

of the father. In oth'!!r words, tho comparison confirmed t1le 

earlier finding that divorce wau morc common I1Jl1(r:gthe 

parents of the Protestant group, It would indicate 111so 

that the broken homo, whatover tho ,roauon, was common to 

both groups of delinquents and raro [or thi. group of non

".a Hnquen t •. 

______________________ .......... ~* ~r~ .......... H ........ ~ ........ 
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Table XXV 

ReaBons for Broken UOlOOS 

Delinsuont Subg:rou!? Nondclinquillnt 
Je .... r!lh Protestant Jewish'GrouE 

NUln- i of Num- \ of Num- , of 
ber GrouE bor GrouE ber GrouE 

Divorce 3 9 8 24 1 3 

Death of 
Mother 2 I) 2 I) 

Death of 
Father 3 9 1 3 

Total 8 24 9 27 3 9 

Parent with whom boy resides. Twonty-seven or scventy

nine percent of the boys in ~le Je .... iah delinquent subgroup 

resided with two parents, four or twelve percent resided 

with their mothers, t .... o or six percent residod with ~loir 

tathera, and one or throe percent lived with other relatives. 

In the Protestant delinqUent Bubgroup twenty-six or oevonty

.i:A. percent lived with two parents,. [lve or fifte~n percent 

lived with their 1I10 tho rfl , and three or nine I>cJ;cent rOBided 

with their fathen. This was seen in contrast to the non-

delinquent group in which thirty-o~e or ninety-one percent 

lived with both parents, none lived with their mothers only, 

and. three or nine porcen t lived with their fa thera only. 

More .imply, the nondelinquent boys were more likely to 

live with both parents ~lan wore either o.f the other groupa. 

, .. 
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Mother 

Father 

Relatives 

Table XXVI 

Person(s) with Whom SOy Resides 

Delinquent 
JewIsh 

Num- , of 
ber Group 

27 

4 

2 

1 

79 

12 

6 

J 

Subgroup 
Protestant 
Num- \ of' 
her Group 

26 

S 

3 

16 

15 

9 

Nondelinquent 
Jewish Group 
Num 'of 
ber Group 

31 91 

3 9 

Number of siblings. In comparing the three groups wi t:[I 

regllrd to the number of siblings, the blo groups ot Je~llsh 

bays seeQed to be similar. The .evish delinquent subgroup 

vas found to have a mean of 1.29 siblings and. the nondelin

quent group had a mean of 1. 5 siblings. On th3 other hand, 

the Protestant subgroup had a mean numbsr of 2.59 siblings. 

The greatest number of siblings in the ,Jewish lIondelinquent 

group vas three, and there were four such famil.ien. The 

greatest number of siblings reported for a boy in the Prot-

estant subgoup was £~urteen, and tilerc was one Buch" family. 

There vere blo boys in the Protestant delinquent subgroup 

for whOLl eight siblings were reported and three for whonl 

four siblings were reported. If the boy with fourteen 

siblings were deleted and a mean obtained for the remaining 

boys of the Protestant subgroup it would be 2.39. More 

briefly, the Jewish delinquent ana the Jewish nondelinquent 

vere more nearly alike with respect to number of siblings. 
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Both Jewish groups had fewer siblings th~\ did the Protes-

tanto 

,Age of parents. The ages of. parents \fhen data were 

taken were ,compared. The'me~ age of fathers of the Jewish 

delinquent subgroup was 46.6.1 of thePtotestant delin~uent 

subgroup it was 45.811 ~d of the Jewish nondelinquent group . . 
it was 47.39. 'l!he oldest living father of the Jewish de-

linquent subgroup was sixty-two, of the Protestant subgroup 

it was sixty-four, and of the nondelinquent group it was 

sixty. The youngest living father of the Jewish delinquent 

subgroup was thirty-eight, of the Protestant delinquent sub

group it was thirty-five, and of tile Jewish nondelinquent 

group it was thirty-nine. The mean ages of t~e mothers 

were si~;.ilar to one another, 42.58 for the Jewish delinquent 

subgro?p, 42.24 for the Protestant delinquent subgroup, and 

43.0 for the nondeJ.inquent group. The oldest living mother 

ot the Jewish delinquent subgroup was fifty, the oldest 

living mother of the Protestant subgroup was sixty-one, &-d 

,of the Jewish nondelinquent group the oldest living mother 

was fifty-four. In the Jewish del~nquent subgroup the age 

of the youn~e9t living mother was thirty-six, in the Prot

e8t~t subgroup the age was thirty-three, and in the Jewish 

nondelinquent group the age was thirty-five. In other words, 

,these findings were similar to the eariier findings that 

the Jewish boys had old~r parents than did the Protestant 

boys. 
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Mean age of mothers 

Table XXVII 

Age ot Parents 

Dalinfiuent Subgroup 
Jewls Prote5tan~ 

46.6 

42.58 

45.81 

42.24 
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Nondelinquent 
Jewish Group' 

47.39 

43.00 

i'at;hers' piaces of_ birth. The groups appeared to be 

similar when comparisons were made of the pl~ces of birth 

of the fathers. Twenty-fivo or seventy-four percent of the 

fathers of the Jewish delinquent subgroup were born in the 

United States outside of California. Twenty-six or seventy

six percent of the fathers of the Protestant delinquent 

subgroup were born in the United S~ates outside California. 

The number for the nondelinquent group was twenty-seve~ or 

seventy-nine percent of the group. None of the fathers of 

the Jewish delinquent subgroup was born in Californi~. Of 

the fathers of the Protestant delinquent subgroup, three or 

nine percent were born in California, and of the non~~Hn

quent Jewish group two or six percent were born" in Califor

nia. Seven or twanty-one percent of the fathers of the 

Jewish delinquent subgroup were born in foreign countries. 

Three or nine percent of the fatherl'l of the Protestant sub

group were born abroad, and five Or fifteen percent of the 

fathers of the nondelinquent group were foreign born. In

formation was not given in the cases of two of each of the 

subgroups. Among the three groups more of the fathers of 

"J 
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Jewish ~oys were foreign born, and more.of the delinqu~nt 

than nondelinquent Jewish boys had foreign born fathers. 

Table XXVIII 

Fathers' Places of Birth 

Delinquent Subgroup 
Jewish Protestant 

Num- 'of Num- % of 
her Group ber Group 

California 3 9 

United States 
(except 25 74 26 T6 
California) 

Poreiqri 7 21 3 9 

Not given 2 6 2 ,. 
'J 

Nonde:":'nquent 
Jewish Group 
Num- % of 
bar Group 

'2 6 

27 79 

5 15 

Mothers' places of birth. Among the mothers of the 

Jewish delinquent subgroup two or six percen't were born in 

California. Six of the mothers of the Protestant subgroup 

or eighteen percent were bor.n in California. None of tlle 

mothers of the nondelinquent Jewish group was California 
. . 

born. The largest number of each group was born in the 

United State~ outside California. The figure was twenty-one 

or sixty-two percent for the Jew.ish delinquent subgroup, 

twenty-five or seventy-four percent !or the Protestant de

linquent subgroup, and twenty-eight or eighty-two percent 

for the nondelinquent group. Six or eighteen percent of 

the mothers of the boys in the Jewish delinquent subgroup 

and six of the mothers of the nondelinquent group were born 

•I! ............... ~::-~----~ " III ' ------------....... ~ 
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in foreign countries. ~o or six percent of the mothers of 

the Protestant s~roup wexe foreign born. No information 

was qj.ven regarding the birth places of five of the mothers 

of the Jewish delinquent subgroup and of one of the Protes

tant delinquent subgr.oup. Like the findings for the birth

places of fathers the figures indicate a greater similarity 
f 

bstween the two Jewish groups than between the two delin-

quent groups. 

Table XXIX 

Mothers' Places of Birth 

JewIsh 
Delinquent Subgroup 

Protestant 
Hum- % of Num- % of 
ber Group ber Grcup 

California 2 6 6 18 

United States 
(except. 21 62 25 74 
California) 

Foreign 6 18 2 G 

Not given 5 15 1 3 

Nondslinquent 
Jewhh. Group 
Num- % of 
bar Group 

28 82 

6 18 

Education of fathers. The educationai achievement of 

the fathers of the nondelinquent Jewish group was markedly 

higher than was that of the subgroups.. Of the thirty-four 

fathers of the nondelinquent Jewish group, sixteen or forty

se~en percent had been graduated from college, six more or 

~ighteen per~t had attended college, and seven or twenty

one percent had been graduated from high school. Only five 

t 
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or fifteen percent had failed to complete A high school 

course. In the JewiGh delinquent subgroup only three or nine 

percent had been graduated from colloge, six more of eighteen 

percent had attended college, and ten or thirty percent had 

been graduated from high school. There was no information, 

available in the Cl.\Ses of five. Ten or twenty-nine percent 

had failed to reach the twelfth grade of high school. In 

the Protestant delinquent subgroup six or eighteen percent 

had been graduated from college, two more or six percent had 

attended collage, and ten had been graduated from high 

acho.ol. No information was available in the cases of three. 

Thirteen or thirty-eight percent had dropped out of school 

before high school graduation. More simply, the fathers of 

the nondelinquent gro?P were by far the best educated. 

'lab1e xxx 

Fathers' Education 

Delin~ent Sub~rouE Nondelinquent 
JewIsh Protestant Jewish Grol!E. 

'Num- , of Num- % of Num- % of 
ber GrouE ber GroUE ber Gr~ 

Graduation 
from college 3 9 '6 18 16 47 
Attended 
college 6 18 2 6 6 18 
Graduation 
from high 10 29 10 29 7 21 
school 
·Left school 
before 10 29 13 38 5 15 
qraduation 
No informa-
tion 5 15 3 9 

( 
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Education of mothers. A greater number of the mothers 

of the nondelinquent Jewish group had been graduated from 

college than was true for the other tvo groups. Ten or 

twenty-nine per.cent of the mothers of the nondelinquent 

Jewish group had been graduated from college. Ten more or 

twenty-nine percent had att~nded college. Eleven or thirty

two percent had been graduated from high school. Three or 

nine percent had failed to complete high school. In the 

Jewish delinquent subgroup three or nine percent of the 

DOthers had been graduated from college. Six more or 

eigh7een percent had attended college. Twelve or thirty

five percent had been graduated from high school. No in

formation was available in the cases of six of these mothers. 

In the Protestant delinqu&nt subgroup four or ,twelve percent 

of the mothers had been graduated from college and six or 

eighteen percent more had attended college. Thirteen or 

thirty-eight percent had been graduated from high school. 

Bight or twenty-four percent had failed to complete high 

school, and no information was available in the cases of 

three. In summary, the mothers of the nondelinquent Jewish 

group were the best educated with the other two groups far 

~nd in level of educational a~;ievement. 

_ .. 
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Graduation 
from college 

Attended 
college 

GraduAtion 
from high 
.ch001 

Left school 
before 
gradu4tion 

NO informa
tioil 

'l'able XXXI 

Mothtlrll' Education 

jewish 
Delinquent Subgroup 

Protestant 
Rum- , of Num- 'of 

ber Group ber Group 

3 9 4 12 

6 18 6 18 

12 35 13 38 

7 21 8 24 

6 18 3 9 
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Nonde linquen t 
Jewish Group 
Num- , of 
ber Group 

10 29 

10 29 

11 32 

J 9 

Places of birth of the bo~s. In regard to birthplaces 

the three groups of boys revealed some differences. Of 

those born in California there were twelve or thirty-five 

pe~cent of the delinquent Jewish s~group, twenty or fifty

Dine percent of the delinquent Protestant sc!)group, and six

teen or forty-seven percent of the nondelinquent Jewish 

group. Of those born in t:l)e United state,s outside Call for

ni. there vere nineteen or fifty'·six percent of th!! delin

quent Jewish subgroup, th~rteen or thirty-eight percent of 

the dellDq\lElPt Protestant subgroup, and sixteen or forty

.evon percent of the nondelinquent Jewi,sh group. The foreign 

born numbered three or nine percent of the Jewish delinquent 

<, 
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aubqroup, one or t:hl'lI!l'J percent ot the Protti1i.!tnn,t; delinquent 

subgroup, and two or six percent of the nondel!nquent group. 

In summaty, more of the delinquent Protestant boys were born 

in California, but more of the nondelinquent than of the de

linquent Jewish boys were born in California. 

California 
I 

Unit;ed States 
(except 
California) 

Foreiqn 

Table XXXII 

Boys' Places of Birth 

DelinqUent Subgroup 
JewIsh Protestant 

Num- \ of Num- % of 
her Group ber Group 

12 35 20 S9 

19 60 13 38 

3 9 1 3 

Nondelinquent 
Jewish Group 
Nilm- 'of 
ber Group 

16 

16 47 

2 6 

Fathers' occupations. For pUrpoS8$ of comparing the 

three groups, the fathers' occupations ~ere categorized 

as professional (pharmacist, medica+ doctor, teacher), 

managerial (owner o~ officer in manufacturing f~rm), small 

business (variety or liquor store owner, upholsterer), 

sales, skil~ed trade (plumber), nnd unskilled (bus driver). 

Among the Jewish delinquent subgroup' four or twelve percent 

were engaged in professional occupations, twelve or'thirty

five percent owned small bUSinesses" nine or twenty-six 

percent wer~ engaged in sales, four worked at skilled 

trades, none listed unskilled occupations, and three were 

... 
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decelUled. Asuong the delinquent Protestant subgroup five 

or fifteen percent of the fathers were engaged in protes-

-810nal occupations, one or three percent was in a managerial 

occupation, six or eighteen percent owned small businesses, 

five or fifteen percent were engaged in sales, eight or 

twenty-four percent wera engaged in skilled trades, ~ive 

or fifte'en percent pursued unskilled trades; and there was 

no information about the oc,;;upations of the remaining three. 

Among the fathers of the nondelinquent Jewish group ten 

or twenty-nine percent were engaged in professional occupa

tio~s, three or nine percent were in managerial occupations, 

seven or twenty-one percent owned small businesses, six 

or eighteen percent were engaged in sales, four or twelve 

percent pursued skilled trades, two or six percent were 

engaged in unskilled trades, one indicated only that he 

was retired, and no inforiilation was 9i ven for one. In 

Ifummary, these findings indicate a- greater proportion of 

the nondelinquent Jewish boys' fathers engaged in profes

sional occupations. The delinquent Jewish boys' fathers 

led in number engaged in sales and small business owner

ship~ 

'1 
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Table XXXIII 

Pathere' Occupations 

Delinguent subllrouE Nonc!elinquent 
:7ewIsn Protestant Jewish Graue 

Num- i ol Num- .fj of Num- , of 
_ber ,Graue ber GroS! ber Groue 

Professional .. 12 5 15 10 29 

Managerial 2 6 1 3 J 9 

Sull busi-
nesa 12 JS 6 18 7 21 

Sales 9 26 5 15 6 18 

SkJ,lled trade " 12 8 24 4 12 

UnsJtiU".:!.! 5 15 2 6 

No inforDl&- J 9 3 9 2 6 
tion (dec. ) 

Mothers' occupations. OVer half of the mothers of the 

Jewish delinquent subgroup and the nondelinquent group were 

identified as housewives. Nineteen or fifty-six percent 

of the Jowish delinquent subgroup were housewives. One of 

the mothers, three percent. of the "ewish delinquent liJub

group vas engaged in a professional occupation, none was 

engaged in a mar1<lqerial OCCUpl',/:ion. six or eighteen perc;ent 

vere engaged in' clerical occupations, tvo or six ~rcent 

were engaged in sales work, two or six percent worked at 

.killed trades, one or three percent was identified as 

UDskilled, &.d no 1nforDl&tion was given for three (of whom 

tvo were deceased). In the Protestant delinquent. subgroup 
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eleven or thirty-two percent were ,i,dentified as housewives. 

Four or twelve percent we!:e engAg8(.1 in professional occUpa

tions, none worked in manAgerial occupations, three or 

nine percent 'lIforkcd at clerical jews, four or twelve percent 

were engaged in sale., five or ti'iteen percent worked at 

skilled trades, Done wall identified as beinq engaged in 

an unskilled job, and no information was given for seven 

or twenty-one percent. In the n'"ndelinquent Jewish group 

twenty-one or sixty-two percent were listed 4S housewives, 

four or twelve percent were engElged in professional careers, 

one or three percent were engagl~d in a managerial occupa

tion, three or nine percent worked in clerical occupations, 

two or six percent was engaged in sales, none worked at 

skilled or unskilled trades, and no information was given 

for three, of whom two were deceased. More briefly, the 

two Je\fish groups were alike in that more than half of 

the mothers were housewives. The nondelinquent group was 

more li~e the Protestant delinquent group in number of 

mothers working in professional occupations. 

t:.'-' 
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Housewife 

Professional 

Managerial 

Clerical 

Sales 

Skilled trade 

Unskilled 

No informa
tion 

Table XXXIV 

Mother.' Occupations 

Delinquent Subgroup 
Jewish Protestant 

£rum- 'of Num-' of 
her Group ber Group 

19 

1 

6 

2 

2 

1 

56 

3 

18 

6 

6 

3 

3 9 
(2 dec.) 

11 

4 

3 

4 

5 

7 

32 

12 

9 

12 

15 

21 

13S 

Nondelinquent 
Jewish GrofE 
NUID- \ 0 
ber Group 

21 

4 

1 

3 

2 

62 

12 

3 

9 

6 

3 9 
(2 dec.) 

Description of home or residential area. The homes or 

residential areas of the two subgroups were c~tegorized 

either by th'e probation worker's observation or by. knowledge 

of the area which included the boy's 'addr.ess. In the case 

of the nondelinquent group the boys themselves were asked 

in their questionnaire to identify whether the residential 

area in which they lives was -very poor," "poor," "average,

-better than ayerage, - -or -luxurious.·- None of the boys 

was identified as coming from a blighted, socially or eco

n~cally impoverished area. One boy or three percent of 

the delinquent Jewish subgroup, two boys or six percent of 

the Protestant subgroup, and none of the nondelinquent. group 

. , 



wu identHied as oominq from poor areas. Nine or bienty

aix percent of the boys of the Jewish delinquent subqroup, 

thirteen or thirty-eiqht percent of the Protestant delinquent 

aubgroup, and eight or twenty-four percent of the nondelin

quent group came from average areAS. Twenty-three or sixty

eight percent of the Jewish delinquent subgroup, eighteen 

or fifty-aix percent of the Protestant delinquent subgroup, 

and tventy~five or seventy··four percent of the nondelinquent 

Jewish group could be identified as coming from above aver

age residential areas. No information vas given for one boy 

in each of the three groups. 

"rhe familie. of more than half of the boys in each 

group owned their homes. Twenty of the families or fifty' 

aiDe percent of the Jewish delinquent subgroup, twenty-three 

~8ixty-eight percent of the Protestant delinquent aubqroup, 

and twenty-nine or eighty-six percent of the nondelinquent 

group owned their homes. Four or twelve percent of the 

families of the ~ew~sh delinquent sw~group, six or eighteen 

percent of the Protestan~ delinquent subgroup, and one or 

three percent of the: nondelinquent group lived in rented 

houses. Five or fifteen percent of the families of the 

Jewish delinquent subgroup, two or six percent.of the 

families of the Protestant delinquent subgoup, and four or 

twelvel percent of the families of the,nondelinquent Jewish 

group lived in apartments. No information was given rela

tive to the tyPe of residence for four of the delinquent 
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Jewish Dubqr.oup and for three of the Protestant delinquent 

.ubq~up. In summary, more than half of each qr.-oup lived in 

above average housing, but the nondelinquent Jewish boy~ 

vere IDOst lilte1yto live in such housinq, followed closely 

by the delinquent Je .... ish hoys. The comparison confirmed 

the earlier finding. 

Blighted 

Poor 

Average 

Table XXXV 

Home and Residential Area 

Delinquent 
Je .... Ish 

Num- , of 
ber Group 

1 

9 

Subgroup 
Protestant 
Num- % of 
ber Group 

Above average 23 

No information 1 

3 

26 

68 

3 

2 

13 

18 

1 

6 

38 

56 

3 

Table XXXVI 

Type of Residence 

Nondelinquent 
Je .... ish Group 
Num- ~ of 
ber Group 

8 

25 

1 

24 

74 

3 

Delinquent Subgroup Nondelinquent 
Je .... Ish Protestant Je .... ish Group 

Num- 'of Num-' of Num-' of 
______________ ~be~r~~G~r~o~u~p~ ____ ~b~e~r~~G~r~o~u~p~ ____ =be~r~Gr~ 

OWnbome 

Rented 

Apa.rt:men t 

NO information 

20 

4 

5 

4 

59 

12 

15 

12 

23 

6 

2 

3 

68 

18 

6 

9 

29 

1 

4, 

86 

3 

12 

,,' 
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Length of resid8nce. Information regarding the length 

of residence at the present address was sparse for the Jewish 

delinquent subgroup and s~what limited for the Protestant 

delinquent subgroup. With. infonJation given fo:r: only tell 

boys of" the Jewish dfllinquent subgroup the mean duration of 

time at present addresses was 4.86 years. The mean for 

seventeen boys of the Protestant delinquent subgroup was 

5.12 years. The mean for the nondelinquent group with in

formation from all was 5.95 year~. In summary, the nondelin

quent Jewish boys were more likely to have lived in the 

same. place a longer period of time, with the delinquent 

Jewish boys the least likely to have lived in the present 

home for: I!l long period. 

Length of California residence. No information was 

given regarding length of residence in California for seven 

of the boys in the Jewish delinquent subgrbup. The mean 

length of time in California for the rest of the Jewish de

linquent subgroup was 12.37 years. with no information for 

four boys, the mean length of residence in C,alifornia for 

the Protestant delinquent subgroup WAS 12.1 years. For ~le 

nondelinquent group the mean was 11.72 years. Stated dif

ferently, the nondelinquent group had lived in California 

the ehortest time. 

Home 11£e. The information regarding the boys in the 

two subgroups was searched to find evidel.,ces of persistent 

disruption and/or conflict within their homes. It was not 
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UISWII8d that a broken home per Ie meant that there was con

flict, although perhaps it might be assumed that a divorce 

would indicate that there had been conflict in the home. 

~'idence of persistent disruption and/or conflict was rather 

biken to mean some factor in the home life which seriously 

affected the ,boy over a long period of his life. Examples 

of the kinds of serious problems were the boy whose parents 

were divorced, whose mother was alcoholic, and who had lived 

in, various b~ardin9 homes for sevan years and the boy whose 

Dllntally ill grandmother lived with the family. 

There was evidence of such persistent disruption or 

c~flict in fifteen or forty-four percent of the families 

f)f the Jewish delinquent subgroup and in eleven or thirty

'bro percent of the families of th:s Protestant delinquent 

subqroup. In responding to their questionnaire, the boys 

of the nondelinquent Jewis,h group were asked to rate their 

family life as "Happy," ·Unhappy,· 01.' -In-between." TWenty-

nine or eighty-six percent of the boys indicated that their 

homes were "Happy.· Two ot six percent responded that their 

homes were • Unhappy ,. and three or nine percent indicated 

that their homes were "In-between" happy and unhappy. MQre 

briefly, the nondelinquent boys were much more likely to 

come from happy homes. There WAS evidence of serious dis-

ruption in the home life of nearly half the delinquent Jewish 

cp:oup and a third of the homes of the Protestant delinquent 

group. 
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Table xxxvn 

'amily Life 

Evidence of Pereietent 
DieruEtion 

Dellnguent sUbgroup 
JewIsh Protestant 

Num- i of Num- i of 
her Group ber Grou 
15 44 11 32 

19 68 

Happy 

Un
happ~' 
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Boys' Description of 
Home 

NondelInquent Jewl~h 
Group 

NUIIlber , of Group 
29 86 

2 Ii 

In
between 3 9 

'Attendance at religious services. Information regard

ing Attendance at religious services was available for six

teen or slightly undb~ half of the Jewish delinquent sub

group. !he record indicated that six or eighteen percent 

of the Jewish delinquent subgroup attended religious services 

on a regular basis. There was evidence that one or three 

Percent attended frequently, that eight or twenty-four per-

cent attended seldom, arid that one or three percent I),ever 

attended. Of the Protestant delinquent s\i!bgr.oup, s.ix or 

eighteen percent were identified as regular in their attend

ance at religious services, none w.ere ide~tified as frequent 

~ their attendance, fourteen or forty-one percent attended 

rellqio'us service.s seldom, and five or fifteen percent never 

attended. Information Wa$ available for twenty-f!.ve of the 

'boy. in the Protestant subgroup. 

ci 
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Tho boys in the nondelinquent qroup were Asked to in

dicate the re~larity of their attendance at religious 

services a8 -Regular,- -Frequent,· ·Seldom,· and -Never.-

Ona or three percent indicated that hft attended regularly. 

Thirteen. or thirty-eight percent add they attended fre

quently. Nineteen or fifty-six percent indicated they 881-

dom attended, and one or three percent said he never attended 

religious services. Simply, nearly half of the nondelinquent 

Jewish group attended religious services frequently or 

r:egularly, while. a lIIuch 8111Aller proportion of the delinquent 

subgroups attended religious services that often. 

Regular 

Frequent 

Seldom 

Never 

Table XXXVIII 

Attendance at ~eliqious Services 

Delinquent 
Jewish 

!IIum- 'of 
ber Group 

6 

1 

8 

1 

Subgroup 
Protestant 
Num- 'of 
ber Group 

6 18 

41 

15 

No information 18 

18 

3 

2. 
3 

56 

14 

5 

9 26 

'Nondelinquent 
Jewish Group 
Num- i of 
ber Group 

1 

13 

19 

1 

3 

38 

56 

1 

Ability. Ability test results wore IllAde comparable by 

converting them to standard scores known as stanirte scores 

in which a five is ,average, and the scores range from a ),'ow 

score of one to a high score of nine. The Grossmont Onion 
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High School District, from vhicb some of the school recorda 

for the nondelinquent Jewish <]roup were obtained, records 

its scores in .tanine scores. The San Diego Unified School 

District records its scores using a system known as the 

·San Diego Performance Level Scores. ,. These are really 

reverse staninas, with the low Bcore nine, the high score 

one, and the middle acore five. By switching the San Dieqo 

",cores around it vas possible to compare them with the 

staninas from the Grossmont District. The Los Angeles scores 

from various intelligence tests, repol~ed as intelligence 

quotients, were converted to stanines by referring to a 

table prepared by the Testing Services Department in the San 

Diego Unified School District. The conversion of all the 

test results to stanines mads comparison possible even 

though the boys had been given various ability tests. 

The results of intelligence tests were given for twenty

four of the. boys .in the Jewish delinquent sUbgroup. The 

mean stanine for this group was 5.5 •. Intelligence test re

Bults were available for twenty-four of the boys of the Prot

estant delinquent subqroup. The mean stanine for this group 

was 5.25. Intelligence test results were also available for 

twenty-three of the nondelinquent group. Their mean stanine 

wao 7.22. Briefly, the nondelinquent Jewish boys were more 

likely to have higher academic ability, and although the 

means were close, the mean of the Jewish delinquent group 

was lligher than that of the Protestant group. 
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Table XXXIX 

Ability Level. 

Jewish O8lin- Proteetant O81in- Nondl'l1inquent 

Stanine 
quant, SubSrouJi! 

Number 
_9uent Subgrou2 Jewhh GrouE 

Number Number 

1 (1oweGt 4\) 1 

2 (n, 1 1 

3 (12', 2 

4 (17t, 5 4 1 

5 (20t, 7 8 3 

6 (1") 2 5 4 

1 ',12t) 4 2 5 

8 (n) 2 :2 

9 (highest 4\) 2 2 8 

Mean 5.5 5.25 7.22 

.Scores from varIous tests converted to sEanine scores. 

Averase school marks. When the boys' average marks 

vere compared, the boys in the Jewish delinquent subgroup 

had an average mark of 2.03 or ·C.- Two students who had 

dropped out of school were not counted, and information was 

Dot given in the record of four others. The average mark of 

those reported for the Protestant delinquent sUbgroup was 

1.56, barely C-, with two haVing dropped and information 

Dot given in the cases. of eight boys. The mean mark in 

school of the nondelinquent Jewish group was 3.26, or B+. 

Mort!! briefly; the nondelinquent Jewish boys were much DIOre 

successful in echool than aither of the other groups. 

i 
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Although the delinquent Jewish boy. were receiving Avorage 

marks they were somewhat higher than the Protestant delin

quent boys. 

Summa!y. The purpose of lna.ldng the three-way comparison 

was to look for ways in which the Jewish delinquent boys 

were more like other white delinquent boys or more like 

other Jewish boys. The study of the subgroups of Protestant 

and Jewish delinquent boys and the group of nondelinquent 

boys would tend to support the following statements: The 

Jewish delinquents are more like other delinquents with re-

qard to greater number of broken homes and lower educational 

attainment of fathers and mothers. Like other delinquents 

they are more likely to come from unhappy or disrupted homes 

and less likely to attend religious services' regularly. 

They are more like the Protestant delinquent group in that 

they have average ability as measured by intelligence tests 

and average school marks. 

They were like the other Jewish boys with respect to 

lower number of divorces of parents, fewer siblings, and 

older parents. Like the other Jewish boys, they were more 

likely to have a foreign born father' and mother. More than 

half of both groups of Jewish mothers were housewives. Both 

Jewish groups were more likely to live i.n above average 

housing. 

·Pathers' occupations" distinguished the three groups 

from each other with more fathers of nondelinquent Jewish 
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boys in protessions, more tathers ot delinquent Jewish boys 

in small buainess and 8ales, and more tathers ot Protestant 

delinquent boys engaged in skilled trades. The delinquent 

Jewish boys were least likely of the three groups to have 

lived in the present home for a long period. 



CHAPTER IX 

EXAMINATION OF THE HYPOTHESES 

It was a hypothesis of this study that Jewish boys as 

• group are lesB prone to delinquency than are other boys. 

It was found that a number of investigatora had noted pro

portionately fewer Jewish youngsters among delinquent youth. 

HypothesiE', 1. Jewish youngsters as a group are less 

prone to delinquency than are other youngsters. Bovey (4), 

Kvaraceus (26), Robison (43), Tappan (47), and Jackson (43), 

cited in Chapters I and III, found evidence in various 

studies that Jewish youngsters as a group are less prone to 

delinquency than are ot.h~r youngllte~s. 

The present study has tended to substantiate the first 

hypothesis. It has been noted in Chapter I that in 1961, 

delinquency petitions were filed o~ .6 percent of the white 

male youths (exclusive of Mexican-Americans), ages 0-17, in. 

Los Angeles County. In that same year delinquency .peti tions 

were filed in the juvenile court for only .2 percent of the 

Jewish males, ages 0-17. 

It may be concluded then that in the metropolitan areai:J 

studied, delinquency is less common among Jewish youth than 

it is among other youth. Indeed the study in Los Angeles 

U7 
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County made the further distinction of comparing delinquency 

among Jewish youth with that of other white males in "the . 

youth population and found a lowe.r rate for Jews. 

Hypothellis II. When a Jewish boy becomes delinquent 

either the factors which have impinged upon him are more in

tense than would be necessary to eliclt delinquency in other 

youngsters, or his family has broken away from the Jewish 

group. 

There does not appe&r to be substantial evidence that 

the factors impinging on Jewish youth which elicit delin

quent behav~or are more intense than those which elicit de

linquent behavior· in other youth. Rather, the contrary 

seems possible for the two groups studied. Hypothesis II 

is therefoIe rejected. 

Divorce was much less common among the parents of the 

delinquent Jewish group than among those of the delinquent 

Protestant group, although home5 broken by death were some

what more common to the Jewish delinquent group. The total 

nWDber of broken homes for the. two groups appeared to be 

similar. 

Th~ Jewish youth came from smaller families, had better 

educated parents, had parents whose occupations held higher 

status. lived in better res:tdential areas, had notably fewer 

drinking problems in their families, and had many fewer 

arrests among family members; all of which would indicate 

that the factors impinging on these Jewish youth were not 
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more severe when delinquency was elicited. 

The boys of the delinquent Jewish group had fewer inci

dents reported of prior history and a lower rate of recidi

vism than di~ ~~e boys of the delinquent Protestant group, 

perhaps indicating that the factors operating to reduce 

crime among Jews continue to operate even when an acknowl

edged Jewish delinquent is compared with a non-Jewish de

linquent. Further evidence of this would be the shorter 

duration of time that cases of the Jewish delinquent group 

remained open • 

.. The question of whe.ther the boys of the delinquent 

Jewish group have broken away from the Jewish group has not 

been satisfactorily answered. First, if the family had 

broken away from the group so far as to renounce its Jewish 

identity there would have been no evidence to count the 

case as one of the group. Second, -attendance at religious 

services was not consistently reported among the cases of 

either group. The subgroup study which was small for form

ing firm conclusions suggests that the group of San Diego 

Jewish boys questioned attended religious services with 

greater frequency than did the delinquent Jewish boys. 

Hypothesis III. The final hypothesis of the study was: 

The qualities of the Jewish family which m~e Jewish young

sters less prone to delinquent behavior are: 

A. h strong parent-child relationship. 

B. The total Jewish group acting as an extended family 

________________________________________ .................. & ................ .a .............. ______________________ ~~ ______ --~L 
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to the individual. 

C. Jewish cultural emphasis on cOIr.peti tion in intel

lectual rather than physical pursuits. 

Hypothesis III is accepted. 

Many writers have offered ~peculative explanations for 

the lower rate of delinquency among J~'loIS than among non-Jews. 

Among other explanations KVArllCJeUS felt that the power of 

the religion played an important part in making Jewish youth 

resistant to delinquency (26:405-408). Another explanation 

offered for the low incidence of delinquency among Jews was 

that by Barron who pointed out that Jewish families had been 

urban dwelling for many generations and hence coping wi th 

the complexitites of urban life would not be difficult for 

them (2:57). 

Some writers have indicated that it is the quality of 

bolonging 'to the middle class in our society that makes the 

Jew resistant to crime and delinquency. This would be sup

ported by Aichorn' s statement in Chapter II that the re

straining of delinquents must involve teaching them to de

cide before they act between immediate pleasure with later 

pain and postponement or renunciation with later pleasure 

assured. Nathan Glazer carried the idea a little further to 

emphasize that the Jews epitomize, the upper middle class in 

our society. Be cited Kinsey's study as emphasizing that 

the man who was capable of postponement of pleasure was 

either already middle class or. if now a working class man, 
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would rise to the middle class, and he pointed out that the 

postponement of pleasure for later satisfaction is the 

-dominatinq Characteristic" of the Jew's life (43:141). 

In the present study an attempt was made to rule out 

class as a factor by equating the boys' family incomes. In 

spite of this it must be noted that the families of the 

Jewish delinquent group seemed to be more nearly upper mid

dle class in that the educational levels of parents ruld boys 

were higher, that fathers were less likely to be employed in 

skilled trades and more likely to own or be employed in the 

management of business, and that the f~~lies were more apt 

to live in above average residential areas. 

Many writers, however, would support the contention that 

family strength with its accompanying strong parent-child 

relationship is one of the most logical explanations for 

the lCNer delinquency rate. A strong parent-child relation-

ship is a somewhat abstract idea to be reduced to concrete 

or numerical evidence. If one assu.mes, ho"ever, that Jewish 

homes are subject .to the same stress.es and strains as are 

other homes, the fact of fewer divorces and separations as 

noted in the literat~re may well be evidence of greater 

parental devotion either to duty or to the child •. Certainly 

it is in the family that the child's basic attitudes are 

formed. and strong parental models must be furnished him 

there. The fact that fewer divorces were noted in the 

Jewish delinquent group of the present study does not 

_____________________ ... w.~ ...... ______ ~-----------------------~1. 
• fr' 
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ne~ssa;ily mitigate this idea, because the boys of the 

Jewish delinquent group also had markedly fewer specific 

charges against them as well as a lower recidivism rate. 
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The idea of the extended family acting to prevent delin

quent behavior has been advanced by various authors. It is 

practiced in various ways and functions both in exercising 

a kind of social control over the individual's behavior and 

in giving him the support of group identity and actual moral 

or physical aid should he need it. 

A singularly important part of the extended family among 

Jew~ is the overwhelming evidence of Jewish charities. An 

examination of the Jewish and non-Jewish groups of the 

present study may well indicate that the impact of the ex

tended family and its social and charitab~e agencies can be 

seen here. It has been noted that the Jewish delinquent 

group had had more agency contacts prior to the petition to 

the juvenile court. Furthe~, a large number of the boys 

had some specific counseling aside from that afforded by 

the Probation Department following the court appearance. 

It should be further noted that the names of all Jewish boys 

referred to the Los Angeles County Probation Department are 

in turn referred to the Jewish Big Brothers, and a represen

tative of that agency routinely appears at the court hear

ings of all such youngs ters • Additionally, the counseling 

services of the agency· are made available to the boys and 

their families. No like' agency' exists which provides such 
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comprehensive service to other groups. This agency assiat

&nos, a product of the extended Jewish f~~ly, undoubtedly 

had an eftect on the recidivism rate of the delinquent 

Jewish group. 

A tinal explanation of low rate of delinquency among 

'Jewish youth lies in the emphasis on competition in intel

lectual rather than physical pursuits. It is difficult to 

separate a discussion of emphasis on the intellectual rather 

than the physical from a statement of class mores. Frank 

Riessman pointed out that delinquency and destructive be

havior are the likely results when the creative potential of 

deprived youth is untapped (38:78). 

T,oby Jackson has previously been quoted in this paper, 

but his comments relative to intellectual acl:lievement as it 

relates to the present problem seem meritorious enough to 

repeat. 

Perhaps American society can learn from its 
Jewish subculture that placing ",'high valuation, 
upon intf';lllectual achievemen,t i's an indirect ap
proach to crime prevention. If it proves feasible 
to keep open the educational path fo middle class' 
status for more youngsters, adolescent hoodlumism 
can be expected to decrease. • • • What c~n be' 
said in favor of education for social ascent is 
that it attempts to cope with an ailment speCific
ally related to delinquent rebellion, namely, 
status frustration.' (43:550) 

It seems clear that while the educational attainment of 

Deither the delinquent Jewish group nor the delinquent Prot

estant group could be called high, that of the Jewish group 

was slightly higher. If any implications can be drawn from 

i· , , 
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the subgroup study th~y would indicate that both healthy 

family life ana school achievement are associated with boys 

who stay out of trouble. 

Sulnmary. The study of delinquency among Jewish youth 

~ Los Angeles County was designed to test the following 

hypothr!ses: 

1. Jewish youngsters as a group are less prone to de

linquent behavior than are other youngsters. 

The'evidence of other studies' as well as the present 

one supports this hypothesis. 

:2. When a Jewish boy becoIr:e>13 dellnquen t ei ther 

A. The factors which have ~mpinged,upon him are 

more intense than would be necessary to elicit 

delinquency in other youngsters, or 

B. His fami~y has broken away from the Jewish group. 

The 2vidence of the present study does not support 

these hypotheses. 

,3. The qualities of the Jewish family which make Jewish 

youngsters less prone to delinquent behavior 'are: 

A. A strong parent-child relationship. 

B. The total Jewish group as an extended family to 

c. 

the individual. 

Jewish cultural emphasis on competition in in

tellectual rather than physical pursuits. 

The third hypothesis seems to be valid. The 

Jewish boy is controlled by the kind of love and dis~~pline 

" '-
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cbaract.ri.t1c of Jewish familiea, In addition to the 

factors cited In the third hypothe8ie, there ie .trong 

.ugqe.tion that Jewe' generations of experience with urban 

dwelling and their consistent exemplification of upper 

dddle cla .. lIO~s and patterns are alao iDportant factors, 

J ____________ ~.----------............ ~ll&U-~--~ .. ----------------------------------------------------~-----------
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CHAPTER X 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

The present study attempted to discover whether delin-

quency was less common among Jewish boys of Los Angeles 

County than among the rest of Los Angell!s County youth, and 

to infer what factors would make Jewish youth le~s prone 

to delinquent behavior. The study also attemp.ted to deter

mine what influences elicf t delinquency among Jewish youth 

and whether they are the same as the factors to which author

ities generally attribute juvenile delinquency. 

The percentage of Jewish boys on whom delinquency peti

tions were filed in Los Angeles County in 1961 was compared 

¥ith the percentage of Jewish boys in the county population. 

The same comparison was made for all white bClJfs. A paired 

study was made of the delinquent Jewish boys and delinquent 

white Protestant boys matched by socioeconomic status and 

age. A further comparison was made with a small group of 

nondelinquent Jewish boys. 

'nl~( study concluded that av·idence would s'llpport the 

first hypothesis that Jewish youngsters as a group are less 

prone to delinquent behavior tl'lan are other youngsters. 

The evidence of the p.!;esent study did not support the 

second hypothesis that when a Jewish boy becomes delinquent 

156 
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either the factors which have impinged upon him are more 

intense than would be necessary to elicit delinquency in 

other younqsterl!S or his family has broken a.way from the 

Jewish group. 

The study's cooclusions support the third hypothesis 

that the qualities of the Jewish family which make Jewish 

youngsters less prone to delinquent behavior are a strong 

parent-child relationship, the total Jewish group acting . , 
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as an extended family to the individunl, and Jewish cultural 

emphasis on competition in intell~ctual rather than physical 

pursuits. , 
Suggestions for schools. In light of (a) the data 

specifically collected and used for this study, (h) the find

i11g8 of others whose research p~rtains to the subject, and 

(c) the conclusions of experienced teachers and educators, 

the folluwwg suggestions pertaining to the reduction of 

delinquency seem justified. A recapitulation of the present 

study ind:d1ates that there was some. common ground for the two 

groups of delinquents besides age and income. Most of the 

boys in both groups 'had experienced lim! ted school success, 

and there is reason to believe that family problems were 

common to both. 

In considering failure or lack of success in schacl, it 

can be seen that poverty stricken children are not the on~y 

ones who suffer such daily humiliation. All too often 

schools have been places where able pupils go. and teach them

selves. Those whose problems intarferewith their SUCCESS 

" 
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or who are unable to co~te euat seek other outlets. for 

their energies. A solution to this particular problem lies 

in reorganization and nell approaches to instruction in 

schools. 

The Gluecks have suggested specifically: 

1. Fundamental changes in the curriculum and teacher train

ing, greater fiexibility in curricul~, teachers who 
know how to cope with emotional problems of children. 

2. Teachers serving in the role of parent substitutes, as 
8go ideals. Perhaps young adult male teache~s or hus
band and wife teams could serve in the primary grades. 

3. Higher social evaluation of the role of the teacher 
to get the right people. 

4. Evldenoes of persistent delinquency occur betore pUberty. 
therefore elementary ~cb.ool i!J thf!l place to attack the 
problem (19). 

Additionally, drastic reduction of class size would pro

vide the teacher an opportunity to relate to individual 

youngsters. This approach is especially ne3ded for, troubled 

youngsters. A freer atmosphere would give boys opportuni

ties to uhleash their energies in various appropriate and 

eatiefyinq endeavors" 

A further help in school would be the use of a diagnos

. tic approach to teaching. What the youngster already knows, 

what he ~ to know, &Dei how he can best learn should be 

given more importance than the course of study. Prolllpt and 

persistent ~emedial attention should be provided for those 

wi th learning problems. To accomplish this, teachers need 

more tX'a1ninq in the recognition and treatment .of specific 

laarninq problema as well as in the recogni Hon of the 
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emotional problems of children. They need the services of 

consultive help and guidance workers specifically trained 

to work with individual children. 

Problems existing in the schools which themselves cause 

behavior problems for boys should be examined and corrected. 

Such problems may steM from the selection and training of 

teachers. Teachers who are too rigid, who are inadequately 

prepared, or who fail to understand the nature of children 

may not only cause difficulties, but may block solutions to 

them. Administrative "red tape- m~y delay the implementa

tio~ of new programs and equipment. 

At the secondary level, while it is late for helping 

troubled youth, the ratio of trained counselors and teachers 

to pupils should be increased. The reduction of class size 

at the secondary level coupled with a diagnostic approach to 

teaching may lead to a reduction of student frustration and 

an accompanying reduction of the number who leave school 

before graduation. Regular supportive counseling by a 

trained worker may furnish the stable adult relationship 

which is often lacking in the lives of troubled boys. 

The"problem of correcting unstable family life is one 

of immense complexity. An approach "must be found to break 

the cycle of children from problem homes growing up to unite 

and create more unstable families. The provision of sup-

portive counseling in schools may help. Additionally, educa

tion for family life should be examined and changed. At the 
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present time such instruction often amounts to a most inade

quate series of a few lessons in sex behavic~. It should 

be recognized that sex education is only one part of marriage 

preparation. 

Family education courses could be expanded to include 

an understanding of the responsibilities of parents to chil

dren and of the emotional needs of children and how to meet 

those needs. Students should be taught that the emotional 

nurture of children involves love, security, and parental 

regard for and acceptance of the child. The implica:tions 

of pigh regard to scholarship with provision in the home 

for books, ideas, and discus~ion9 should not be overlooked, 

but regard for the individual hin~elf should be stressed. 

The basis for selection of a marriage partner should be 

considered. The family life classes should examine the 

causes of marital conflict and means for~~eso; lng difficul

ties. The importance to a boy of having a father as a 

masculine model should be noted. Students should be made 

aware that their own attitudes toward laws will set an ex-

ample for their children. The 'problems of provision of care 

for the children of working mothers should be considered. 

Such courses could include information about the handling 

of budgets. Because there may be limits in financial abi,lity 

to support children as well as in ability to provide amo

ti.onal nurture, the implications of family size should be 

stUdied. 
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Boys and girls should be able to participate in such 

classes together. It should be the responsibility of the , 
achool as the only agency serving all the boys and girls 

to provide youth with this opportunJty. 

Friedlander urged that parent education be expanded 

through pre-natal clinics, maternity wards, welfare centers, 

and day nurseries. She suggested that every social worker 

contacting a family should advise the parents to take part 

in these opportunities for instruction (16). 

It should be noted that few of the boys studied got into 

dif~iculties while under the supervision of their parents 

or other adults. Perhaps opportunities for legal recrea

l:ional activities for boys should be increased. Because so 

many boys' difficulties involve car theft, opportunities 

for jobs might help some boys. Some leisure activities 

which capitalize or.1 boys' interests in mechanics would be 

worthwhile. 

The lower. rate of recidivism among the Jewish boys sug:

gests that the counseling and assistance from such agencies 

as the Jewish Big Brothers is effective. Certainly there 

may be some indication that additional counseling for all 

the youth in trouble would be helpful. Whether this should 

be furnished by an agency other than the Probation Department 

or by the reduction of case load within the department should 

be a matter for further consideration, but the caseworker 

vith too great a number of cases is handicapped in meeting 

.' 
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more than the most inuoodiate needs of his clients. The 

estabHshment of agencies like the Jewish Big Brot.hers for 

boys of Negro lmd Mexican heritage should be considered. 

SUggestions for research. There are many questions 

relative to troubled youth which remain unanswered, and the 

implications for study are many. A study of two large 

groups of Jewish boys, one delinquent and one nondelinquent 

. might prove u6'eful. The difficulty of obtaining large 

enough 'groups might be resolved .if the study were made in 

cooperation with a large metropolitan school district. The 

problem of identifying the Jewish boys or inde,ed any sub-

cultural group is a difficult one when restrictions on 

identifying data are increasing. 

Data of the sort useQ in the present study~ or more 

importantly in the Gluecks' study, could be used to develop 

predictiv'i! clevices to identify those boys who need intensive 

help for rehabilitation. Comparison studies of groups 

should be made when intensive counseling is permitted by 

reduction of caseload. 

Studies which may differentiate between those yC'ungsters 

wbo will be ·spontaneous cures" and those who will need new 

approaches to treatment could vastly improve our present 

procedures, both legal and educational. Once prediction 

devices are developed they should be used at both elementary 

and secondary school levels to select boys who need special 

help. 
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Legal counsel h.as seldom been provided in juvenile court 

cases. BecaUse of recent court rulings it is U.kely that 

legal representation of juveniles will be a factor in more 

cases in the future. Some evaluation should be made of re-

habilitation in those cases where counsel is involved as 

compared with those where it is not. 

Finally, the burden of persuading young~ters to accept 

historical middle class virtues must be considered by the 

whole adult society. The extreme affluence of the United 

states as a whole, and the ability of the mass advertising 

media to blanket the nation with ideas make the problem 

~cute. Yet society urges its youth to postpone gratifica

tion of their desires while the advertising media beg them . 

. not to wait but to buy, to experience, and. to enjoy. There 

is cOnflict in the society as well as in del:L.i.quent youth. 
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PIGURE 1 

. 600 601 602 1961 
Total 2412 Total 3282 Tota' 8761 See Pre-- , 

Religion • , • • • , limina 
Report l. CAtholic 'i76 23.8 1648 31.6 2795 30.4 

2. Protestant 1186 49.2' 1H2 43.5 4664 52.2 

3. Jewish 19 0.8 67 1.9 139 1,.4 
4. Orthodox -- -- 2 0.5 6 .. -
S. dther 

I 
S~cified S 0.2 4 1.1 21 0.2 

6. Atheist. -- -- 1 0.2 2 --
7. None 27 1.2 35 1.0 104 1.1 

8. Onkn <JIW'Il 599 24.8 68l. 20.2 1029 14.7 
-

Total N - 14,455 

600 petition is a dependency l'6 ti tion--poor' ho'llle or no 
s upe rvlsi on 

601 poitt.itJ.On is a petition for pre-dfll1nquent behavior--, 
run~~4ya, incorrigible, fighting. 

ti02 petiti<ln ill a petition for -hard,· delinquent acts~
robwry. rape, homicide', etc. 

ry 

, 
~~, ------------~----.----~----------
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SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOI.S 
CurriculUJll Se~7ices Divhion 

INFORMATION SHEET '1'0 ACCOMPANY RECORDS OF STUDENTS 
TRANSFERRING FROM SAN DIEGO CITY SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

THE SAN DIEGO TEST PER2'ORMANCE f3CALE 

171 

All raw sC,ores of achievement and intelligence tests taken 
~y students in the San Diego Ci ty Schools have been entered 
on their Cumulative and Permanent Record Cards as standard 
scores in terms of the ·San Diego Test Performance Scale.· 

Thls Test Performance Scale is almost identical to the 
stanine system of st8ndard scores. The only POillt of dif
ference is that the stanine plan runs from a low of 1 to a 
high of g', while the San Diego plan reverse,s these figures 
and goes frocn a low of 9 to a high of 1. Change was neces
.ary to facilitate the recording of test ir.formation by 
data processing, methods. 

The Test Performance Scale divides the norm population ;nto 
nine groups. Except for Levell, the top, and Level 9, the 
bottom, these grc/ups are spaced in half-sigma units. ThU5, 
Level 5 is defined as including those who are within one
fourth of a standard deviation extending on both sides of 
the mean. :..evel 6 is the group defined by the h~lf-8igma 
distance on the baseline between -0.25 and -0.75. Levels 
1 and 9 include all those who are above 1. 75 and below 
-1.75 respectively. The result is a distribution in which 
the mean is 5.0 and the standard deviation is 2.0. 

The vertical lines which have been drawn from the baseline 
(where ~e 9 performance levels are indicated) ~ark off 
subareas Qf the total area of the curvo. The numbers 
printed in these a,reas are percentages of the total popula
tion in each of the levels. Thus, 7 per cent of a total 
population will be in Level 2" ~O per cent of a total popula
tion in Level 5, and BO forth. 

Ii 
l: 
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PDJNO. I CT. NO. 

ADDRESS 

REASONS-PORREtERRAl. 

REYERREt' BY 

PREVIOUS PRO!!A'l'ION R: -<; 

NAR'[TA STATUS OF PARENTS 

LIVING WITH 

LENGTH OF COUNTY RESIDENCE 

DETAINED [YES INO 

RELIGION 

REMARKS. 

JUVENILE STATISTICAL REPORT 
(PORM 1) 

NAME DATE REFERRED 

CODE I RACE CODE I SEX 1 AGE BIRTHDATE 
HO DAY YEAR 

I 
REFE .. RRAL.. CODIES CO~. ----------~ OFFENSE 

SUB1)lV-I~.fON 

CODE AREA CODE AQ'ION CODE STATUS DA'i: OF ACTION 

.- ------ -------_ .. _- -~--. --- ~-. -- ----- -------

.. ..., .., 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
(Form 2a) 

JUVENILE PACE SHEET (Page 1 of worksheet) 01'0 

\"' 

AREA 
Name cin1?etitIon------- - Dept---;-- -Dati ----:----Court' POJ-NWnbers 

'. 
True Name Also known As Closed PDJ-Numbers 

Where isMinor: 

Home J .H. With ReI. Other 
A!:iaress of mInors TShow wliether St:, 

Date Ave., Rd., Dr., Wy., or PI. and Zone) Phone . Living with 

SnoWDestineans -of contact1.ng family: 

Age BIrtnaate -- Sex Religion Race Marital Status of Minor 

~rrthplace ---verifIcatIon 

Legal resIdence~Hlnorl (Information pertinent to the determinatI~ 

Mad tar-status of parents I 

Legal ~ust-Ody-- Verification 

Adoption or guardianship (show date ,. place) Verification 

Presenthouseno!il1Summary statement} . 

... .... -w 

.- · .. _~l 
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FAMILY DATA. 

" 
'~ 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROBATION. DEPARTMENT 
(Form 2a Continued) 

~ 0 

~ 

Parente, .~J!lp-par., bto., sis., spouse' childron, .how . 
kins~ip, name address, phone, birthplace, birthdate and aqe. 
Uncles, aunte, and gr. par., show name, address and ·phon •• 
(If par. deceased, show date and place.) 

Birth 

KIN Last name first Address and Phone No. Place 
Pill. 

Mo. \Include milOen name) 

-- - -------

J';'~\-\----~--C~ 

date Age 

, 
, . \ 

I 

.. ... .. 

j 
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Juvenile Work Sheet--Page 2 

----~-~ -= .--~~ 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
. (Form 2b) 

MINOR~STATEMENT:--lrricludIng whether minor acknowledges presentinCldents, preVious 

incIdenta, and include attitudes and-PIans: 

STATEMENTS OF PETr.r!ONE~-ana:rnterestec;parties, including vIctImsl 

Totar-AinoUnt of 10s8 'l'otar aiiiount ~recovere~ 

RestItutIon Plan 

PREVIOUS HISTORY-(Dates, Summary, DIspositions}: 

Coifr-t:- ~ 

PrObation Dept.: 

C.J.I. 

PARENT~-S'l'~'l'EMENTS reo Petition, Attitudes and Plans: 

j 

,_,.-,_",J 

... -.. 
UI 
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Juvenile Work Sheet--Page 3 

~.---~ 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
(Form 2c) 

FAMILY HIS~~RY AND B~TmA"T~UmS~--------------------------------------------------
Grade Completed RelIgIon ChurCh Attendance LOdge AffIlIatIons 

Father 
Mother 
Step-

Occ-upation---- Income-~---SoCIil Sec. No-:--~ -~Oilion____xfnlliffons 
Fath!e~~ ____________________________________ ~ ______________________________ __ 

Mother 
Step-
Income other than ahove: 

MiIItary RecoraorParents, lnero-vet. Serial No. I 

Employment hlatory, names and addreases of present and recent employers of par. and/or 

.&p par. I 

Marriaqes and divorces of parentsl (Give names, dates, places, verification) 

KinaorliOiiie--nelqhhorhood, house, standards of housekeepIng 

... .... 
"" 

1 
II 
'I ,. 
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LOS ANGELES COuNTY PROBATION DBPARTMENT 
(Form 2c Continued) 

Rial I.tate and other alllSeta, health-and accident-rnsurance""'iila/c::IrCIDll9iltluDI 

Came to U.S.A. -State Count-y------ From 

Pe.ther 
Moth~r . 
Reaso~3 for coming: 

O&ner-cnrr~reniIri-fimIly known to police and/or Probation Dept. I 

Ac!ult convi ct"f:ons-;-j> roDaUons-;--etc. I 

Miscellaneous nous reo family history, etc. I 

------------------,-------------------------------------------------------------

... 
~ 
~ 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY 'PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
(Porm 2d) 

Juvenile Work Sheet--Paqe 4 
MINOR'S ,HISTORY: 
Came to State (Date): County (Date) 

Operator's Lie. No. Soc. Sec. No. Selective Service--ReqIst. 

Relations wIth peers AJlastatusin famIly: 

Developme.ntal HIstOry , Health (EnuresIs, RllewnatIc Fever, PUberty, serious Il1rien or 

J\cCl.aent) 

HeI9ht We1ght Eyes Hair Marks 

Interests, work, organizations or club activities: 

PrevIous placements, If any: 

. ReligIous fal til, attendance, remarks: 
~ .., 
CD 

.:,_~3 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTM!':NT 
(Form 2d Continued) 

'Persona~raltsl 

'If married: Name of Bpouse Date aniiPlace ormarrTIge--~-~' -

SCHOOL\last Oli present) Since Grade 

SChoo1 -adjUStment, probrein~ -;-etc. : 

c:r;I1rr~SUMMARYl Date Rec'd.: roo. Name of Test Date 

COMPANIONS: (Name, DPO, Ar~~, Court' Probe Nos., DIsposItions or Reco~naatIori8) 

ANALY~1>PLJ\N : 

Info. from Date Compl. By DPO .. 
" Ut 

. \ 

.... _ .... .3 
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SCHOOL REPORT ~ 
(Form 3) 

TOI Los Angeles County Probation Department 

{ are~Cofiicel (aadress) 

FROMs (school) 

fdateJ 

(poone) 

{Address) 

Name of minor Ct. No. PDJ No. ______ _ 

Address Birthdate Age _____ _ 

Court hearing: Date Place ______________________ ~ ____________ _ 

Date enrolled _Attendance: satisfactory __ Unsatisfactory 

Number of days of illegal absences This semester Last semester _________ _ 

SCHOLARSHIP 

From To lIours in School per Day __________ _ 

-----~---~-

GRADE SUBJECT MARK CITIZENStlIP r . 
.1 l __ _ 

~ 1 

.., 
_ -' .~.~_,~_.......J 

.. 
CD 
o 
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SCHOOL REPORT 
(Form 3 Continued) 

CLASSROOM HABITS AND ATTITUDES 

Is a good worker __________________________________ __ 

Follows·airections ________________________________ __ 

Has good health habits ________________________ ___ 

Gets along well with others ____________________ __ 

Accepts responsibility ________________________ ___ 

Has good study habits -------------------------
Uses ability to concentrate ______________________ __ 

Has good manual coordination ______________________ _ 

A S N 

A--Above Average S--Satisfactory N--Needs to improve 

INTELLIGENCE, ACHIEVEMENT AND OTHER TESTS: 

NAME OF TEST DATE GIVEN GRADE PLACEMENT 

ftt ........ _ ..... 
~.y ~ .. n .... ....... or ....... .... ,..,,,,.. ,,... ~~ ~.y ............. ~~ ~ ~ , .............. ~ .~ 

GIVE BEHAVIOR AND PERSONALITY TRAITS, SCHOOL AND HOME RELATIONSHIPS, 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES, EMPLOYMENT I 

~~-

I.O. 

... 
CD ... 
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DATA SHEET 
(Porm 4a) 

182 

Case • NaJIIEI Aqe at tirst petition __ 
Group- ----------------~ 

Pamily data 

Home: Unbroken Broken (divorce) __ Broken (death) 
Date of death ----

Boy lives with ______________ ~SiblingB' age & sex ______ __ 

Area of residence Length of residence 
Frequent moving Type of residence/a-r-e-a-:----
Blighted ___ l>oor __ Average_ Above average __ . 

Condition of home: clean..:...- dirty __ crowded __ 

Boy Father Mother Step-parent 
~irthdate ___________________________________________ _ 

Birthplace _______ ~ ________ ~ __ -----------------------
Date arxived in California. _____________________________ __ 
Religion ____________________________________________ __ 

Attendance at religious services 
Language apoken _____ _ 

Education ________________ ~~--~----~~~,_~~--------
(hIghest graae attained} 

Occupation _____________________________ ~ ____________ _ 

salary __________________ -.~~~~TT.~~~~----------
Total family Income ________ _ 

Health, ______________________________________________ _ 

Drinkinq, ___________________ ------
Mental health ________________________________________ __ 

Attitude toward authority 
(favor5ble, unfavorable, antag~nrsircr 

Arrests of family members ______________________________ _ 

Other aqency assistance to boy or family _______________ __ 

Notes on home' family (Indicate Bource) _____ '"' __ _ 

Notes: 
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School Record 

DATA SHEET 
t.l'OZ'lll 4b) 

Marks Ias~ semeater _________________________ , 

Test data: IQ l\chievement tests 

183 

- (Naill\) of Test) ---

Sat.isfactory Poor Unsatisfactory 
Nwaber illegii"r"abssnces last semester --

Attendance : 

Citizenship: Above average Average Unsatisfactory 
Sus~n8.lons--=- - -

Notes (indicate source) ____________ ~ ____________ ~ __ ----

Health history (Source) ________________________________ __ 

Nervous habi ts -----------------------------------------
Mental health (Clinic or other report--indicate source) 

Date of peti tion ____ _ Reas on _____ _ 

Other participants (age and sex) -------------------------
A~CY referrin9 __________ __ Prior history 

Detention ________________________________ ~-----------

S\llIImAry of boy's statement ----------------
.Sammary of parent's statelllent _________________ __ 

Subsequent Dotes on family , attitude --------------------
DispositiOD ____________________________ " ____________ __ 

Subsequent history __________________________ _ 

!eraiDatiOD of case ______ ~~~r_-~--------~~~~~----
(date) (reason) 

• p4"",S = 
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QUESTIONNAI RE 
(Form 5) Group C 

114 

1. 
Name ________________ __ 2. Aqe _____ ~ ____ _ 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Where were you born? ________________________________ _ 

Where were your parents born? Mother ________________ _ 
Father ________________ _ 

Do you live with both your parents? yss__ no __ 
If not. with ",hom do you live? _________________ _ 

Are your'parents divorced? yes no __ 

Is your mother living? yes___ no 

Is your father living? yes ___ no 

What are your parents' ages? Mother F?.ther __ _ 

What is your father's occupation? 

What is your mother's occupation? 

Which of the following do you think would describe 
your family's income? 
Under S5.000/year • $5,000 to $lO,OOO/year I 

SlO,OOl to SlS.OOO/year , $15,001 to $20,0~year , 
over $20.000/yeu __ , -- . --

13. Did your father graduate, from high school? yes ___ 
00 __ 

14, Did your father attend college? yes ___ no __ _ 
Did be graduate? :yes__ no __ 

15,. Did your mother attend college? yes no 
Did sbe graduate? y8S__ no _ --

16. Did your mother graduate from high school? yes __ 
00_, 

17. BoW many brothers and sisters do you have? __ _ 
Wha,t: are t.heir aqes? _____ '""-__ _ 

lB. How would you dSs(:r1be your family life? Happy __ 
Unhappy __ in-bebree!1_ 

19. Bow long bave you lived in California? _ years 
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Questionnaire (Continued) 

lO. Which of the followinq de~cribes the area in. which 
you live? very poor , poor , average / better 
than averaqe ___ , luxurious ___ -.-- ---

ll. In which type of residence do you live? own hOIOO __ , 
rented house ___ , apartment __ • 

l2. How long have you lived at your present addres2? 
----years. 

23. What qrade are you in at school? ___ 

24. ~~at school do you attenc? 

25. Do you attend religious ser-vices? Regularly __ , 
frequently __ , seldoM ___ , never ___ • 

26. Have you ever had to a[JPear in juvenile court for 
other than traffic citations? yes no 
At what age_? ___ For. what reason?~ 
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